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The Honorable Martin 0 'Malley 
Governor of Maryland 
State House, State Circle 
Annapolis, Maryland 21401-1991 

Dear Governor O'Malley: 

December 31, 2011 

In 2009, the General Assembly passed and legislation was signed to create 
a Task Force on Prisoner Reentry. The Task Force is made up of representatives 
from across Maryland ' s agencies and includes representatives from the Assembly 
and liaisons from the Judiciary. I chaired each meeting, which was held in
person. This final report represents the consensus findings of the Task Force. 
There is no minority report. 

During its 18 months of work, the Task Force met as a whole seven times, 
five of which occurred since releasing its interim report one year ago. In between 
full Task Force meetings, substantive subcommittees met frequently. The six 
subcommittees are: 

• Resources and Funding Streams 
• Research and Performance Outcomes 
• Idleness and Programming 
• Barriers and Process Hurdles 
• Juvenile Reentry 
• Comprehensive Plan 

The specific recommendations of each subcommittee can be found in 
detail in the final repOlt attached hereto. Some recommendations are 
administrative and some require legislative action. The Task Force makes the 
following legislative recommendations and urges swift passage during the 2012 
Legislative Session: 

• Shield criminal records for nonviolent offenders from public view after an 
appropriate waiting period, but require these records to be maintained for 
law enforcement and relevant parties. 

• "Ban the box" to allow state government to make individualized decisions 
on state employment for non-sensitive positions. 

• Automatically but temporarily suspend child support payments for indigent 
inmates during terms of imprisonment longer than 12 months, while 
providing an oPPOltunity for the custodial parent to object. 
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• Provide a completion bonus of diminution credits for imnates who complete 
their G.E.D. 

In this time of continued economic crisis and high unemployment, the 
Task Force on Prisoner Reentry is part and parcel of making jobs a top priority in 
Maryland. As the product of ideologically diverse members across many state 
agencies and branches and community organizations, I am proud of the work the 
Task Force accomplished, the consensus we reached, and the recommendations 
we make. 

If I can be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me at 
410-339-5005. 

GDM/bc 

Attachments 

Sincerely, 

Gary D. Maynard 
Secretary and 
Task Force Chair 

c: The Honorable Thomas V. Michael Miller Jr. , Senate President 
The Honorable Michael E. Busch, Speaker of the House of Delegates 
Members of the Task Force on Prisoner Reentry 
Mr. Matthew Gallagher, Governor ' s Chief of Staff 
Mr. Joseph Bryce, Governor's Chief Legislative and Policy Officer 
Ms. Shanetta Paskel, Governor's Deputy Legislative Officer 
Ms. Rebecca Ruff, Policy Analyst, Dept. of Legislative Services 
Ms. Diane Lucas, Supervisor, Budget Analysis, Dept of Budget & Management 
Ms. Sarah Albert, Mandated Reports, Dept. of Legislative Services 
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I. Executive Summary 

The Maryland Taskforce on Prisoner Reentry recommends a significant restructuring of the 
state 's criminal justice and correctional systems both to reduce the number of individuals 
incarcerated and to improve reentry programming and transitional services provided for those 
who remain. It calls for developing a plan to close one or more state prisons, and to reinvest 
savings into evidenced-based education, job skill training, and treatment programming in all 
prisons and community correctional facilities, implementing improved community supervision 
technologies and protocols, and developing new and revitalized parinerships with the state's 
county correctional systems, other government agencies, and non-profit and faith-based 
providers. 

With funding from reduced prison expenditures, the Task Force enVISIons a statewide 
comprehensive and evidenced-based Reentry Initiative that involves multiple stakeholders 
including state and county corrections, law enforcement, social service government agencies, 
non-profit service providers, faith-based organizations, and the families of those incarcerated. 
The Statewide Reentry Initiative would include: 

• A uniform and standardized risk and needs assessment beginning at sentencing, and 
continuing during incarceration and community supervision. 

• An individualized reentry plan based on risk/needs assessment data that would prescribe 
education, treatment, family, medical, and work programs for individuals while in 
custody and under community supervision. 

• Availability of sufficient high-quality education, job skill training, and treatment 
programming for all those individuals required to participate in order to hold individuals 
accountable for following their Reentry plan. 

• Within the last several months prior to release from incarceration, transition through 
county correctional facilities where they would be closer to family and community 
resources that can provide them with important assistance. 

• Rigorous data collection, performance outcome measurements, and electronic records to 
monitor the effectiveness of programs and allow for the sharing of appropriate 
information among many different stakeholders. 

The Task Force believes that this strategy, called Justice Reinvestment, will improve public 
safety and reduce taxpayer-borne correctional expenses in Maryland; and, other states across the 
nation including Texas, North Carolina, Ohio, New York, New Jersey, and Rhode Island have 
adopted this strategy. Further, it believes that recent organizational changes within the Maryland 
Department of Public Safety and Correctional Services CDPSCS) that combine institutional and 
community correctional operations by region and a new Offender Case Management Information 
System provide the capacity for implementing these cutting-edge reforms. 

In addition to the Justice Reinvestment strategy to change the structure of corrections, the Task 
Force advances four legislative bills to improve prisoner reentry. 

1. A law to shield criminal records for nonviolent convictions from public view after an 
appropriate waiting/proving period with provisions for full access for law enforcement 
and relevant parties. 



2. A "Ban the box" law that would restrict applications for state employment for non
sensitive positions to ask about criminal backgrounds, and instead allow state government 
hiring authorities to make individualized decisions on state employment after credential 
review and interview. 

3. A law to automatically but temporarily suspend child support payments for indigent 
inmates during terms of imprisoIID1ent longer than 12 months, while providing an 
opportunity for the custodial parent to object. 

4. A law that would provide greater incentives through diminution credits for incarcerated 
individuals to participate in reentry program, and particularly for those pursuing the OED 
equivalent diploma program. 

Additionally, the Task Force recommends several administrative actions to encourage all 
stakeholders to engage in improvements to the reentry system. This includes: 

• Embracing consistent and continued measurement of outcomes and impacts of 
interventions employed across the state; 

• Utilizing technology to better communicate, share information, and Improve resource 
management; 

• Encouraging educational systems to streamline the transition process through information 
sharing and the use of transition teams; 

• Reviewing institutional visiting policies to increase incarcerated individual ' s access and 
engagement with family members; 

• Encouraging the Public Housing Authorities through a joint letter from Secretary 
Maynard and Secretary Skinner to change policy on the timing of criminal background 
checks for housing eligibility determinations; 

• Seeking opportunities to increase housing capacity through partnerships between 
developers, funding resources, construction compames, property management 
organizations and other stakeholders; 

• Determining the programming that should be provided in jails versus prisons and the 
eligibility criteria to ensure the best use is being made of limited resources; 

• Seeking the assistance of community service providers to address programming gaps; 
• Utilizing this plan as a basis on which to apply for funding of reentry initiatives 111 

conjunction with the comprehensive plan; 
• Increasing the capacity of DPSCS ' Office of Policy, Planning, Research and Statistics to 

monitor the effectiveness of the Statewide Reentry Initiative. 

Further, the Task Force believes that the judiciary can be of great assistance in the Statewide 
Reentry Initiative through: 

• Increased collaboration and coordination between existing drug and mental health courts 
and future Reentry cOUlis with corrections and community service providers; 

• Implementing risk/need assessment instruments at the time of sentencing; 
• Enacting changes in sentencing practices informed by evidenced-base practices that more 

effectively utilize correctional resources ; 
• Increased participation and information exchanges concerning sentencing and outcome 

measurement. 
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Finally, the Task Force recognizes the need to develop a detailed implementation plan to carry 
out this dramatic restructuring of the state correctional system, and calls for the Governor to 
appoint a Statewide Reentry Initiative Planning and Monitoring Committee composed of 
mUltiple stakeholders under the direction of the Public Safety Secretary that would develop a 
detailed plan of action by June 1, 2012 and monitor the implementation and outcomes over time. 

Maryland's commitment to improving reentry is long-term. It will require changes in mindset 
and practice to impact reentry outcomes. This Final Report sketches a framework for moving 
forward. Continued monitoring of the recommended changes over time is essential to realizing 
the positive impact of this plan in the long run. 

II. Reentry Task Force Legal Mandate 

During the 2009 Legislative session, HB 637 was passed and signed into law by Governor 
O'Malley. This bill established a Task Force on Prisoner Reentry, and the provisions of the law 
are codified in Correctional Services Article, § 2-50l. The law provides for the membership, 
chairmanship, and staffing of the task force and requires that certain issues be studied over the 
course of two years. It further requires that the Governor and General Assembly receive two 
reports on the findings and recommendations of the task force: 1) An interim report by 
December 31 , 2010, and 2) a final report by December 31, 2011. This final report is being 
provided in conjunction with this requirement. 

The Task Force was responsible for performing the following six tasks: 

(1) Examine ways to pool resources and funding streams to promote lower 
recidivism rates for returning offenders and minimize the harmful effects of 
offenders' time in prison, jail, or a juvenile facility on families and 
communities of offenders by collecting data and best practices in offender 
reentry from demonstration grantees and other agencies and organizations; 

(2) Analyze the statutory, regulatory, rules-based, and practice-based hurdles to 
reintegration of adult and juvenile offenders into the community; 

(3) Investigate guidelines and criteria to track outcomes of inmate reentry 
program participation, including program approvals, day-to-day program 
participation, and program graduation and other types of program 
completions and non-completions; 

(4) Research longitudinal data tracking of the pre- and post-release impact of 
reentry programs; 

(5) Investigate the number of idle inmates in each state correctional facility; and 
(6) Develop a comprehensive strategic reentry plan as specified under the federal 

second chance act of2007". 

III. Background 

As a result of criminal justice policies, changes in criminal laws, and sentencing practices over 
several decades; criminal justice populations have steadily increased. Concomitantly, the dollars 
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spent by the nation 's criminal justice system increased 171 % between 1982 and 2007. State 
expenditures increased 208% between 1982 and 2002, but decreased slightly (5%) between 2002 
and 2007 due to a drop in jail populations. During the 20 year span, even accounting for 
inflation, expenditures for law enforcement and corrections increased 126% and 255%, 

. I 1 respectIve y. 

Maryland experienced similar criminal justice population trends, and expenditures increased 
during the same time period mentioned above. In 1966 the incarceration rate in Maryland was 
165 per 100,000 resulting in a prison population of 5,117. In fiscal year 2011, the incarceration 
rate was 412 per 100,000 with an average daily prison population of 22,500. Crime rates, on the 
other hand, decreased and are back to 1966 levels (3549 per 100,000).2 

The logical conclusion of this disparity between crime rate decline and incarceration rate 
increase is the number of incarcerated individuals with long sentences and the rate of recidivism. 
In a study conducted by the Pew Charitable Trusts that looked at recidivism in over 40 states, 
more than four in 10 offenders returned to state prison within three years of their release,3 and 
parole violators accounted for 35.2 percent of state admissions in 2009. 4 

Maryland's data reflects similar circumstances. The average daily incarcerated population in FY 
2010 totaled 34,494 (prisons and jails) -- approximately one out of every 167 Maryland 
residents. In 2006, 70% of the prison population was serving sentences greater than 5 years. 
Consequently, despite a steady decline in crime rates in the last decade, the incarcerated 
population has remained high. Maryland released approximately 13 ,900 offenders back to their 
communities, and the 2010 rate ofreturn to state prison within three years of release was 47 .8%. 5 

Parole violators accounted for 27 percent of state admissions in FY 2010. 

While the incarcerated population has remained high and incarceration and reentry rates have 
remained steady, budgets across Maryland have been drastically reduced. Impacting the cycle of 
release and return to incarceration is essential to public safety and the State's fiscal 
responsibilities. 

IV. Proceedings and Recommendations 

The Task Force met a total of seven times, five times during CY 2011. Six subcommittees, 
formed to focus on specific topic areas, met in between and reported progress at the meetings of 
the full task force. The following 6 subcommittees were formed: 1) Resources and Funding 
Streams; (2) Research and Performance Outcomes; 3) Idleness and Programming; 4) Barriers 
and Practice Hurdles; 4) Juvenile Reentry; and 5) Comprehensive Plan. The Task Force 
members and pm1icipants on each subcommittee can be found in the Appendix. 

iKyckelhahn , Tracey. Justice Expenditures and Employment, FY 1982-2007- Statistical Tables, Washington, D.C.: 
U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2011. 
2 MD GOCCP (20 I 0), Crime Statistics. 
3 Pew Center on the States , State of Recidiv ism: The Revolving Door of America's Prisons (Washington, DC: The 
Pew Char itab le Trusts , April 2011). 
4 Sabol , W. & H.C. West. Prisoners in 2009. NCJ 231675. Washington , D.C.: U.S. DepaI1ment of Justice , Bureau of 
Justice Statistics, 20 I O. 
5 DPSCS, 2010 RISe Report, Baltimore, MD, DPSCS Office of Policy, Planning, Regulations and Statistics, 20 II. 
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After thorough study and investigation, each subcommittee made specific findings and 
recommendations. A summary of those findings and recommendations by subcommittee topic 
appear below. Some of the subcommittees prepared written final reports, which are attached. 

Resources and Funding Streams 

The subcommittee took a two-pronged approach to this topic area. It reviewed 
existing human capital and financial resources available to both government agencies 
and community organizations. It also looked outside existing budgets to determine 
what other sources of funding are available to the reentry effort. 

The subcommittee determined that, in general, existing public and private resources 
are simply insufficient to provide the necessary services. The economic downturn 
has overburdened an already inadequate system. However, with hardship comes 
opportunity. State agencies and community organizations are managing existing 
resources more wisely. They are reducing redundant processes by sharing 
information across stakeholder organizations, and providing services only to those 
presenting the highest risk. With these and other operational changes, state agencies 
and community organizations are realizing savings. Unfortunately, savings realized 
by state agencies are being used to fill budget gaps in umelated areas. 

Other funding resources are available at the national, state, and local level. The 
federal government provides funding opportunities through the Second Chance Act, 
the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, and other federal 
agencies. The Governor' s Office of Crime Control and Prevention receives 
Maryland ' s allotment of federal block grant dollars, which are disbursed across the 
state through an application process. In addition, there are a number of private 
foundations that provide funding to initiatives that fit their areas of interest. These 
funding opportunities are quite competitive and require clearly developed plans. 

Based on these determinations, the Task Force makes the following 
recommendations: 

1) "Justice Reinvestment": Allow state agencies that utilize resources 
efficiently to reinvest their savings back into proven reentry programs. It 
is not appropriate to move such savings into unrelated programs and 
agencies. 

2) Position the state for future grant awards: Bolster data collection, 
coordinate plan implementation, and monitor progress of implementation 
strategies. 

Research and Performance Outcomes 

The subcommittee, with the assistance of a graduate student at Harvard University ' s 
John F. Kennedy School of Government, adopted a three-fold methodology to 
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discover best practices in reentry outcome research. This methodology involved: (1) a 
review of the literature on reentry outcomes from academic, practitioner, government, 
and policy organizational sources; (2) a survey, through phone and in-person 
interviews, of reentry programs in Maryland to determine what data is collected and 
how it is used; and (3) discovery of what administrative records exist across agencies 
and organizations through the use of a randomly selected group of 50 individuals 
released from incarceration during the period July 1, 2009 to June 30, 2010. 

The research literature indicated that the best methodology for measuring reentry 
program outcomes is to look at six different treatment domains: mental and physical 
health; alcohol and drug abuse; employment and education; housing; pro-social 
activities; and financial status. These domains of treatment have been found by 
researchers to address "dynamic" criminogenic factors that have the potential to 
impact future recidivism rates. While there is frequent interest by policymakers and 
laypersons to identify recidivism as the exclusive outcome of importance, researchers 
are increasingly recognizing that this proves to be a poor indicator of performance for 
reentry programs. Recidivism is most directly affected by: the " risk" of the 
population served by a program (i .e. risk includes criminal history, socio-economic 
background, mental and physical health, work and education background, substance 
abuse background, housing stability, and family/social support) ; specific policies and 
practices of stakeholders within the criminal justice system including police, 
probation and parole, prosecutors, judges, and the legislature that are outside the 
control of corrections (i.e. probation revocation polices); and the quality of the 
evaluation study and the availability of data. Good indicators of performance, by 
contrast, are linked directly to the specific activities, resources, and services provided 
by a program. 

The survey and record review revealed that Maryland ' s correctional and community
based agencies do not currently track, document or assess reentry programs 
systematically. Neither DPSCS nor county detention centers conduct formal 
assessments on short- or long-term outcomes based on the seven domains of 
treatment. Some contracted programs attempt to conduct process evaluations or 
recidivism studies; however, none of the interviewees knew of any contracted service 
providers that have conducted outcome assessments. Most county corrections 
departments as well as the State prisons collect output information about reentry 
services provided in their facilities , specifically enrollment and attendance data, 
completion and non-completion rates, graduation rates, and the number of sessions 
taught. However, there is a lack of centralized reentry databases in correctional 
institutions and in many community programs; rather, information is maintained in a 
paper case file for each person in a program. The individual 's progress is followed in 
that file only for that specific program, and is not generally shared with other 
stakeholders. In addition, the only formal calculation of recidivism rates is conducted 
by DPSCS with input from the county correctional systems and is reported in the 
Maryland Repeat Incarceration Supervision Cycle (RISC) repOli. The definition of 
recidivism, according to the RISC RepOli, is "a new Maryland conviction that results 
in a return to incarceration in the DOC or to DP P probation supervision within three 
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years oj an inmate 's date oj release or a probationer 's entry into community 
supervision. 

Based on the literature review and the results of the survey and record review, 
the Task Force makes the following recommendations: 

1) Adopt a nationally-developed assessment framework that links the goals 
and activities of reentry programs with direct "outputs" (desired results 
immediately following a program). short- (30 and 90 days after release) 
and longer-term "outcomes" (6 months, 1 year, and 2 years after release), 
and long-term "impacts" (change in the community such as reduced 
recidivism and increased public safety) arranged along the following 
treatment dimensions: Substance Abuse; Mental Health; Housing; 
Employment; Education; Family, Relationships, and Pro-Social 
Responsibility; and Financial Needs. 

2) Develop and reconfigure correctional data systems to track and monitor 
reentry over time to accurately measure outcomes. 

3) Expand and develop new data sharing partnerships within the 
community, including local and state government agencies, non-profits, 
and research organizations. While comprehensive outcome data 
collection may take time, simply getting useful information into the hands 
of the appropriate people and organizations today can assist in tracking 
outcomes. 

4) Correctional agencies and community-based partners must fully embrace 
reentry as a core mission. They must insist on a regular regime of data 
collection and · analysis. They must adjust training programs, aUditing 
processes, and corrections policies to make reentry data collection 
common practice. 

5) The State must develop a systematic methodology and create the 
administrative capacity to track the continued court involvement of 
individuals released from correctional institutions as a means to better 
understand the flow of individuals into and out of the state's correctional 
systems for purposes of determining policy and programmatic changes. 

Idleness and Programming 

The subcommittee gathered data on the number of offenders engaged in programming 
in each institution based on institutional assignment records. A review of the limited 
data showed that most inmates are enrolled in some program activity, such as 
education classes, treatment programming, institutional work assignments, and 
correctional industries. However, participation in one activity for 1-2 hours a day 
does not remove the possibility of idleness for the remaining hours. In addition, 
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placing an inmate in a program simply to 1l1crease participation rates does not 
improve the reentry outcome. 

DPSCS and the subcommittee also attempted to determine the need for specific types 
of programming versus resources available to deliver that programming. The 
programming staff to offender ratio of 400:22,500 alone provided insight into this 
issue. However, due to the status of current management information systems within 
corrections, the subcommittee found that an accurate programming gap analysis was 
not possible at this time. 

DPSCS is in the process of reorganization to create a regional structure where 
correctional and community supervision persOlmel are managed at the regional level. 
This structure creates 0ppoliunities for improved offender transitions, relationship 
building with community resource providers, and information sharing. In addition, 
DPSCS is implementing a new case management information system. This system is 
available to local detention facilities should they desire to utilize or interface to it. 
There are also plans to bolster DPSCS' statistical analysis staff. With these three 
additions, the ability to document and address programming gaps will improve. 

In the meantime, the staff to offender ratio allowed the subcommittee to conclude that 
insufficient resources exist in correctional agencies (both local and state) to meet the 
demand generally. In some instances, the community offers more opportunities to 
address the needs of the offender population. Consequently, changes in incarceration 
practices and the criteria and processes for determining the best intervention are 
needed. 

Based on the subcommittee's investigation and analysis, the Task Force makes 
the following recommendations: 

1) Review best practice literature to ensure the appropriate intervention is 
employed at the correct time. 

2) Consider changes in sentencing practices based on risk of re-offense 
criteria. 

3) Determine the programming that should be provided in jails versus 
prisons, and reform eligibility criteria to ensure the best use of limited 
resources. 

4) Revise policies and procedures for placement of offenders in programs, 
and re-evaluate those policies on a periodic basis to determine ongoing 
programming gaps and state of idleness. 

5) Utilize community resources to close programming gaps where possible. 
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6) Increase and improve the engaging of families as an additional resource 
in reentry planning and programming. 

7) Ensure that programming emphasizes the importance of: education, job 
skills training and experience, behavior and thinking modification, 
substance abuse and trauma-informed treatment, problem-solving 
skills, financial responsibility, and understanding the impact of crime 
on victims. 

Barriers and Process Hurdles 

Since convening in August 2010, the Legal Barriers and Practice Hurdles 
subcommittee met numerous times to explore the significant barriers faced by 
Marylanders with criminal records. These barriers fall into the following categories: 
1) Employment; 2) Education; 3) Financial Stability; and 4) Housing. 

There are no spare Marylanders. The ability to secure a job is crucial to the 
successful reentry of Marylanders returning to their communities from prison. Peer
reviewed research shows that recidivism risks are highest in the first 3-5 years 
following incarceration. A study funded by the National Institute of Justice 
examined more than 80,000 criminal records. The study found that there is a way to 
actuarially estimate a point in time when an individual with a criminal record is at no 
greater risk of committing another crime than other individuals of the same age.6 

Given that recidivism declines steadily with time clean, the ability of employers to 
access stale conviction information unfairly bars Marylanders from job opportunities. 

Similarly, utilizing the "box-check" format to obtain conviction information on job 
applications unfairly discriminates against qualified individuals being considered for 
employment. This format simply does not provide Marylanders with the opportunity 
to explain the conviction and their efforts since that time. 

Education is also a key factor in an individual's ability to obtain self-sustaining 
employment. While there are a myriad of reasons why offenders have not achieved at 
least a high school diploma, there are opportunities during incarceration to reach 
academic achievement or to build job skills. Maryland's mandatory education law 
requires offenders serving 18+ month sentences who do not have a diploma to attend 
classes, but many simply never complete the program. It is critical that Maryland 
find a way to incentivize offenders to complete their education. 

Attaining financial stability as soon as possible after release is important to reentry 
success as well. This is especially difficult for Marylanders who compound their 
employment difficulties with obligations to pay substantial child support arrearages 
that were accruing while in prison. For indigent ex-offenders, this crushing debt 
conflicts with their need to feed, clothe and shelter themselves. Suspending child 

6 Blumstein, A., and K. Nakamura, ''' Redemption ' in an Era of Widespread Criminal Background Checks," National 
Institute of Justice Journal (Issue No. 263): 10-17. 
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support payments for incarcerated indigents will reduce their likelihood of returning 
to the underground economy. 

Access to affordable housing is a barrier that forces many offenders to return to 
situations that are not conducive to a crime-free life . Two factors contribute to this 
barrier: 1) lack of sufficient capacity; and 2) over-exclusive policies and practices of 
public housing authorities (PHAs). Despite funding programs for housing 
development, it is difficult to find private or semi-public organizations to build or 
improve property for the purpose of increasing the capacity of low-income or 
supportive housing. In addition, PHAs have broad discretion to set admission and 
termination policies for the Public Housing and Housing Choice Voucher programs. 
With the lack of capacity and consequential long waiting lists, there is little incentive 
for the PHAs to change their eligibility criteria. 

After careful consideration, the Task Force makes the following 
recommendations: 

Legislative 
1) The Maryland General Assembly should pass legislation to shield 

criminal records for nonviolent convictions. This legislation would 
make nonviolent felony convictions eligible for shielding after a five
year waiting period from the time of release from supervision. 
Nonviolent misdemeanors would be subject to a three-year waiting 
period. No subsequent convictions can occur during the waiting 
period. Law enforcement will continue to have full and unfettered 
access to the shielded records. 

2) The Maryland General Assembly should pass legislation to "ban the 
box" on state job applications that asks applicants to make a check 
mark if they have ever been convicted of a crime. 

3) The Maryland General Assembly should pass legislation to 
temporarily but automatically suspend child support obligations 
upon incarceration for non-custodial parents sentenced to 12 or 
more consecutive months of imprisonment. The obligor may not be 
on work release and must have insufficient finances to make child 
support payments. Before adjusting the order, CSEA must send 
written notice of the proposed action to the obligee, including the 
obligee's right to object to the proposed action. Current policy 
allows for inmates to apply for a suspension of their child support 
order upon incarceration. However, the vast majority of obligors 
are not aware of this option and consequently wind up accruing 
large sums of arrearages during their sentence, arrearages that they 
will never be able to repay. 
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4) The Maryland General Assembly should pass legislation to provide 
a diminution credit completion bonus for adult education while 
incarcerated. Inmates currently earn 5 diminution credits per 
month for being enrolled in an education program. In order to 
encourage inmates to complete their degree, the legislation should 
establish a 60-credit diminution bonus to be awarded to those who 
earn their C.E.D. 

Non-Legislative 
1) Secretary Maynard and Secretary Skinner should write a joint 

communication to the local housing authorities referencing the June 
2011 policy statement from the U.S. Department of Housing and 
Urban Development. The HUD letter states that local public 
housing authorities should be more flexible in their treatment of 
people with criminal records as the PHAs have broad discretion to 
set admission and termination policies under the federal Public 
Housing and Housing Choice Voucher programs. Specifically, the 
Secretaries should encourage the PHAs to conduct criminal 
background checks at the time the applicant reaches the top of the 
waiting list as opposed to at initial application. This policy change 
will benefit those with criminal backgrounds as it is possible that the 
look-back period for the PHA might be shorter than the waiting list 
for housing. 

2) State and local authorities should seek opportunities to increase low
income housing capacity through partnerships with developers, 
construction companies, property management organizations and 
other stakeholders. 

Juvenile Reentry 

The Juvenile Reentry subcommittee met several times in the last year. A review of 
the programs and initiatives being utilized in the Department of Juvenile Services 
(DJS) was conducted and an inventory was created. Determinations were made on the 
existence of gaps or process hurdles and which current programs were considered 
best practices. 

Based on this review, it became clear that successful reentry of juveniles committed 
to a residential facility is dependent upon the same strategies as incarcerated adults . 
Reentry preparation should begin as soon as the youth enters the juvenile justice 
system and should include a comprehensive risk and needs assessment and a 
treatment service plan. It also became clear that until recently there was very little 
information sharing occurring between the juvenile and adult systems. This sharing 
of information is especially important when a juvenile is charged andlor convicted as 
an adult and enters the adult jailor prison system. DPSCS is working with DJS to 
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incorporate the use of assessment tools geared to youth for those juveniles who enter 
the adult system. Further work is needed to increase communication and information 
sharing between these two departments to improve reentry outcomes and ensure 
public safety. 

Both the adult and juvenile systems agree on best practices for improved reentry 
outcomes. Reentry initiatives should engage the youths ' families. The priority focus 
of the plan should be education and employment. And, as the release date approaches, 
engag1l1g 111 transition planning to include the necessary community supports is 
imperative. 

Educating youth in residential placement can be difficult due to the length of stay. 
The approximate length of stay for youth in detention is 15 days . The length of stay in 
commitment is approximately 225 days. Treatment programs provide more 
opportunity for credit recovery. In 2002, Dr. Nancy Grasmick, State Superintendent 
of Schools, requested that each local school system (LSS) establish a central team to 
provide appropriate diagnostic, placement and monitoring services for juveniles 
transitioning between public schools and juvenile services facilities. These teams 
were to include, at a minimum, a representative from each of the following areas : 
Student Services, Special Education, Curriculum and Instruction, and the Department 
of Juvenile Services. Representatives from other agencies, such as Social Services, 
the Core Service Agency, and the Department of Health, should be part of the team as 
needed and should assist with wraparound services. 

The strategies mentioned above have been combined and proven successful in an 
initiative funded by the Department of Labor called the Baltimore City Continuum of 
Opportunity Reentry Program and Services (CORPS). CORPS is characterized by 
intensive case management, educational and employment opportunity, career training, 
mentoring and community service opportunities. The initiative encourages youth and 
parent/guardians to participate in CORPS via a family conference. The process 
culminates in the completion of a Personalized Education and Employment Plan 
(PEEP) implemented by a youth advocate and transition specialist after the youth is 
released from DJS. 

As a result of the subcommittee's work, the Task Force makes the following 
recommendations: 

1) Encourage MSDE and local school systems to utilize technology to improve 
information sharing. 

2) Reinforce the need for, and work of, the Local School System Transition 
Teams. 

3) Continue and expand statewide the Continuum of Opportunity Reentry 
Program and Services (CORPS) initiative. 
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4) Improve coordination and communication between juvenile and adult 
systems. 

Comprehensive Plan 

The Comprehensive Plan subcommittee met after the other subcommittees had 
completed their work. The work of this subcommittee was based on the 
recommendations made by the other subcommittees and feedback from the full Task 
Force and culminated in the framework for moving forward contained in this 
document. FUl1her work is required, however, to develop the detailed plan with 
clearly defined action steps. 

As a result of the subcommittee's work, the Task Force makes the following 
recommendations: 

1) Create a Statewide Reentry Initiative Planning and Monitoring 
Committee composed of multiple stakeholders under the direction of 
the Public Safety Secretary to develop a detailed plan of action by June 
1,2012. 

2) Monitor the implementation of the plan and utilize clearly defined 
outcome measures to evaluate systemic improvements over time. 

v. Conclusion 

The Task Force believes that in order to impact reentry outcomes, improve public safety, 
and be fiscally responsible, Maryland needs to make many changes to systems, policies, 
practices, and laws. National reentry literature is full of best practices to employ to 
improve reentry outcomes. Maryland needs to restructure itself to be able to implement 
those best practices. It will take a commitment to justice re-investment strategies, the 
willingness to cooperate and share information across disciplines and organizations, and 
planning and oversight to ensure implementation occurs and that strategies employed are 
effective in accomplishing the goals of Maryland 's Reentry Initiative. 

The Task Force appreciates the opportunity afforded by the formulation of this committee 
and looks forward to continued dialogue to implement the recommendations made. 
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Executive Summary 

The Maryland General Assembly passed legislation in May 2009 directing the Governor to establish a 

statewide Task Force on Prisoner Reentry to examine the institutional programming and community
based transitional services provided to individuals VJ~o leave state prisons and local jails annually. 
Among the four mandates, the legislation requires the Task Force to research the effectiveness of 
reentry programs and to develop a system to better track offender outcomes. In an effort to take a 

comprehensive approach to reentry performance management and data collection, the Task Force 
created the Subcommittee on Research and Performance Outcomes. 

This Policy Analysis Exercise (PAE) supports the work of the Subcommittee by researching the state-of
the art practices in assessing reentry programs nationally, and by analyzing current evaluation efforts in 

Maryland. The latter research effort involved conducting 20 phone and in-person interviews with 
Maryland's state and county corrections' officials and non-profit leaders and a case file analysis of 50 
randomly selected individuals under the Maryland Department of Public Safety and Correctional 
Services (DPSCS) Division of Parole and Probation 's (DPP) supervision. This document provides 
recommendations to the subcommittee and the larger Taskforce on a strategy to monitor and assess 
reentry services in the future. 

Key Findings 

1. Assessment Framework 

This PAE recommends the adoption of a nationally-developed assessment framework that links the 
goals and activities of reentry programs with direct "outputs," short- and longer-term " outcomes," and 
long-term "impacts" arranged along several treatment dimensions. Outputs are the desired results that 
immediately follow a program while short-term outcomes occur just after release (30 and 90 days post

release) . Long-term outcomes reveal themselves aftc~ an individual has been living outside of prison or 
jail for some time (six months, one, and two years) . I::lpact reflects an overall change in the community 

such as reduced recidivism rates and increased public safety. 

Currently, the recidivism rate is considered the benchmark metric for reentry performance 
measurement in corrections . However, there are many confounding factors that affect recidivism rates 
that are beyond the span of control of anyone reentry program. Collecting and measuring output and 
outcome data along areas that present challenges to prisoners returning to the community will provide 
DPSCS and local correctional agencies and organizations with a more comprehensive picture of 
Maryland reentry. Over the past two decades, researchers and corrections officials have identified the 

following seven areas as the main barriers to successful reentry : 

• Substance Abuse 

• Mental Health 

• Housing 

• Employment 

• Education 
• Family, Relationships, and Pro-Social Responsibility 

• Financial Responsibility 



This PAE outlines specific output and short- and long-term outcome measures along these seven 
domains of treatment. These measures can be used on the state, local, and faci lity-level to assess the 
performance of reentry services. 

2. Maryland's correctional and community-based agencies do not currently track, document or assess 
reentry programs systematically. 

• No formal calculation of recidivism rates at the county-level 

In Maryland, the county corrections agencies and detention centers interviewed do not formally 
calculate their individual recidivism rates. However, the DPSCS calculates recidivism rates for its 
populations and reports it annually in the Repeat Supervision Incarceration Cycle (RISe) Report. 
The definition of recidivism, according to the RISC Report, is "a new Maryland conviction that 
results in a return to incarceration in the DOC or to OPP probation supervision within three years 
of an inmate's date of release or a probationer's entry into community supervision." 

• Output-focused data collection 
Currently, neither DPSCS nor county detention centers systematically conduct formal 
assessments on short- or long-term outcomes based on the seven domains of treatment. Some 
contracted programs attempt to conduct process evaluations or recidivism studies; however, 
none of the interviewees knew of any contracted service providers that have conducted 
outcome assessments. Most county corrections departments collect output information about 
reentry services provided in their facilities, specifically enrollment and attendance data, 
completion and non-completion rates, graduation rates, and the number of sessions taught. 

• lack of centralized reentry databases in correctional institutions 
A general trend appears to be the lack of centralized databases where program staff can input 
basic information including in which programs a particular inmate tias been involved or how 
many times he or she has been enrolled in various programs. Most reentry programming staffs 
in county and state facilities in Maryland maintain a paper case file for each person in a 
program. The individual's progress is followed in that file only for that specific program. For 
example, if an individual is enrolled in three programs, he or she will have three case files. 

• Minimal data-sharing: data released to funders or used internally 
Service providers use much of the data collected for internal purposes. These data enable 
organizations to make budgetary decisions as well as send funders and the State information. 
While county corrections departments do not explicitly share reentry data with other agencies, 
outside service providers may be sharing information with their community partners. 

• Current and forthcoming data systems have the potential to incorporate reentry outputs and 

outcomes 
Case Notes: The Division of Parole ar.d Probation's (DPP) data system provides parole 
and probation reentry information in narrative form. While there are inconsistencies in 
reentry data collection, DPP agents focus on employment, substance abuse, mental 

health, and housing domains . 
Case Plan: The Division of Corrections' (DOC) data system has a strong reentry-focus. 
This system records risk assessments and risk factors and has the capacity to record 
programming in a standardized way. Case Plan contains less reentry data 

inconsistencies than Case Notes. 



SMART: The Alcohol and Drug Abuse Administration's (ADAA) data system is used by 
st ate-certified, publicly funded substance abuse treatment program. These programs 

must input basic demographic, admission, level of care, and discharge data into SMART; 

however, providers have the option to include substantial reentry data . While there is 

great potential in collecting comprehensive reentry data through SMART, there are 
definitional and logistical issues that ADAA is currently addressing. 

Offender Case Management System (OCMS): DPSCS's forthcoming data system will 

streamline information from the DOC, DPP, and the Division of Pre-trial and Detention 
Services (DPDS) . Tracking an individual's journey and reentry needs throughout their 

time under DPSCS's supervision under one data system will facilitate easier data 
collection . 

• Data collection: overcoming practical challenges with technology 
Collecting and sharing reentry data will be easier with OCMS and DPP's KIOSK check-in system . 
These technological advancements open the door for targeted outcome assessments and a 

better understanding of how DPSCS's reentry services are functioning and newly-released 
individuals are faring. 

• Data tracking: potentia l of Maryland's data systems 
Developing and reconfiguring data systems to track and monitor reentry over time is another 

step that DPSCS must take in order to accurately measure outcomes. 
Case Notes and Case Plan should be used to monitor outputs and outcomes in a 

standardized way so the same data is collected for individuals as they move through 

DPSCS's supervision. 
DPSCS should ensure that upcoming OCMS modules encompass reentry components 
that extend throughout an individual's time under DPSCS supervision. 

The Department of Health and Mental Hygiene (DHMH), DPSCS, and ADAA should link 
OCMS with the SMART system. If these two systems are networked, we would be abl e 

to monitor specific outcomes that encompass a variety of risk factors and emphasize 

substance abuse problems. 

The Alcohol and Drug Abuse Administration (ADAA) should modify the SMART system to 

consistently track individual and aggregate substance abuse reentry outputs and 
outcomes. The ADAA should develop a standard mechanism within SMART to track 
whether individuals who received treatment in prison continued with treatment in the 

community . 

• Expanding and developing new data sharing partnerships within the community 

DPSCS and collaborating partners, including local and state government agencies, non -profits, 

and research organizations, should look for ways to use and share information . While 

comprehensive outcome data collection may take time, simply getting useful information into 

the hands of the right people and organizations today can assist in tracking outcomes . 
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3. Correctional agencies and community-based partners will need to more fully embrace reentry as a 
core mission and pre-requisite for developing a coordinated system of reentry services that can be 
effectively evaluated. 

• Mission of Maryland Corrections: refocus on reentry 
DPSCS should redefine its mission and vision statements to align with a focus on reentry . 
Maryland needs to take strategic steps to translate this vision into institutionalized practices by: 

investing in comprehensive data collection and management of reentry programs 
insisting on a regular regime of data collection and analysis 

adjusting training programs, auditing processes, and corrections policies to make 

reentry data collection common practice 
collaborating with service providers and non-profits to finds ways to collect data. 
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Introduction 

In May 2009, the Maryland General Assembly created the Maryland 
Task Force on Prisoner Reentry to examine Maryland's response to a 
growing incarcerated population and the increasingly complex needs 
of criminal offenders returning to their communities . As of June 30, 
2010, the Maryland Department of Public Safety and Correctional 

Services (DPSCS) institutionally supervised more than 25,000 

individuals : 3,362 individuals under the jurisdiction of the Division of 

Pretrial and Detention Services (DPDSj, 22,087 individuals under the 
jurisdiction of the Division of Corrections (DOC), and 394 under the 

jurisdiction of the Patuxent Institution. Maryland, with an overall 
population of 5.8 million/ had approximately 68,500 individuals 

under post-release supervision-43,721 on probation, 4,992 on 
parole, 4,525 on mandatory supervision, and 15,337 on the Drinking 
Driving Monitor Program . 2 

The Maryland Department of Public Safety and Correctional Services 
is comprised of 27 facilities and more than 45 parole offices 

statewide. In Fiscal Year 2010, 13,489 individuals were released from 

DPSCS and returned to the community. This figure includes all 

paroles, mandatories, expirations, and court-ordered releases. In 
addition to individuals incarcerated in the state prison system, 

Maryland's 24 counties (counting the City of Baltimore as a County 

equivalent county) operated jails and detention centers that 

incarcerated an average daily population of 12,785 in Fiscal Year 

2010. These facilities detain individuals pre-adjudication as well as 

incarcerate convicted offenders who have sentences of 18 months or 
less. As they serve as the primary booking facilities for arrests, the 

flow into and out of these correctional institutions is large. 

Collectively they recorded 129, 750 intakes and 129,501 departures 
between June 2009 and July 2010.3 

Over the past ten years, there has been an increasing interest in 

prisoner reentry due to a confluence of factors, including tightening 
state and local budgets and increased federal support and funding for 

reentry services. In tough economic times, when policymakers are 

trying to cut costs, reentry programming has been "been touted as a 
viable strategy to reduce correctional populations.,,4 Moreover, 

parties involved in criminal justice, social service, and community 

development areas have increasingly recognized the damaging 

community effects of unprepared individuals leaving jail and prison 

and returning to their neighborhoods. Furthermore, as researchers 

continue to develop a set of evidence-based practices to guide the 

Reentry: Reentry is the process 
of leaving prison and returning to 
the community . All inmates who 
are relea sed from pri sons or jails 
experience reentry regardless of 
their method of release or form 
of supervision . 
Reentry Programs: Reentry 
programming ideally starts at the 
moment of admittance into a 
prison or jail system. Many 
systems use assessment tools 
upon entry to direct inmates into 
programs and services that will 
best meet their needs and 
facilitate smooth integration 
down the line. Examples of 
reentry programs include: 
substance and drug abuse 
treatment, physical and mental 
health treatment, education and 
vocational, employment 
readiness, housing, life skills, and 
behavioral and cognitive services. 
Six to three months before 
release, reen try services typically 
increase to address community 
reintegration issues. Post
release, reentry programs are 
typically run through agencies 
outside of corrections faciliti es 
non-profits and other 
government agencies. Returning 
prisoners that are subject to 
parole or probation will follow-up 
with their parole or probation 
officers . These officers, 
depending on the jurisdiction, can 
refer relea sed prisoners to 
reentry programs in the 
community. 

expansion of reentry programs, correctional leadership has been more receptive to incorporating a suite 

of services focused on integrative and comprehensive care from inside the prison or ja il into the 
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community. The idea that corrections systems have a responsibility to communities as opposed to the 
traditional focus of care, custody, and control began to take hold throughout the late 1990s. 

Today, when determining the success of reentry programming, most government agencies and 
corrections-focused organizations use recidivism rates. According to the DPSCS Repeat Incarceration 
Supervision Cycle (RISe) Report, the recidivism rate for individuals released by DPSCS in FY 2006 stood at 
47.4 percent: One of the Task Force's mandates is to research th e impact of reentry programs and 

investigate how Maryland currently tracks offender outcomes post-release. While one of those 
measures is the recidivism rate, there are other measures that can speak to the progress of reentry 

programming in Maryland. In an effort to take a comprehensive approach to reentry performance 
management and data collection, the Task Force created the Subcommittee on Research and 
Performance Outcomes.b 

This Policy Analysis Exercise (PAE) supports the work of the Subcommittee in an attempt to broaden the 
scope of how Maryland approaches reentry programming outcome assessments. The principal question 
I seek to a nswer is: 

What outcome measurements should Maryland use to assess the success and progress of its 
prisoner reentry programs? 

In the process of developing a reentry outcome framework and understanding the challenges Marylar:ld 
faces, I address three secondary questions: 

• What prisoner reentry and reentry programming data does Maryland currently collect? 
• What are the measurements that State and local agencies currently use to measure the 

outcomes and success of reentry programs? 

• What reentry outcomes would be the most feasible to measure in Maryland given current data? 

Methodology 
At the September 8,2011 meeting, the Subcommittee adopted a three-fold methodo logy to determine 
national best practices in reentry program performance man agement, assess Maryland's current 
practices to measure reentry program outcomes, and develop recommendations for refined reentry 
outcome measures. I reviewed the reentry literature from academic, practitioner, government, and 
policy organizational sources from across the country. I surveyed and interviewed state and local 

corrections officials and non-profit agencies to (1) determine how reentry programs in Maryland 

currently collect and use data to evaluate their reentry programs and (2) gain a better understanding of 
the data systems available to measure outcomes. Finally, I conducted a descriptive analysis on the case 
files of 50 randomly se lected individuals currently under DPP supervision to determine what state 

administrative records currently exist on reentry outcomes across DPSCS agencies. 

• The RiSe Report defines the DPSeS recidivism rate as a new conviction that results in a return to incarceration in 
the DOC or probation supervision under the DPP within three years of an inmate's date of release from DOC and or the 

Patuxent Institution or a probationer's entry into DPP community supervision. A further explanation is included in the report. 
b The mandate reads, "(1) Investigate guidelines and criteria to track outcomes of inmate reentry program participation, 

including program approvals, day-to-day program participation, and program graduation and other types of program 
completion and non-completion and (2) Research longitudinal data tracking of the pre- and post- release impact of reentry 

programs." 
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Chapter 1. An Individual's Path From Incarceration to the Community 

A Prisoner's Life Course 
Understanding a prisoner's life course and criminal trajectory is essential in formulating thoughtful 
outcome measures. For individuals whose lives include prison or jail, exploring how their incarceration 
time affects their propensity to reoffend provides insight into whether in-prison programs are effective .c 

Prison experience could have a positive, neutral or negative effect on an individual's risk to recidivate 
depending on the services and treatment provided, negative behaviors learned in prison, and external 
factors such as gang affiliations and family issues. Research suggests that incarceration may increase 
the risk of reincarceration by limiting post-release opportunities including employment and family
related opportunities. However, if a prison or jail provides programs designed to rehabilitate those in 
need of treatment, then in-prison experiences may have positive effects on individuals' post-release 
lives including the reduced risk of future criminal activity.5 

The life that an individual leads after leaving prison also plays a role in his or her propensity to 
recidivate. Many theories of criminal desistance put forth that as individuals' age, they are less likely to 
engage in criminal behaviors. Transitional life events that are more likely to take place later in life, such 
as marriage and work, force men and women to transition away from criminal activity and toward more 
conform ing behavior. Moreover, as networks of positive social support increase, an individual's 

propensity to re-offend will decrease.6 

Recidivism 
Currently, many policy makers regard the recidivism rate as the one and only measure of reentry 
programming success. However, this rate is more useful as a benchmark measure of the functioning or 
"temperature" of a criminal justice system and provides us with a general idea ofthe flow of individuals 
entering and leaving a particular system or sets of systems. It is less useful in determining the 
effectiveness of a specific program as it masks the underlying reasons leading individuals back to crime . 
When used as a performance measurement metric, the recidivism rate does not necessarily capture 

outcomes that reentry programs can control. 

Measuring police performance based on crime rates is an analogous example. In many cities, crime 
rates may have very little to do with the effectiveness of police services and more to do with 
demographic, socia-economic, and cultural variables . Just as it would be erroneous to posit that Salt 
Lake City has a more effective police force than Baltimore based on crime rates, evaluating correctional 
agencies and reentry programs on this one statistic is fraught with problems. Rather than using an 
overarching metric, like crime rates, focusing on a "two-tiered system of measurement" better enables 
us to capture the whole picture. For example, indicators that focus on intelligence on crime activity, 
planned responses, and police deployment concentrate on areas that the police have the capacity to 
change. Those metrics in combination with other policies, demographic shifts, and economic realities, 

may contribute to reduced crime rates. 7 

There are myriad factors that account for why individuals cycle in and out of prison and jail. As Bonnie 
Cosgrove, Director of Reentry and Integrated Program Services at Maryland's Department of Public 

C Throughout this report, I use the term "in-prison" programs to encompass all reentry programs administered in 

prisons, jails or correctional facilities. 
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Safety and Correctional Services (DPSCS), exp lains below, recidivism rates do not provide a 
comprehensive picture of how reentry programs affect inmate outcomes. 

Years ago, we got this whole idea that 'nothing works ' because recidivism rates weren't coming 
down as a result of specific programming. But realistically, you can't connect programming to 
recidivism rates because there are many confounding factors that contribute to somebody 
coming back [to jailor prison} that may be totally unrelated to what programming they had 
before they went out the first time. Somebody could have come in the first time with a 
substance abuse problem and then they get treatment and are no longer using drugs. But they 
come back in because they were at the wrong place at the wrong time with the wrong people, 
get convicted again, but not because of substance abuse. Yet, they're still considered a 
'recidivist'. So you can't connect the programming with success or failure . 

To further emphas ize this point, Stanford University Law School Professor, Joan Petersilia, believes that 
recidivism is perhaps the most important measure of correctional impact, but remains insufficient as the 
only measure of reentry programs' effectiveness. She wrot e "the ultimate goal of reentry programs is 
reintegration, which clearly includes more than remaining arrest-free for a specific time period." 
Peters ilia further argues that in order to accurately measure reintegration, we need to attach those 

measurements to social inst itutions which research has shown are related to leading a crime-free life. 

For example, evaluations should measure whether clients are working, whether that work is full 
or part time, and whether the income derived is supporting families. We should measure 
whether programs increase client sobriety and attendance at treatment programs. We should 
track whether programs help convicts become involved in community activities, in a church, or in 
ex-convict support groups or victim sensitivity sessions. There are many outcomes that reentry 
programs strive to improve upon, and these are virtually never measured in traditional 
recidivism-only outcome evaluations. 8 

Academics and practitioners in the field believe that thinking beyond recidivism rates to specific 

outcomes such as post-release employment, civic engagement, and long-term sobriety are critical. 

Metrics rooted in these outcomes will provide Maryland with an accurate picture of how reentry 
programs within specific risk areas affect participants. Moreover, focusing on these incremental 
outcomes will help eluc idate what programs could work with special offender populations, including 
high and low risk individuals, substance abusers, and sex offenders. 

Seven Domains Crucial to Successful Reintegration 
There are a variety of factors that influence whether a person released from incarceration re-offends 

after returning to the community. Previous criminal histories, family and social relationships, substance 
abuse, and poverty all playa role in an individual's propensity to commit crimes after release. We know 
little of how these factors interact with each other. Over the past two decades, researchers and 

corrections officials have identified domains of treatment that playa role in reentry success. In 2005, 
the Council of State Government pub lished the Report of the Reentry Policy Council which highlights the 

following treatment domains :9 

• Substance Abuse 

• Mental Health 

• Housing 

• Employment 
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• Education 

• Family, Relationships, and Pro-Social Responsibility 

• Financial Responsibility 

Figure 1. Seven Reentry Challenges 

Substance Abuse 
Research consistently suggests that prisoners with substance abuse conditions are more likely to 
recidivate. lO While the relationship between drugs and crime 
may not be causal, a working assumption that guides reentry 
program design is that a reduction in substance abuse among 
the prison population will lead to a reduction in crime rates . A 
2008 Urban Institute Study finds that one year after release, 
20 percent of men who had substance abuse problems prior to 
incarceration return to state prison compared with 12 percent 
without a substance abuse problem. Similarly, 25 percent of 
women with substance abuse problems prior to prison return 
to a state facility while only 9 percent of women without 

substance abuse problems return .ll 

While prisons and jails are large providers of substance abuse 
treatment, there is insufficient capacity to provide treatment 
to all individuals with this need. Research shows that the 
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Sub5tance Abl1se Treatment: . .. . 

.formal substance abuse treatment 

,programs including therapeutic 

or Narcotics Anonymous and 

educationaJ/awareness programs 
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definition of recidivism, according to the RISC Report, is "a new 

Maryland conviction that results in a return to incarceration in the 

DOC or to DPP probation supervision within three years of an 

inmate's date of releasee or a probationer's entry into community 

supervision."f4o This definition can be broken down into three 
components: 

• "A new Maryland conviction" which does not include 

"technical violations" of conditions of community 

supervision. This criterion depends on a court adjudication 

of a new criminal behavior. The RISC Report does not take 

into account new convictions obtained in out-of-state or 

federal courts. 

• "[that results in] a return to incarceration in the DOC or to 

DPP probation supervision" which does not capture an 

individual's return to other correctional agencies, including 

local jails, or federal or out-of-state prisons or supervision. g 

• "within three years of an inmate's date of release or a 

probationer's entry into community supervision ." The RISC 

report presents data after one and two years; however, the 

three-year recidivism rate is considered the national 

standard for adequate assessment. The three-year 

recidivism rate is the norm due to the length of time 

typically required to process a conviction and sentencing 

after crime and arrest. 

Issues that would need to be addressed in creating a working metric 

include: 

• Development of a consistent definition of recidivism among 

states, counties, government agencies, criminal justice 

organizations, non-profits, and foundations . Comparable data is 

important for the internal management of a criminal justice 

system. The most common measures are rearrest, re

arraignment, reconviction, and reincarceration. 

• The terms of individuals' reincarceraton. Different states and 

jurisdictions count technical violations of parole in their 

recidivism rates while other states only count new crimes . 

• The ability to take into account criminal activity that occurs out

of-state or out of one particular corrections system. Currently, 

e Collected from DOC or Patuxent Institution release data 
f Collected from DPP intake data 

"Working Definition" of 
Recidivism 

According to the Inspector 
General's Report, any 
definition of recidivism should 
include (1) the duration of time 
the offender will be monitored 
and (2) the conditions that 
constitute recid ivism. 
Examples of conditions include 
arrest for a new offense, a 
return to incarceration, a 
violation of the terms of 
release, or prosecution for a 
prior crime. A baseline 
recidivism rate should be 
identified and compared to 
subsequent recidivism rates as 
well as between participants of 
reentry programs and non
participants. These 
comparisons will help 
determine associations 
between reentry programs and 
recidivism rates. 

The Second Chance Act 
Prisoner Reentry Initiative 
(SCA) defines recidivism as "a 
return to prison and/or jail 
with either a new conviction or 
as the result of a violation of 
the terms of supervision within 
12 months of initial release." 

In their evaluation of the 
COMALERT Prisoner Reentry 
Program, Erin Jacobs and Dr. 
Bruce Western used five 
measures of recidivism : 
rearrest, reconviction, 
reincarceration by parole 
violation, reincarceration by 
new sentence, and any new 
reincarceration. They analyzed 
each measure at 6 months, 1, 
1.5, and 2 years after release. 
(See Appendix for more 
information on these three 
initiatives.) 

g RISC draws only from OBSCIS databases wh ich are limited to state custody and/or supervis ion 
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an inmate released from a Maryland state prison who is re-incarcerated in a county jail does not 
count towards the DPSCS recidivism rate. This occurs due to a lack of data and information 
sharing.41 

Developing a Logic Model for Assessment 
Today, most government agencies and corrections organizations focus solely on recidivism rates and 
output measures to evaluate the success of reentry programming. They do not collect outcome-based 
information from individuals post-release. However, in order to understand what drives recidivism 
rates, examining why people are not reintegrating successfully is essential. 

The measures put forth in this PAE draw upon an evaluation framework advanced in the 2005 Reentry 

Council Policy Report that looks at programs comprehensively, and within several domains of treatment. 
The Report is the culmination of two years work of hundreds of practitioners, researchers, and policy 

makers dedicated to promoting the successful return of individuals to their communities.42 The domains 
of treatment, which include mental health, substance and drug abuse, employment, education, housing, 
pro-social activities, and financial status, have been found by researchers to be "dynamic" factors that 
may affect recidivism rates. 

This assessment framework distinguishes between the outputs, short- and long-term outcomes, and 

impacts of a program and articulates their relationships with inputs and activities. Outputs are the 
desired results that immediately follow a program (e.g. the number of inmates enrolled in a vocational 

program) while outcomes, as defined below, are the short-term and long-term goals of a program. 

Examples of outcome measurements include the percentage of ex-offenders who stay drug and alcohol 
free over a three-year period or pay child support on time . The impact is the overall effect that the 

project has on the community. With regards to reentry, the two impacts would be reduced recidivism 
rates and increased public safety. 

Output indicators, such as the number of inmates served in an in-prison vocational program or the 
percentage of inmates served in substance abuse treatment programs out of the total number of 
inmates referred, present measurements for which a state prison, county jailor service provider could 
be responsible. However, paying attention to only outputs does not provide an accurate picture of what 

happens after individuals return to the community. 

Short-term outcome indicators can capture if the support received in prison continued in the 

community. For example, a short-term outcome would be whether an individual scheduled and kept his 
or her first appointment to a service provider in the community. Long-term outcome indicators capture 

individuals' experiences in the community over time. For example, they explore whether individuals 

remained compliant with their treatment regime or if they are currently substance-free. In other words, 

short-term outcomes occur just after release and long-term outcomes reveal themselves after an 
individual has been living outside of prison or jail for some time. At the February 2011 subcommittee 
meeting, subcommittee members put forward a time schedule of short-term outcome data collection at 

30 and 90 days post-release as well as long-term outcome data collection at six months, one, and two 

years post-release. 
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- Resources - Function - Desired result - Long-term - Overall 
- e.g. Funds, that a intended to goals of a effect the 
Staffing, program immediately project project has 
Facilities performs follow oe.g. % of -e.g. It of on the 

-e .g. performance child individuals community 
develop of program's support still -e.g. 
program actividies paid on employed reduced 
plans and - e.g. It of job time at 30 12 months recidivism 
lin kages placement days post- rates and 
with plans release increased 
employers developed public 

and It of safety 
people placed 
in jobs 

Figure 3. Reentry Logic Mode!: This framework is designed to clarify the overall objectives and key components of reentry assessment. o3 
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majority of individuals in prisons and jails are dealing with alcohol and drug abuse problems. 12 

Approx imately one in eight state prisoners in the U.S. receives substance abuse treatment with one in 
four reporting participation in substance abuse programs.13 Studies suggest that individuals who 
complete in-prison drug treatment are associated with lower rates of rearrest and substance use during 
the first six months following release .14 Since treatment and program involvement rates are generally 
higher for individuals being treated in prison than those who are not in prison, a crucial part of reentry 
management is connecting individuals with community-based treatment post-release .lS 

Mental Health 
While the relationship between mental hea lth and criminal activity remains unclear, the high prevalence 
of major mental health disorders in prisons and jails have led researchers and practitioners to connect 

menta l health outcomes with individuals' propensities to re-offend. In 2005, 56 percent of sta te 
prisoners in the U.S. had a mental health problem and 63 percent of those prisoners used drugs in the 

month before arrest compared with 49 percent of those without a mental health probl em. 16d Prisoners 
with mental health disorders are also at a higher risk of homelessness, which, in itself, increases their 

risk of re-offending. 17 Mental health, substance abuse, housing, and recidivism are intertwined and 
sign ificant research is underway to help correctional agencies understand those connections in an effort 
to provide services to this population. 

In Maryland, corrections officials echo one another when they state that in the best of all worlds, they 
would li ke to know which inmates have been diagnosed with mental health disorders or have previously 

received any type of mental health treatment. Says one corrections official: 

Since such a large portion of the population is on psychotropic medication, it would be very 
beneficial to know, right off the bat, if a person needs to be handled in a certain way. They may 
need help that we didn't know they needed. 

This official further suggests that ensuring that inmates with mental health and substance abuse 
conditions who are return ing to their communities receive proper care post-release and stay compliant 

in their treatment plan is critical to successful reentry. 

Housing 
Securing safe housing is one of the most immediate reentry cha ll enges facing people leaving jai l or 
prison. While many released individuals plan to stay with family, those living situations may be 

temporary. Individuals who do not have family options are forced to use shelters and other housing 
options that may not be safe. While the direct link between housing and recidivism rates remains 

unclear, more than 10 percent of individua ls entering and leaving correctional facilities are homeless in 
the months before their incarceration. In fact, a study of inmates in New York City finds that 22 percent 

of jailed inmates report being homeless the night before their arrest. 18 In Washington, 19 percent of 
individuals relea sed from prison or jail report being "home less or transient" for at least one month in 

the six months before their incarceration 19 In a qualitative study of a sma ll sample of homeless 

individuals re leased from New York City prisons and jails to parole, researchers find that those who 

enter homeless shelters are seven times more likely to abscond from parole during their first month of 

release than those who secure housing.20 

d Mental Health problem is defined as showing symptoms of a mental health condition or having a diagnosed 
mental health condition . 
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Access to safe housing is a major barrier for individuals being released from incarceration. In Maryland, 
certain felonies, including violent crime and sex offenses, preclude individuals from living in public 

housing. These housing laws may force people released from prison or jail to return to the very same 

community and social networks that may have contributed to their incarceration in the first place. 
Alternatively, these laws may further isolate newly released prisoners from their families and networks 
of positive support. 

More concrete connections have been made between homeless ness and incarceration among the 
mentally ill population. Thousands of individuals with mental health conditions leave jails and prisons 
each year and adequate housing supports can increase their likelihood of becoming self-sufficient and 
decrease the risk of criminal justice contact .21 

Members of the Subcommittee named housing as one of the top reentry priorities at the February 
Subcommittee meeting. Jacqui Robarge, Executive Director of Power Inside, a Baltimore non-profit 
providing women with counseling and access to gender-specific trauma services, believes safe housing is 
a top priority. The primary questions Ms. Robarge and her team ask women who are detained at the 
pretrial facility in East Baltimore are " Do you have a place to stay? Is it safe?" 

Practitioners in other states agree with Robarge's sentiment. "The three pillars commonly addressed in 
reentry policy are healthcare, housing, and jobs. The most important one is housing," says Paul Heroux, 

former Director of Research and Evaluation for the Massachusetts Department of Corrections. "It 
doesn't matter if they have a job lined up, if they don't have a place to stay, they'll come right back. I 

saw it every day. It can get very cold outside and in prison you get '3 hots and a cot' -you've got 3 
meals, a warm bed, and healthcare." 

Employment 
An individual's employment status is another crucial component of reentry. While a newly released 

person's work and economic situation has a complex relationship with their propensity to re-offend, 
research suggests that employment and higher wages are associated with lower rates of reoffending. 22 

Researchers hypothesize that the economic and social gains from employment, including connections to 
positive social networks and engagement in daily routines, can reduce the chances of re-offending.23 

The Center for Employment Opportunities (CEO) in New York developed a prisoner-reentry employment 

model with a transitional work component at the core to directly address employment timing. a The 

program aims to rapidly place participants into temporary, paid jobs to build up competencies and then 

helps transition them into permanent, higher-paying jobs in the long-term. Using unemployment 

insurance (UI) data as well as client surveys, MORC researchers find that CEO generates a significant but 

short-lived increase in UI-covered employment for the program group compared to the treatment group 

for the first nine months of program participation. By the lih month of the program as individuals lea ve 

their transitional jobs, there is no significant difference between the program group and the control group. 

The researchers conclude that while transitional subsidized work boosts employment in the short-term, it 

does not necessarily lead to long-term employment opportunities. However, this model recognizes the 

importance of employment as soon as an individual is released from prison as well as the reality that it 

may take time to find a permanent position (CEO website: http://ceoworks.org/). 
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Nevertheless, the majority of ex-offenders tend to struggle in the labor market due to the challenges of 
finding and maintaining legitimate employment as well as employers' reluctance to hire ind ividuals with 
crim inal histories. 

Participation in work-release programs in prison has been found to increase the probability of finding 
full-time work post-release. 24 Additionally, employment reentry programs like the Center for 
Employment Opportunities (see text box above) have an employment model that rapidly places 
individuals into transitional jobs after being released from prison . This model focuses on providing 
em ployment just after release-a transitional time when individuals are more likely to re-offend. 

Education 
Individuals involved in the criminal justice system are significantly less educated than the general 
population as measured by formal educational attainment and educational performance. They are less 
likely to have high school diplomas, GED certificates or post-secondary education. While many prisons 
and jails work to narrow these gaps, typically only a portion of individuals who need educational 
programming are able to participate in prison or jail. 25 

For individuals leaving prison, in-prison educational programming can lead to improved post-release 
outcomes, specifically increased employment opportunities and decreased recidivism rates .26 The 
Correctional Education Association conducted a three-state study on in-prison educational participation 
in Maryland, Minnesota, and Ohio and find that those who participate in in-prison educational programs 
are significantly less likely to be re- incarcerated after 3 years. In Maryland, non-participants have a 55.7 
percent rearrest rate, 36 percent reconviction rate, and a 37.7 reincarceration rate while participants 
have 52.1,31.5, and 30.9 rearrest, reconviction, and reincarceration rates. Wh ile the study does not 
determine the type of education programs that prove to be most effective, it provides further support 
that education may be associated with decreases in post-release criminal activity.27 

Family, Relationships, and Pro-Social Responsibility 
Family relationships, social bonds, and social obligations are also associated with successful 
reintegration and the reduced risk of recidivism . Research on prisoners' family relationships presents 
two patterns: men who maintain close family ties while in prison and men who assume responsible 
parent ing and husband roles post-release have higher rates of success than those who do not.

28 

Furthermore, studies suggest that men who are married are associated with a reduced chance of 
committing crimes compared with non-married men.29 A 2009 study finds that former prisoners who 

are married or who are living as married are half as likely to self-report a new crime as those in a casual, 
unmarried relationship.3D 

Supports such as family and positive social networks may lead to daily rout~nes and positive affiliations 
as well as changes in self-perception and responsibility. In an Urban Institute study in Illinois and 
Maryland, more than half of survey respondents state that family support would be important to avoid 
returning to prison or jail. 31 Post-release, nearly three-fourths of respondents feel that their families 

have been important in helping them avoid reincarceration.32 

Financial Responsibility 
The burden of financial obligations, including restitution, child support, and any offense-related debt, 
can have a significant effect on an individual's reintegration back into the commun ity. Many individuals 
leave jailor prison with substantial debt and financial responsibilities. These financial difficulties coupled 
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with employment barriers and strict consequences for failure to pay potentially lead back to a life of 
criminal activity. Out of economic necessity, people released from jailor prison may be forced to 
participate in the underground economy rather legitimate work. 33 In some jurisdictions across the 
country individuals are arrested and have their driver's licenses suspended for failing to pay child 
support and other debts. 34 

Chapter 2. The Idealized Reentry Process 
An individual's reentry process should begin the moment he or she is admitted and continue throughout 

his or her stay in jailor prison. Then, this process should intensify three to six months before release in 
preparation of community reintegration. After an individual is released into the community, he or she 
may be put on community supervision, and the reentry plan started in confinement would continue in 

the community. In a 2001 Urban Institute study of state prisoners leaving Maryland's prisons, 89 
percent of releasees are put on community supervision and required to check in with a DPP agent .35 

Risk Assessment 
The first step of the reentry process is risk assessment. In Maryland, as individuals are admitted to state 
prisons and county jails, they are classified to security levels based on a number of factors including 

their offense, sentence length, past institutional history, and medical needs. This type of assessment 

and classification process is different than the one needed for reentry services . Offenders classified as 
" high risk" are placed into more supervised custody while those who are " low risk" are placed into low
security facilities 3 6 

Reentry assessments measure individuals' propensity to recidivate and identify their needs to assist in 
formulating a plan of in-prison treatment and services. Each issue and treatment area includes a variety 
of evaluations that should be updated over time as individuals move through different levels of 
treatment. In Maryland and across the nation prisons, jails, and corrections organizations use a range of 

instruments to assess reentry challenges. The lack of a standardized assessment instrument presents 

problems in the ability to assess, monitor, and treat across systems. 37 

On the Maryland state level, the risk assessment tool is comprised of two parts: static and dynamic 

factors .38 The Divisions of Corrections and Parole and Probation administer the static assessment on 
individuals as soon as they are placed under State control. The static risk instrument is based on age at 

first arrest and criminal history-factors that do not change over time-and does not consider reentry 
measures. The dynamic assessment tool is performed on an annual basis to determine whether a drop 
or rise in risk level is deemed appropriate based on plan compliance and behavior. It takes into account 

certain reentry measures including employment, education, and compliance with a case plan on all 

"criminogenic" risk factors . These factors include : 

• Antisocia I Associates 

• Antisocial Thinking 

• Educational/Occupational Skills 

• Employment 

• Family/Community Support 

• Medical Condition 

• Mental Health 

• Sexual Offending 

• Substance Abuse 
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Maryland's county detention centers (excluding Baltimore City) do not use a standardized risk 

assessment instrument making it difficult to share reentry information among county and state 
correctional departments. However, it is likely that counties use risk assessment tools that take into 
account many of the same factors as the state risk assessment instrument. 

Reentry Support: In-Prison Programs 
After the initial reentry assessment, individuals should be placed in reentry treatment programs. 
Whether enrolled in substance abuse and mental health treatment, education and employment 

programs, cognitive-behavioral programs or Life Skills and parenting classes, all of these programs aim 
to best meet an individual's needs while he or she is incarcerated in addition to facilitating a smooth 

transition back to the community . 

In Maryland, most jails and prisons contract outside service providers, including non-profits and other 
state or local agencies, to run many or all of the reentry services. Community colleges run GED 

programs, private health care providers are contracted to run detention centers' medical wings, and 
local businesses and community organizations run vocational programs like barbershop, automotive 

repair, and office technology training. 

Corrections officials and organization leaders all stressed the necessity of community partnerships with 

other government agencies and non-profits; however, reentry programs are not organized 
systematically between state and local correctional agencies. While substance abuse treatment 
programs, medical care, correctional education programs, and certain reentry programs can be found in 
all state facilities, they may not be uniformly dispersed throughout jails and vice versa. In other words, 

different institutions may provide different services creating discontinuity in care particularly if certain 

populations are cycling through both state and local systems and do not have access to a similar set of 
beneficial programs. Moreover, if inmates are transferred to another institution when they are in the 

midst of a program, they will not have the opportunity to complete that program. 

Reentry Support: Intensive 
Reentry support traditionally picks up 

between three and six months prior to 
release. There are certain reentry programs 

that begin just prior to release and are geared 

towards easing individuals back into their 
communities. For example, the Baltimore City 

Detention Center (BCDC} has a fledgling 

partnership with Baltimore Healthcare Access 

Inc. to facilitate inmates' transitions back into 

the community. Starting in December of 

2010, Baltimore Healthcare Access Inc. 

assesses sentenced inmates (60-90 days prior 
to release), coordinates Medicaid, primary 

adult care, Food/SNAP benefits, ID cards, birth 
certificates, and medical and mental health 

Community Mediation Maryland is an 
organization that provides mediation services to 
individuals as a tool to support successful reentry 
back into their communities. Mediation sessions 
are set up between inmates and family members 
and CMM provides follow-up sessions post
release if necessary. Currently CMM has a formal 
MOU with DPSCS to provide mediation services 
and there are programs in 11 state facilities. 
Community Mediation Maryland provides an 
example of how collaboration among community
based organizations and state and local agencies 
can provide a continuum of reentry care. 
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needs. Additionally, they work with federally qualified health centers, drug treatment programs, and 
mental health programs through Maryland's Departments of Social Services and Health and Mental 
Hygiene to reach the majority of sentenced inmates who are about to be released. 

Reenter Society: Community Supervision 
When individuals leave prison and return to the commun ity under supervision, parole and probation 
officers are their primary form of contact to the corrections system. While some individuals leave the 
corrections system not under parole or probation supervision, the majority are required to report to a 
parole or probation office with some frequency. For those who are under supervision, ensuring that 

supervision practices are tailored to their particular risk levels is crucial. For example, placing a low-risk 

offender in a halfway house or residential treatment facility after release may be counterproductive 
when he or she would be better served spending time w ith his or her family or seeking employment 
oppo rtun ities. 39 

The following figure outlines an individual's ideal path through state and local corrections agencies. 

J 

L 't 

Figure 2. An Individual's Path through Corrections 

Chapter 3. Defining and Measuring Reentry 

Recidivism 
While using only recidivism rates to evaluate the performance of reentry programs is problematic, such 

rates may prove most valuable as an indicator of the criminal justice system as a whole . To be useful, a 
"recidivism" metric must be carefully defined, measured, and interpreted. It should not be reported as 

one statistic, but computed for different groups by offense type, reentry risks and needs, and 

background variables. 

In Maryland, the county corrections agencies and detention centers interviewed do not formally 

calculate their individual recidivism rates. However, the DPSCS calculates recidivism rates for its 
populations and reports it annually in the Repeat Supervision Incarceration Cycle (RISe) Report . The 
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Domains of Reentry 
In addition to effective programming in prison, connecting individuals with targeted services in the 
community is crucial for successful reentry. Coordinating a continuum of care starting upon admittance 
into prison or jail and continuing post-release can lead to improved short- and long-term outcomes as 

well as decreased criminal activity. Many of these services are provided through local and state 
agencies, non-profits, and faith-based organizations that have ties with the community and formal or 
informal collaborations with local or state corrections agencies. Community Mediation Maryland, 

described earlier, is one example of a program that has a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with 
DPSCS. 

Developing Performance Measures 

The following sections outline specific output and short- and long-term outcome measures along the 
seven domains of treatment. Each section contains brief descriptions of the measures and identifies 

one outcome indicator in detail (in bold font labeled "Long-term MetriC"). This measure should be 
captured at all data collection intervals. Highlighting one measurement per domain draws attention to 

specific ways that state and local corrections departments can capture reentry outcomes after release, a 
main objective of the subcommittee. Each section closes with a brief discussion about data collection 
and the advantages and disadvantages of using different data sources to measure various outputs and 

outcomes. 

Substance Abuse 
The majority of individuals in jail and prison have histories of drug or alcohol abuse. 44 Ensuring that 
inmates with ongoing substance abuse conditions receive proper care in the community and stay 
compliant with their treatment plan is critical for successful reentry. Treatment researchers agree that 

when treatment in prison is combined with treatment in the community, there is a higher chance of 
substance abuse desistance.45 An incarcerated substance abuser's trajectory begins with in-prison 

services and ideally continues with post-release care. The following set of indicators aims to capture the 

progress of individuals, correctional facilities, and particular service providers over time with regard to 

substance abuse. 

In-prison substance abuse output measures provide insight into an individual's treatment experience 
and the services provided within the prison or jail walls. Substance abuse output measures include the 
percentage of inmates who enroll and complete treatment programs.h Short-term outcome measures 
capture data about those individuals who were treated in prison within 90 days of their release. For 

example, examining the percentage of individuals who schedule and keep their first substance abuse 
appointment enables us to gauge whether individuals treated in prison experience a continuum of care 
and adequate follow-up services. Long-term outcome measures include maintaining a substance-free 

lifestyle over time. Specifically, a long-term indicator would be measuring the percentage of individuals 

who report using alcohol and/or drugs at six months, one-year, and two-year intervals. 

h In an effort to standardize data collection, I focus on coliecting data about individuals who completed reentry 
programs rather than those who "participated ." It is expected that reentry program staff will collect data on all 
who enter programs whether participants complete them or not. However, using individuals who completed in

prison reentry programs provides a cohort who had a similar curriculum experience and achieved the same 
benchmarks. It allows for a more robust comparison between those who completed and those who did not. 
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Reentry 
Domain 

Output , Outcome 
" 

Substance Short-term (30 and 90 days) Long-term (6 months, 1, 2 years) 
Abuse Percentage of inmates who Percentage who set up their Percentage who report using 

enroll in in-prison first substance abuse alcohol and/or drugs out of 
substance abuse appointment out of those those who completed an in-
treatment programs out of who completed an in-prison prison substa nce abuse 
those who were assessed substance abuse treatment treatment program and were 
as substance abusers program and were referred referred to a community 

to a community provider provider upon release 
Percentage of inmates who upon release 
complete in-prison 
substance abuse Percentage who keep their 
treatment programs out of first substance abuse 
those who were assessed appointment out of those 
as substance abusers who completed an in-prison 

substance abuse treatment 
program and were referred 
to a community provider 

upon release 

Percentage who report 
using alcohol and/or drugs 
out of those who completed 
an in-prison substance 
abuse treatment program 
and were referred to a 
community provider upon 

release 

Substance Abuse Definition 

While studies have used a wide range of definitions for substanceabuse),the standard seems to be i 

definitions that arebased on the American Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual ' 
of Mental Disorders (DSMcIV) . According to this definition, substance abuse is based on groups of ! 
behaviors and physiological effects that occur with in a specific time frame. Some of those behaviors ! 
include recurrent use resulting in failure to meet work, home.or school obligations, recurrent use in I 
hazardous situations, recurre,nt substance related legal problems, and nued use despite j 

. I, roblems,;bro ' , i 

In a repoctexploring mentarillness ,among t e popul e Bur'eau of Justic 
Statistics further broke down the DSM-IV criteria t() assess drug abuse, drug dependence, alcohol 
abuse, and alcohol dependence. Further refin ing the definition of substance abuse will delineate 
different leve ls of substance use and abuse wh ich helps to better understand the targeted 
population, According to the DSM-IV, the diagnosis of dependence takes precedence over abuse. In 
one Urban Insti tute study substance abuse was defined as drug use and alcohol intoxication more 

often than once a week (Mallik-Kane and Visher, 2008). 
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Long-term Metric #1: percentage of individuals reporting alcohol and/or drug 
abuse at 30 days, 90 days, 6 months, 1 and 2 years post-release 

# of individuals who report abusing alcohol and/or drugs since release measured at 30, 90 days, 6 
months, and 1 and 2 years 

# of individuals released July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011 who completed an in-prison substance 
abuse treatment program and were referred to a community provider upon release 

Methods to measure substance abuse 

• Program records 

• Self-reported data as reported to a Parole or Probation Officer or at a KIOSK; 

• Re-arrest data collected by Statistics and Research Department 

• Drug testing recorded in SMART or a Case Management System 

While each type of data has advantages, ultimately, there will be a trade-off between accuracy and 
easily available and collectable data . Treatment program staff can record and collect output data in 

program records which can be reported to DPSCS and county corrections facilities. Gathering post
release outcome data is more challenging. Self-reported data may be easily collectable, i.e. a parole 
officer asks a series of questions regarding substance use and abuse, but the accuracy of the data is 
limited. Additionally, capturing information at the appropriate time interva ls can be difficult as parol ees 
and probationers have different supervision req uirements depending on their criminal histories and in
prison experiences. 

Drug testing is already a current practice and provides an accurate measure of drug use, but it does not 
capture alcohol use. Rearrest due to substance use is easily collectable data because the information is 
constantly being recorded in Maryland's information systems. However, it does not capture the breadth 
of substance abusers who may not be directly linked with criminal act ivities but are st ill engaging in risky 
behaviors. 

r--- -------
Substance Abuse Engagement Advantage Disadvantage 

Data 

Program records Accurate / Post-release follow-up canbe 

... _ .. _--_. __ ..... _------_._----------- \' ,14, , , 1;0:; cha Ile~gi n~ ____ . __ . ___ .. ___ ... ___ 

Self-!eported data Easily collectable Limited accuracy 

Re-arrest data Easily collectable ~ Does not capture substance 

1 
abusers who have not been 

A; arrested , 

Drug tests Accurate Does not include alcohol 
Already court-mandated 

; A KIOSK is a computerized check-in system for low-security ind ividuals on DPP supervision . The KIOSK system is 

explained in more detail furth er on in the report. 
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Mental Health 
Throughout my work in Maryland, interviewees and subcommittee members routinely brought up the 

need for inmates, parolees, and probationers to manage their mental health conditions. Since a large 
portion of those with mental health conditions in prisons and jails are treated with prescription 
medication, managing chronic conditions is directly connected with consistently taking psychotropic 
medication.46 Research suggests that failure to take prescription psychiatric medication after release 
leads to increased risk of criminal activity. In a 2008 Urban Institute study, participants assessed with 

mental health problems report using prescription medication consistently while incarcerated. Two to 
three months post-release, 74 percent of men and 60 percent of women report consistent use of their 

medication. Eight to ten months after being released, only 59 percent of men and 40 percent of women 
report consistently taking the ir prescription medication. When asked why they stopped taking their 

medication, some respondents cite that they no longer believe they need to cont inue their medication 
regime. Women more often than men mention that cost is a factor in their discontinued use.47 Further 
research suggests that among those diagnosed with severe mental health conditions, medication non
compliance in combination with substance abuse results in more violent acts in the community48 

The following output and outcome measures gauge the progress of individuals as they transition from 
in-prison to community-based treatment . Output indicators such as the percentage of inmates who 
enroll in and complete mental health programs out of those who are assessed with mental health issues 

enable us to understand whether those who need services in prison receive them . Measuring short 
term outcomes including the percentage who schedule and keep the ir first treatment appointment with 
a community provider out of all those who completed an in-prison mental health treatment program 
provides insight into whether th ose who complete treatment remain compliant post-release . Finally, 

measuring the percentage of individuals who consistently follow their medication regime over time will 
capture data that speaks to a long-term goa l of mental health treatment : managing mental health 

conditions to prevent future criminal activity. 

What does "diligentlytake psychiatric medication" mean? 

In order to define a measure, interpreting "diligently taking mental health 
. medication" is crucial. Individuals may not be deemed "diligent" if they miss taki l1g 

their medication four or more times in the past 30 days. Some~may define diligent 
as never failing to take medication on schedule; however, mon itoring compliance to 
such a precise degree can be difficult. As long as the definition is clear and 

consistent, the indicator can be compared across departments and agencies. 
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Reentry 
Domain 

Mental Health 

Percentage of inmates who 
enroll in in-prison mental 
health treatment 
programs out of those 

assessed with mental 
health problems 

Percentage of inmates who 

complete in-prison mental 

health treatment 

programs out of those 
enrolled and assessed with 

mental health problems 

Percentage of inmates who 
are released with a 3D-day 

supply of psychiatric 

medications out of those 

who were assessed with 

mental health problems 
and provided in-prison 

treatment 

Percentage who set up their 
first mental health 
treatment appointment out 
of those who completed an 
in-prison mental health 

treatment program and 

were referred to a 

community provider upon 

release 

Percentage who keep their 

first mental health 
treatment appointment out 

of those who completed an 

in-prison mental health 
treatment program and 

were referred to a 

community provider upon 

release 

Percentage who diligently 

take their psychiatric 

medication at 30 and 90 
days out of those who 
completed an in-prison 

mental health treatment 

program and were referred 
to a community provider 

upon release 

Percentage who diligently take 
their psychiatric medication 
out of those who completed an 
in-prison mental health 
treatment program and were 
referred to a community 

provider upon release 

long-term Metric #2: percentage of individuals who diligently take their 
psychiatric medication at 30 days, 90 days, 6 months, 1 and 2 years post-release 

# of individuals who diligently take their psychiatric medication since release measured at 30, 90 days, 

6 months, and 1 and 2 years 
# of individuals released July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011 who completed an in-prison mental health 
treatment program and were referred to a community provider upon release 
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Methods to measure diligence 

• Program records 

• Self-reported data 

• Doctor's notes or medical test data 

• Personal observations 

Much of the programmatic output data (i.e. enrollment and completion ratios) is already collected and 
shou ld be shared with DPSCS or county corrections agencies . Similar to the previous metric, the data 
collection trade-offs are limited accuracy and easily collectable data. Individuals could choose not to 
share accurate information when discussing their medication regiments even though the information is 

easy to collect. Conversely, it could be difficult to secure a doctor's note stating that individuals have 

followed their prescription at the appropriate time intervals even though it would be the most accurate. 
Furthermore, it may be cost-prohibitive or unfeasible to conduct a biometric test to determine if an 

individual has been taking his or her medication on schedule. A parole or probation officer's personal 
observations are easy to administer, but these observations may be inaccurate as DPP agents are most 

likely are not medical professionals. However, a parole or probation officer can monitor consistent 
check-ins and abnormal or anti-soc ial behaviors that may result from ceasing a medication regime. 

Prescription Medication 

Dili~enc~~~_. ____ . 
Program records 

Self-reported data 

Doctor's notes or medical tests 

Personal observations 

Advantages 

More accurate than self-report 

Easily collectible 
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Disadvantages 

st-.release follow~up can be 

allenging 

Parole and probation agents are 
not medical professionals 

Limited accuracy 



Housing 
As mentioned above, the housing barriers ex-offenders face are vast. Housing support programs in 
prisons and jails can provide referrals to shelters and other housing options . Once an individual is in DPP 
supervision, parole and probation officers can connect him or her to more housing programs; however, 
using specific indicators to determine which Maryland housing services provide the most effective 
housing supports will enable us to better serve this population. 

Measuring outputs and short- and long-term outcomes will enable prisons, jails, other government 

agencies, and community organizations to better understand how, as a system, they manage the 
outflow of individuals in need of a safe place to stay. Tracking the percentage of inmates who are 
released from state prison or county jail with a housing plan or referral to a housing program out of 

those assessed with housing as a risk factor will ensure that individuals are receiving support upon 
release. Using the assumption that most of those assessed with housing as a risk factor are released 

with a housing plan or referral to a housing program, parole or probation officers or program staff can 
monitor short-term outcomes. In other words, the output percentage below should be close to 100 
percent. If we find that many individuals who are assessed with housing risks are not being referred, 

then prisons and jails should adjust their operations to ensure that individuals being released have 

knowledge and access to shelters and housing options. 

Short-term outcomes include the percentage of individuals who enroll in a particular housing support 

program after being released as well as the percentage who obtain housing stability after enrolling in a 
program . Additionally, determining who obtains housing stability at 30 and 90 days post-release out of 

those referred to housing programs will provide insight into whether individuals who were provided 

with some service had success finding housing (whether they used the referral or not) . Long-term 
outcomes include the percentage of individuals who maintain housing stability or independence for six 

months, one, and two years out of those referred. r --- -----.-------.------.-~~.'-. --...... - -- .---- '. -_. --- -
I Housing Stability '. . 

The Second Chance Act legislation defines "housing stability" as living in only one place during a 
reference period or two places if the move was to secure one's own place or a nicer place. For example, 
a ?tabl .' if an.individual relocates from a residential ility to 

It is important to distinguish between the two indicators because eachorie representsa different level 

othousing security. An individualcouldhavel'housing stability"ifhe~r ~he lives il1are~id. e,ntial ...•... . 
treai:mentpr~gra~' even though it issh~rt-term and temporary. When tlie rr\dividuall~avestreatmerit, 
we want to capture whether they maintain that housing stability or achieve housing independence. 
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Reentry 
Domain 

Housing Short-term (30 and 90 days) Long-term (6 months, 1, 2 years) 

Percentage of inmates who 
are released with a 

housing plan or referral to 

a housing support 

program out of those 

Percentage who enroll in a 

housing support program 

out of those assessed with 

housing as a risk factor and 

referred to a housing 

assessed with housing as a support program 

risk factor 
Percentage who obtain 
housing stability at 30 and 

90 days out of those who 

enrolled in a housing 

support program 

Percentage who obtain 

housing stability at 30 and 
90 days out of those 

assessed with housing as a 
risk factor and referred to a 

housing support program 

Percentage who obtain housing 

stability out of those assessed 

with housing as a risk factor and 

referred to a housing support 

program 

Percentage who obtain housing 

stability out of those who 
enrolled in a housing support 

program 

Percentage who obtain housing 

independence out of those 

assessed with housing as a risk 

factor and referred to a housing 

support program 

Percentage who obtain housing 

independence out of those who 
enrolled in a housing support 

program 

Long-term Metric #3: percentage of individuals who obtain housing stability at 

30 days, 90 days, 6 months, 1 and 2 years post-release 

# of individuals who obtain housing stability since release measured at 30, 90 days, 6 months, and 1 and 

2 years 
# of individuals released July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011 assessed with housing as a risk factor and 

referred to a housing program 

Sub-indicator: Housing Independence 

# of individuals who obtain housing independence since release measured at 30, 90 days, 6 months, 

and 1 and 2 years 
# of individuals released July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011 assessed with housing as a risk factor and 

referred to a housing program 

Methods to measure housing stability and independence 

• Corrections records 

• Self-report 

• Physical house visits 

• Identifying documents 
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Corrections data and records should enable us to determine whether individuals assessed with housing 
as a risk factor receives the appropriate referral. Measuring housing outcomes is more challenging 
particularly when relying on self-reported data. An individual could easily report that he or she lives at 
one address when he or she only spends one or two nights a week residing there. Despite the potential 
inaccuracies, self-reported data is easy to collect and is already consistently recorded in Maryland's Case 
Notes system. Periodic physical house visits (scheduled and random) may be a more accurate gauge of 

housing outcomes than self-report, but those may be costly to implement. Additionally, scheduled 
house visits, like self-reported data, can be misleading if the parolee or probationer is only at the house 
when he or she needs to be for check-ins. Finally, identifying documents including a lease or mortgage 
would provide an accurate picture of an individual's housing situation. However, these documents, 

particularly a mortgage, may not be relevant for a large portion of the population as the lease may be in 
another person's name. 

DPP agents do not need to be the only agents who make physical house visits and record this 

information. Potential programs that may be visiting the home include housing programs, community 
non-profits that provide mental health or substance abuse services, and Social Services . Regardless of 

who visits the home, if all house visits could be recorded (through an interagency memorandum of 
understanding perhaps), there would be a more consistent picture of released individual's true housing 

status. 

Housing Stability/ Advantages Disadvantages 

Parole Officer Visits More ,acsurate than self-report •• : Difficult to implement 
) ' Rossiblyexpensive 

Identifying documents (lease, Accurate May not be relevant for a large 

_m._o_rt--,=,-ga....:g:::..e..:.,_e_tc_ . ..:..) __ . ___ ___ .....J'--_____________ -'-'-p_o_rt._io_n_ o_f _th_e....:.r.>.~ylation ___ _ 

Employmenti 
Over the past five years, Maryland has dedicated substantial effort and resources to provide the prison 

and jail populations with access to job-readiness training and employment opportunities. Correctional 
Education was recently transferred to the Department of Labor, Licensing and Regulation (DLLR), 
solidifying the partnership between the state's workforce training and development programs and 
corrections. With Maryland's 29 full service one-stop career centers and expanding partnerships with 

local businesses and employers, there is now the need to monitor an individual's employment 

experience over time. One step that Maryland has already taken to monitor employment outcomes is 

their forthcoming collaboration with the Jacob France Institute (JFI). Through this partnership, JFI will 

use quarterly unemployment insurance records to track employment of exiting correctional education 

students. 

The following measures capture employment and wage information about individuals who have 
participated in Maryland's in-prison job-readiness and employment services. Tracking participants' 

j "Methods to Measure Employment" are combined with the Education section due to the similarity of data 
collected 
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employment experiences at concrete intervals is important for two main reasons: the first being that 
individuals who secure jobs soon after release are associated with a lower risk to recidivate than those 
who remain unemployed. Therefore, providing heavy employment support early in an individual's 
reentry trajectory may steer him or her down a productive path. 

Second, monitoring over time will provide greater insight into other reentry barriers individuals' are 
likely to face or additional services they may need. In an Urban Institute study examining the 
employment status of newly released prisoners, researchers find distinct differences in the number of 
individuals employed at two months and eight months post-release.49 At two months, only 31 percent 
of survey respondents are currently employed and 43 percent state that they had been employed at 

some point since release . At eight months, those numbers jump to 45 percent currently employed with 
65 percent being employed at some point since release. Capturing changes in employment status over 
time intervals provides a comprehensive picture of the characteristics of the individuals who are 

attaining and maintaining employment. On the individual level, observing fluctuations in employment 
should prompt parole agents and case managers to examine and address the potential reasons for 
unemployment including weak education and employment histories, mental or physical health issues, 
and substance abuse problems. 

Anot her area where corrections officials should pay particular attention is job retention. Maintaining 
employment stability - in this case, staying with the same employer over time-signals a number of 
positive social characteristics that may provide the opportunity for higher wages and economic mobility 

as well as reduce the likelihood of recidivism in the future. Keeping a job requires discipline, motivation, 
and commitment to an employer, characteristics that make an individual attractive to other potential 
employers and opportunities. 

One of the most critical factors for a newly released individual's future success is to gain and maintain 
employment for a significant amount of time.5o This shows that he or she can sustain the lifestyle 

needed to support employment. Job retention positively affects the employee, the employer (the 

employer does not need to deal with the hassle of employee turn-over), and any intermediary agency 
(the agency can maximize resources rather than spend more on one person) .51 Tracking this outcome 

will not only provide information regarding a parolee's economic stability, but it will also present data 

regarding a parolee's professional attributes that will help him or her in the future. 

The following output indicators strive to capture the supply and demand of in-prison employment 
programs. Several studies find that the majority of prisoners cite employment as one of their greatest 
needs post-release. 52 While only one in five prisoners reports that they have secured a job post-release, 
participation rates in prison employment readiness or job-training programs are less than one-third in 

state prisons nationwide.53 These indicators capture the percentage of individuals who enroll and 

complete employment, vocational, or job-readiness programs out of those who demonstrate a need for 

those services. 

Short-term indicators include the percentage of released individuals who visit a career center at least 

one time post-release and who enroll or complete a community job-training program out of those who 
completed an in-prison employment, vocational, or job-readiness program . Short and long-term 

indicators include the percentage of individuals who are currently employed at the time of check-in and 
earn an hourly wage of seven dollars or more out of those who completed some type of employment 

program in prison. Additionally, measuring those who have been employed for any length of time and 

who have earned an hourly wage of seven dollars or more will provide insight into the percentage of 
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those who are being assisted by these programs. As parole officers and case managers collect this 
information, an individual's employment and wage narrative will unfold revealing insights into his or her 
capa bilities and further needs. 

Reentry 
Domain 

Employment 

Percentage of inmates who 
enroll in in-prison 
employment, vocational 

or job-readiness programs 
out of those assessed with 
employment as a ri sk 
factor and are referred to 
employment, vocational or 
job-readiness programs or 
ask for services 

Percentage of inmates who 
complete in-prison 
employment, vocational 
or job-readiness programs 
out of those assessed with 
employment as a risk 
factor and referred to 
employment, vocational or 
job-readiness programs or 
ask for services 

Percentage of inmates who 
are released with an 

employment plan or 
referral to a career center 
out of those assessed with 
employment as a ri sk 

factor 

Short-term (30 and 90 days) long-term (6 months, 1, 2 years) 

Percentage who visit a career 
center at least one time out of 
those who com pleted in 

prison employment, vocational 
or job-readiness programs 

Percentage who enroll in a 
job-training program in the 
community out of those who 
completed in-prison 
employmen t, vocational or 
job-readiness programs 

Percentage who complete a 
job-training program in the 
community out of those who 
completed in-prison 
employment, vocat iona l or 
job-readiness programs 

Percentage who are currently 
employed (full-time + part
time) and earn an hourly 
wage of $7 or more out of 
those who completed in
prison employment, vocational 
or job-readiness programs 

Percentage who have been 
employed (full-time + part
time) for any length of time 
out of those who completed 
in-prison employment, 
vocational or job-readiness 

progra ms 

Percentage who have been 

employed (full -time + part
time) for any length of time 
and earned an hourly wage of 
$7 or more out of those who 
completed in-prison 
employm ent, vocational or 
job-readiness programs 
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Percentage who are currently 
employed (full-t ime + part
time) and earn an hourly wage 

of $7 or more out of those who 
completed an in-prison 
employment, vocational or job
readiness programs 

Percentage who have been 
employed (full-time + part
t ime) for any length of time out 
of those who completed an in 
prison employment, vocational 
or job-readiness programs 

Percentage who have been 
employed (full-time + part
time) for any length of time and 
earned an hourly wage of $7 or 
more ou t of those who 
completed an in-prison 
employment, vocational or job
readiness programs 



Employed: working full-time or part-time in legal employment where parolees can provide pay stubs and/or 
case agents can verify through employer phone calls or visits 
FUll-time: works 35 or more hours per week 
Part-time: works 20 to 35 hoursperweek 

While full-time employment with benefits is ideal for a newly-released prisoner, the reality is that it may take 
time for a parolee ornewly leasedemployment status provides 
insiglit into how a parole,e s, individq~ls . participate in 

. Requiri 

Research ng releasedfrom.p oCla I 

reduction in the likelihood of individual going back to prison . Furthermb re,earning a higher wage reduces 
the probability of reincarceration . In a 2008 Urban Institute study, individLJals earning more than $10 per .,' 
hourhadan 8 percent probability ofbeingre; incarcerated, cOmpared withthoseearning between?even .an9 ., 
ten dollars an hour who had a12percentprobability. Indil.tidUals earniriglessthanseven .dollarsan hour had 
a 16 percent chance of re-incarceration and unemployed parolees had a 23 percent probability (Visher et aI., 
2008) . 

Long-term Metric #4: percentage of individuals currently employed (full- and 
part-time) who earn an hourly wage of $7 or higher at 30, 90 days, 6 months, 
and 1 and 2 years post-release 

# of individuals currently employed (full- and part- time) who earn an hourly wage of $7 or higher 
measured at 30, 90 days, 6 months, and 1 and 2 years 
# of individuals released July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011 who completed in-prison employment, 

vocational or job-readiness programs 

Additional Long-term Employment Metrics 

Hours Worked: 

# of individuals currently working 0-9/10-20/21-40/41-60/61+k hours per week measured at 30, 90 

days, 6 months, and 1 and 2 years 
# of individuals released July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011 who completed in-prison employment, 
vocational or job-readiness programs 

k The "j" symbol denotes the separate categories of a metric. 
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Employment Length indicators: 

# of individuals who have been employed (full- and part- time) for any length of time measure d at 30, 
90 days, 6 months, and 1 and 2 years 

# of individuals released July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011 who completed in-prison employment, 
vocational or job-readiness programs 

# of individuals who have been employed (full- and part-time) for any length of time in positions 
where they earned $7 or more measured at 30, 90 days, 6 months, and 1 and 2 years 
# of individuals released July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011 who completed in-prison employment, 
vocational or job-readiness programs 

Job Retention Indicators: 

# of individuals who have held 1-3/4-6/7+ jobs measured at 30,90 days, 6 months, and 1 and 2 years 
# of individuals released July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011 who completed in-prison employment, 
vocational or job-readiness programs 

Education 
As mentioned above, providing avenues for educational attainment both in prison and upon release can 
lead to greater employment opportunities and higher wages . Maryland Correctional Education has 
been recently transferred to DLLR, signifying a renewed emphasis on connecting education programs
including Adult Basic and Secondary Education, Vocational Education, Special Education, and community 
college courses-with workforce development and employment. Organizations and agencies that run 
programs in state prisons, county jails or with the ex-offender population can use the following 
indicators to measure whether the supply for educational programming meets the demand. 
Additionally, the short-term outcome indicators can track whether individuals who complete programs 
in prison continue to seek educational opportunities post-release at 30 and 90 days. 

Long-term outcomes include the percentage of individuals who obtain their GED or high school diploma 
or complete two or more community college courses . Additional long-term outcomes include the 
percentage of individuals who acquire employment out of those who completed an in-prison or jail 
educational program. These indicators capture an individual's journey through correctional education 
starting with in-prison programming, continuing with post-release programming, and culm inating in 
post-release employment and advanced educational achievement. 
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Reentry 
Domain 

Output Outcome 
. 

Education Short-term (30 and 90 days) Long-term (6 months, 1,2 years) 

Percentage of inmates who Percentage who enroll in an Percentage who complete an 
enroll in in-prison out-of-prison educational out-of-prison educational 
educational programs out program in the community program out of those who 
of those referred to out of those who completed completed an in-prison 
educational programs in-prison educational educational program 

programs 
Percentage of inmates who Percentage who obtain their 
complete in-prison Percentage who complete GED out of those who 
educational programs out an out-of-prison completed an in-prison 

of those referred to educationa l program in the educational program 

educational programs community out of those 
who completed in-prison Percentage who obtain their 

Percentage of inmates who educational programs high school diploma out of 

are released with a those who completed an in-

referral for on-going prison educational program 

education in the 
community out of those Percentage who complete 2 

assessed with educational community college courses (for 

capabilities a grade) out of those who 
completed an in-prison 
educational program 

Percentage who have been 
employed (full-time +part-
time) for any length of time 
and earned an hourly wage of 
$7 or more out of those who 
completed an in-prison 
educational program 

long-term Metric # 5: percentage of individuals who complete their GED or 
obtain their high school diploma at 30 days, 90 days, 6 months, 1 and 2 years 
post-release 

tI of ind ividuals who complete their GEDs or obtain their high school diplomas measured at 30, 90 days, 

6 months, and 1 and 2 years 

tI of individuals released July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011 who completed in-prison educational 

programs 

Methods to measure employment and education 

• Program records 

• Self-report 
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• Employer verification' 

• State-level administrative data (i .e. unemployment insurance records, Social Security, etc.) 

Program records can provide output data regarding individual and aggregate employment and 
education program attendance, enrollment, and completion . Collecting outcome data post-release is 
more difficult. Wh en an individual reports his or her employment statu s to a parole or probation agent 

the information is only as accurate as he or she claims. However, se lf-reported data is easy to collect 
and most DPP agents already collect and record information regarding employment status. Additionally, 
in some cases, DPP agents already engage in employer verification through phone calls or site visits with 

an employer as well as asking parolees and probationers to bring pay stubs into the DPP office . 
Collecting data through employer verification is more time-consuming than self-reported data, but it is 
more accurate . 

Sources such as state-level administrative data expand and supplement self-reported employment 
status. Quarterly data on employment and earnings from unemployment insurance (UI) records can be 

merged with corrections data on the prison population . Using UI data, employment rates can be 

considerably lower than using self-reported data-in two stud ies from Florida and Washington, 

researchers find employment rates to be roughly 30 to 35 percent when using UI data compared with 
the self-reported 50 percent.54 Using both self-reported and UI data are useful as self-reported data 

capture more information about informal or part-time work that are not reported to the state and not 
covered by UI or income taxes. 

Case managers in programs such as CEO and Texas's Project RIO use a combination of self-reported data 
and state- and federal-level administrative data. Additionally, both programs contain case managers 

who follow-up with employers at the specified time intervals either through site visits or phone calls. 
(Project RIO follows up with employer phone calls at 30, 60, and 90-day intervals.)55 

Employment and Education 
Data 

Program records 

Advantages 

---.-----------.-.j---'-------'----
Self-reported data 

Employer Verification 

State-level administrative data Accurate 

Disadvantages 

Poshrelease follow.-up can be --, 
.challenging? 

Partial accuracy 

Difficult to implement in some 

Requires collaboration and 

MOUs among c:~~nci~~ __________ _ 
----------~~------

Family, Relationships, and Pro-Social Responsibility 
Maintaining close relationships with family in prison is associated with individuals' successful 

reintegration into the community. Additionally, Maryland's state prisons and county jails provide a 
number of classes on parenting and Life Skills aimed to assist individuals with their parenting and family 

responsibilities . Collecting output information regarding the percentage of those who enroll and 

I Employment verification includes: Parole officer visits to employment si t e, phone calls to employer or parolee 
bringing in pay stubs, ta x forms or other documentation of employment. 
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complete classes captures how many individuals assessed with family issues as a risk factor are provided 
with the appropriate serv ices. 

Outcome measures gauging progress in relationship-build ing and social respons ibility include track ing 
the post-release experience of inmates who have a history of documented domest ic violence.s6 In order 
to understand the effectiveness of reentry programs focused on anger management, parenting and/or 
Life Skill s, one can compare the post-release experiences between inmates (with a history of domestic 
violence) who completed in-prison programs with those who did not. Additionally, initiating and 
maintaining contact with at least one community organization (defined below) may provide networks of 
positive support for individuals leaving prison or jail. Proactively seeking this support signals an 
individual 's attempt to improve his or her life and community.s7 

Reentry 

Domain 

Output 
J 

Outcome , 

Fami ly, Short-term (30 and 90 days) Long-term (6 months, 1, 2 years) 
Relat ionsh ips, Percentage of inmates who Percentage who engage in Percentage who engage in 
and Pro-Social enroll in parenting and domestic violence post- domestic violence post-release 
Responsibi lity Life Skills programs out of release out of those with a out of those with a documented 

those assessed with famil y documented history of history of domestic viol ence 

and rel ationship issues domestic vio lence who who completed in-prison anger 

completed in -prison anger management, parenting, an d/or 
Percentage of inmates who management, parenting, Life Sk ill s programs 
complete parenting and and/or Life Skills programs 
Life Skills programs out of Percentage who initiate contact 

those assessed with fam ily Percentage who initiate with at least one community 

and relationship issues contact with at least one organization out of those who 

community organization out completed at least one in -

of those who completed at prison reentry program 

least one in-prison reentry 

program Percentage who maintain 

contact w ith at least one 

Percentage who maintain community organization out of 

contact with at least one those who completed at least 

community organization out one in-prison re entry program 

of those who completed at 
least one in-prison reentry 

program 

What is a community organization? 

Communit'y orga~izationsmay inciudechurches,synagogueS','mosques or any 
religiouslyaffiliat~d instit~tion. They ma'y include participating in a ,BigBrother/Big ' 
Sister program or other community-related center or prograrn . Similar to previous 
definitions, as long as the definition i~' clear and consistent, th'e ,indicator can be 
comparedacross diVisions, agencies, and organizations. 
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long-term Metric #6: percentage of individuals who initiate/maintain contact 
with at least one community organization at 30 days, 90 days, 6 months, 1 and 2 
years post-release 

# of individuals who initiate/maintain contact with at least one community organization measured at 
30,90 days, 6 months, and 1 and 2 years 
# of individuals released July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011 who completed at least one reentry 
program 

Methods to measure family, relationships, and pro-social responsibility 

• Program records 
• Self-report 
• Family-report 

• Court and administrative data 

Program staff can provide data regarding program enrollment, completion rates, and whether an 
individual is maintaining contact to one particular program . Similar to other outcome measures, self
reported data has limited accuracy; however, it may be easy to collect. Depending on an individual's 
family situation, family-reported data regarding domestic violence may be more reliable than self-report 
but there is variability in the accuracy of that data . Finally, court and administrative data can provide an 
accurate account of individuals' criminal histories in addition to any new domestic violence issues that 
arise post-release. 

Family, relationships, and Advantages 
pro-social responsibility data 

Program data 

Self-reported data 

Family-reported data 

Court and administrative data 

Easily collectible 

Potentially more reliable than 

self-r,~port " 

Accurate 
Easily collectible 

Disadvantages 

Limited accuracy 

Potehtially less felialJle th~;:;-:
selHeport 

""-. ); 

Difficult to. collect " 

Requires inter-agency 
collaboration or an MOU 

_._-_ .... _. __ ... _._------_ .. _-_._._----_._----_.- ._----------------'-------_._--_ .. _--------_. __ ... __ ..... 
Financial Responsibility 
The majority of individuals leaving jailor prison face financial obligations that are nearly impossible to 
pay upon release. Potential reentry outputs include the percentage of inmates who enroll and complete 
financial literacy courses. These output measurements will gauge how many individuals assessed with 
financial obligations received proper training to pay those debt obligations upon release. 

Short-term outcome measures include the percentage of individuals who pay their financial obligations 
at 90 days out of those with debt obligations .58 Additionally, looking at the percentage of individuals 
who complete a financial literacy course and paid their financial obligations will capture whether those 
who took the class had a higher propensity to pay. (This higher likelihood of paying financial obligations 
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could be the result of taking the class or the fact that individuals who chose to take the class constituted 

a distinct subset of the general prison population who are more conscientious of their financial 

situations.) 

Long-term outcomes include those who pay their obligations at six months, one year and two years out 

of a general population of those released with debt obligations as well as those with debt obligations 

and who completed a financial literacy course. In addition, capturing the percentage of those who 

co llect entitlements out of those who are eligible for entitlement programs such as food stamps, 

Medicaid, and disa bility, will provide a general idea whether individuals are using the post-re lease 

serv ices that th ey need . Capturing entitlement data is more efficient as a long-term outcome as it may 

take a couple of months after release for individuals to start collecting benefits. Additionally, a measure 

such as paying child support on time is an economic indicator that may provide a sense of social 

responsibility in th e short- and long-term. Moreover, since paying child support is based on individuals' 

means, capturing all who engage in child support payments-including those who may not be able to 

pay all 100 percent of the court-ordered amount-will provide a sense of how many individuals are 

attempting t o pay the required amount. 

Reentry 
Domain 

Financial 
Responsibili t y 

Outpllt 

Percentage of in mates who 
enroll in financial literacy 
courses out of those 
assessed with financial 
obligations and/or debt 
issues 

Percentage of inmates who 
complete financial literacy 
courses out of those 
assessed with financial 
obligations and/or debt 
issu es 

Short-term (90 days) Long-term (6 months, 1, 2 years) 

Percentage who pay at least 
50 percent of their child 
support on time out of 
those wi th child support 
obligations who completed 
parenting and Life Skills 
programs 

Percentage who pay child 
support on time out of 
those with child support 
obligations who completed 
parenting and Life Skills 
programs 

Percentage who provide 
payment of court fees and 
fines, restitution, and any 
other offense-related debt 
out of those released with 
debt obligations 

Percentage who provide 
payment of court fees and 
fines, restitution, and any 
other offense-related debt 
out of those with debt 
obligations who completed a 
financial literacy course 
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Percentage who provide 
payment of court fees and 
fines, restitution, and any 
other offense-related debt out 
of those released with debt 
obligations 

Percentage who provide 
payment of court fees and 
fines, restitution, and any 
other offense-related debt out 
of those with debt obligations 
who completed an in-prison 
financial literacy course 

Percentage who receive any 
collection of entitlements out 
of those el igible for entitlement 
programs 

Percentage who pay child 
support on time out of those 
with ch ild support obligations 
who completed parenting and 
Life Skil ls programs 



Long-term Metric #7: Financial Obligations: percentage of individuals who 
provide payment of court fees and fines, restitution, and any other offense
related debt at 90 days, 6 months, 1 and 2 years post-release 

# of individuals who pay court fees and fines/restitution/other offense-related debt payments on time 
measured at 90 days, 6 months, and 1 and 2 years 
# of individua ls released July I, 2010 through June 30, 2011 with debt obligations who completed an in
prison financial literacy course 

Long-term Metric #8: Entitlements: percentage of individuals who receive any 
collection of entitlements out of those eligible for entitlement programs at 90 
days, 6 months, 1 and 2 years post-release 

# of individuals who receive any collection of entitlements measured at 90 days, 6 months, and 1 and 2 
years 
# of individuals released July I, 2010 through June 30, 2011 eligible for entitlements 

Long-term Metric #9: Child Support: percentage of individuals who pay their 
child support on time at 90 days, 6 months, 1 and 2 years post-release 

# of individuals who pay child support on time measured at 90 days, 6 months, and 1 and 2 years 
# of individuals released July I, 2010 through June 30, 2011 with child support obligations who 
completed parenting and Life Skills programs 

Sub-indicators: 

# of people who pay at least 50 percent of their child support on time measured at 90 days, 6 months, 
and 1 and 2 years 
# of individuals released July I, 2010 through June 30, 2011 with child support obligations who 
completed parenting and Life Skills programs 
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Methods to measure financial responsibility 

• Program records 

• Self-report 

• Court and administrative data 

In order to measure the preceding financial outputs and outcomes, DPSCS and county correctional 
agen cies would have to rely on program and self-reported data as well as administrative data . Program 
staff and front-line workers can collect enrollment and completion data as individuals' progress through 

f inancial literacy programs. Using administrative data to learn about individuals' payment compliance is 
the most reliable way to collect short- and long-term debt-payment information. Additionally, using 
state data is the most reliable way to determine who is taking advantage of entitlement programs out of 
those who are eligible . Similar to the previous metrics, DPP agents can easily collect self-reported data, 
but there is a risk regarding the accuracy of these data. 

I Financial data Disadvantages I 
r Program Data --------+-~--=----------.+-,I,"'-P-o-st--release follow-up can be i 
f----------------1 ~ ___ challengin& __ ...:.. _______ ~ 
-~~~~~fs~~~i~:~:~a !~~~~aCt~lectible ~i:i~~r~, :~~~~,~~~~~-Cy --.------~--~ 

___ _ ._.L.~asily collectible collaboration,or anMOU .,_,_J 
Chapter 4. Data Collection in Maryland 

Output-focused Data Collection 
Currently, neither DPSCS nor county detention centers systematically conduct formal assessments on 
short- or long-term outcomes based on the seven domains of treatment. Interviewees mentioned that 
some contracted programs attempt to conduct process evaluations or recidivism studies (Community 
Mediation Maryland, for example); however, none of the interviewees knew of any contracted service 

providers that have conducted outcome evaluations. 

Most county corrections departments collect basic output information about their reentry services

specifically, the number of sess ions taught, enrollment and attendance, completions and non

completions, and graduation rates . Reentry programs, particularly those involving educational 

attainment and vocational skills, assess success based on the number of individual s who graduate . On e 
county's department of corrections provided me with their facility' s data capture for reentry program s: 

• The number of sessions and cycles they have in a year (e.g. GED or life skills) 

• Number of inmates that participate 

• Number of completions 

• Number that complete phase 1 (substance abuse treatment) 

• Number that complete phase 2 (substance abuse treatment) 

• Number of GEDs awarded 

• Pre- and post-testing in GED classes 

• Number of graduates from Life Skills program 

• Evaluations from students in Life Skills program 
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Non-Profits Assessing Outcomes 
Power Inside, a Baltimore-based non-profit, is in the process of 
creating an evaluative tool to assess "incremental outcomes," 
many of which align with the seven domains of treatment. While 
this tool will be specific to harm reduction and public health 
model, Power Inside diligently collects process and output data 
and is working with organizations including Social Solutions to find 
the most appropriate ways to measure outcomes. Power Inside 
staff record comprehensive output data in their "encounter 
notes" which includes every service they provide to every client. 
Additionally, they collect the number of referrals, placements, and 
retention of women in treatment, education, healthcare, and 
employment activities. Currently, PI is required to report output 

and some outcome data to its funders including how many people 
enrolled in drug treatment and healthcare, whether they 
attended, how long they stayed, and how many people found 
housing. 

Maryland Correctional Education 
collects data on the number of 
programs per year, the number of 
completions, and the number of 
non-completions. There is a 
correctional database that collects 
data on occupational programs 
including how many seats are 
available, how many people drop 
out, and reasons for leaving the 
programs. Correctional Education 
has one IT staff member who 
collects the data and other staff 
member who evaluates 
programmatic information such as 
participation rates and class 
capacity each month . 

Most individuals interviewed mentioned that they rely on these outside organizations to provide 
statistics concerning enrollment, attendance, and graduation rates. Whether service providers follow
up with previously incarcerated individuals post-release depends on the particular service provider and 
their funding capacities. As one corrections official put it : "The biggest challenge is following people into 
the community because it is really, really expensive./I 

In-Prison Behavioral Changes as Outcomes 
Within prisons and jails, officials mentioned that individuals who participate in programs genera lly have 
better behavior because they want to earn good time and document that they are participating in a 
program. Their motivation is to obtain knowledge and show the courts and their families that they are 
doing well. In one county, a corrections official attempted to measure the impact of programs in the 
past, but found that the service providers were not always willing to cooperate . Service providers 
claimed to measure success in different ways. According to this official, "we don't have all of the data 
readily available and tracking true success (and defining success) is rather vague in this facility. Within 
the facility, success is behavior-based and whether the program is deemed successful is up to the 
provider./I 

One Program, One Paper File 
In terms of individual and aggregate data collection, most reentry programming staff in counties and 
state facilities in Maryland keep a paper case file for each person in a program. An individual's progress 
is followed in that file only for that specific program. (If an individual is enrolled in three programs, he 
or she will have three case files .) Vocational programs, court-ordered drug treatment programs such as 
the "High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area" (HIDTA) program, and jail-based groups keep case files. 
Mental health progress is shared only in medical files. There are also certain programs, including Life 
Skills and parenting programs, which do not keep participant files . In one larger Maryland county, there 
is one case file per inmate for each program and there is no coordination between programs; therefore, 
files with regards to reentry information are not complete. 
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In Howard County, simi lar to the other county correctional facilities and detention centers inte rv iewed, 
se rvi ce providers collect and use some reentry data. For example, the GED program in Howard County 

Detention Center provides enro llment data to Howard County Community Coll ege to determine how 
many students are served in GED programs. Th e Howard County Detention Center receives updates on 

the GED programs and analyzes utilization trends to ensure that they are reaching as many peopl e as 
poss ible. While the Detention Center uses the information provided by the community college to see if 
there are ways to better serve the population, they do not collect any additional data. Th e detent ion 

center reports the GED statistics in the agency's Annual Report, acknowled ging t he partnership . 

Cu rrent ly there are no formal assessments of Baltimore City Detention Center's (BCDC) rehabilitat ive or 
ree ntry programs, but Baltimore Hea lthcare Access, Inc. will be abl e to give provid e information 

rega rding inmates' compliance in keeping their medica l appointments and following th eir trea tm ent 
plans. Officials at BCDC are hoping that Baltimore Hea lthcare Access, Inc. w ill provide enro llment data 

highlighting the specific populations that they have served-for exa mple, t hose with chronic health ca re 
co nditions or those who use food stamps and other pub lic ent it lements. 

Lack of Centralized Reentry Databases in Correctional Institutions 
A genera l trend appears to be the lack of centralized databases where program staff can input basic 

in formatio n including in which programs a parti cu lar inmate has been involved or how many times he or 

she has been enrolled in various programs. This lack of reco rd -keeping occasionally leads to duplicative 
serv ices. In one county these files keep an inmate's history and there is an internal inmate database 
that is tied into local police agencies. Within the dat abase, th ere is a section to provide a narrative, but 

there is no speci f ic field designated for reentry programs. If an individual re-en ters the detention cen ter 
and they have already completed a program, that information wi ll not be in his or her record. 

In some cases, program sta ff may know that certain individuals have been prior cli ents, but they do not 

co llect this informat ion in a systemat ic or centralized way. Correct ions staff has never had to supply 

that data. According to one corrections official , "when a person returns back to the detention center, 
we know whatever the police know. If he or she ha s been here previously, I wi ll have a history based on 

secu rity iss ues and behavioral iss ues. We would only know if he or she was involved in institutional 
work programs (i.e. laundry, kitchen). The individual can te ll us about the programs they've already 

been in, but that is up to them." 

Within the service-provider commun ity, there are progra ms that maintain participant case files and 
input data in information management systems. Power Inside (see text-box above) rece ives funding 
from Balt imore Homeless Services and is required to record output-related data into t he Homeless 
Management Information System (HMIS). Additionally, some Maryland jurisdict ions use the SMART 

system to record alcohol and drug treatment information. One official mentioned that his facility has its 

own corrections information management system which enables the county to know who is in what 

program at what point during an incarceration term. Addi t ionally, this system allows for referral s and 

more detailed personal informat ion . 

As one Correct ions official describes below, the lack of a centra lized data system creates barriers to data 

and information shar ing. 

Currently, there is no ability to interface jail management and progroms' systems. Everything is done 
through paper. [Our facility] is not good with sharing this information and initial efforts have been made 
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to clarify this information between local correctional agencies and service providers. The first model of 
sharing information has been the Correctional Transfer Alert Form-the universally accepted form to 
share critical information, specifically medical, health, and gang behavior, when an inmate is transferred 
to another institution. But we can do far better if we can have programmatic and public housing 
information as well. 

Minimal Data-sharing: Data Released to Funders or Used Internally 
Much of the data collected is used internally for the agencies and organizations providing the services. 
These data enable organizations to make budgetary decisions as well as send funders and the State 
information. The GED programs perform pre- and post-tests for evaluative purposes and send 
information to the community colleges and partner agencies. Correctional Education statistics are all 
reported to StateStat. While Correctional Education representatives provide statistical data when giving 
presentations throughout Maryland, their data regarding evaluations is used for internal management 
purposes . 

While county corrections departments do not explicitly share reentry data with other agencies, outside 
service providers may be sharing information with their community partners or performing their own 
evaluation. County jails and local health departments may be sharing information. One county 
corrections official mentioned that they record statistical data for American Correctional Association 
purposes. They maintain attendance sheets and copies of weekly reports that show the individuals that 
participate weekly. There is also a treatment assessment board that meets weekly and each program 
coordinator submits a report with general information about how many sessions were taught, how 
many people completed the program, etc. 

One partnership with the potential to make an impact on reentry data collection and sharing is 
Maryland Correctional Education's forthcoming memorandum of understanding with the Jacob France 
Institute to track the corrections population through Maryland's One-Stop Career Center system. This 
collaboration will allow staff to input graduate information from GED, basic skills, and occupational and 
vocational programs into a centralized database and analyze income tax reports for participants in the 
program. The system will have the capacity to input information regarding more specific trade, 
automotive, office technology, and building programs as well. They will be able to track employment at 
90 days, one year, two years, etc. While this is a step in the right direction, the data capture may not be 
as comprehensive as we would like as there will likely be a percentage of ind ividuals in jobs where 
wages will not be reported because they are paid under the table. Currently, attorneys are determining 
what information can and cannot be shared . 

DPSCS Data Systems 

OBSCIS I, II, and PARIS systems 
The Department of Public Safety and Correctional Services created the OBSCIS I, II, and PARIS data 

systems for the purpose of tracking an individual's physical journey through Maryland's criminal justice 
system-from inside prison to community supervision.59 OBSCIS I is DPSCS's current prison offender 
management system for incarcerated individuals. 60 It is a classification system that collects basic 
information about an inmate such as discharge dates, sentence calculations, and next of kin information 
as well as more specific information including in which bed and cell he or she is located. There is a 
specific section that provides criminal as well as behavioral alerts. Over the past decade there has been 
a more comprehensive scheduling component in OBSCIS I; however the system only allows data 
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collection for one program at a time making it difficult to capture reentry data as individuals may be 
enrolled in more than one program . 

The Department of Parol e and Probation (DPP) uses OBSCIS II to capture data about a parol ee's or 
probationer's address and residence, office and assigned agent, restitution payments, and any other 
major fees. The PARIS system is another data system that allows DPP to collect more comprehensive 
information about parolees. PARIS collects data including the date of an individual's parole hearing, 

date of parole el igibility, future schedu ling, and the resu lts of hearings. PARIS has the capacity to pull 
information from both OBSCIS systems, but OBSCIS I and II cannot pull information from PARIS.61 

Th ere is no reentry data in the OBSCIS I, II , and PARIS systems, but these systems are interfaced with 

other DPSCS data systems to provide classification information for data systems that contain reentry 
components. 

Case Notes 

DPP agents use the Case Notes system to monitor Probationers' and Parolees' entrance and progression 

through Maryland's post-release supervision system. 62 The notes are recorded in narrative form with 
certain items regarding housing and employment consistently reported. There are also special tabs with 

Case Notes-many of which are used infrequently-that allow POs to note court-orders for any 
treatment, testing (drug and DNA), shock trauma m

, self-help groupsn, the Vio lence Prevention Unit 

(VPI}O, gun registrationP, and interlockq
• There is also a tab not ing any special conditions (i.e. VPI , chroni c 

recid ivism, etc.) as well as a t ransfer checklist on the occas ion of a DPP agent transfer . 

While the Case Notes system has a lot of potential to capture reentry outcome data , my analysis of the 

18 case files revealed substantial data collection inconsistencies . Information that was consistently 
reported included whether a supervised individual showed up t o their mandatory office visits and KIOSK 
check-ins,' urinalysi s results, current address and phone number, self-reported arrest s, hit notices, and 
se lf-reported employment status . In general, DPP agents collected information broadly align ed with the 

seven domains of treatment. Eighteen case files included some housing information, 17 included 
emp loyment or job-t raining information, 15 recorded substa nce abuse and/or menta l and physical 

health issues, and 11 contain ed information about relationships and family iss ues. However, when 
looking for information that aligns with specific outcomes, I found less comprehensive information. 

Parole and probation officers verified employment for eight out of the 18 case files and noted job
tra in ing or educational program enrollment and completion in seven files. They ment ioned urinalysis 
results in 12 case files, referrals for medical evaluations or appointments in 10 case files, and confirmed 
attenda nce for evaluations or appointments in nine files. In terms of housing, every case fi le had a 

m Shock trauma refers to a person who is ordered to enter th e trauma ward of th e University of Maryland Hosp ital 

n Self-he lp grou ps include any court-ordered self-help program including Alcoholics Anonymous. 
o The Violence Prevention Unit (VPU) is t radi tiona lly geared towards inmat es 29 and under who have violent 

histories, gun charges, gang history or if they were victims or perpetrators of a shooting. If a person is eligib le for 

VPI they are subject to the highest level of supervision possible. 
P Anybody convicted of a gun offense after January 2008 has to register with the Bal timore city police every six 
months for two years. Thi s is only used in Baltimore City. 
q Individu als convicted of drinking and driving have t o breath into a machine to start their car. Interlock is used 

mainly for drinking and driving monitoring. 
r All of Maryland's parole offices except 7 contain at least one computer kiosks where low-risk releasees on 
supervision can check in without having to meet wi t h a opp agent. 
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home address recorded and nine individuals experienced physical house visits by a DPP agent while 
three case files mentioned housing stability. Eleven files included details about family or pro-social 

activities, including regular attendance at church or being active in a community organization. Nine of 
those 11 files included details about personal issues while three of the 11 discussed collaboration with 

the Department of Social Services . Finally, out of the 12 files that mentioned financial responsibility, 
eight discussed restitut.ion payments, two touched upon receiving entitlements while the last two 
centered on receiving disability payments . 5 

There exists one large caveat in this descriptive case analysis. It is plausible that a DPP agent does not 
need to collect data about an individual regarding a particular domain of treatment because that 

individual does not have any assessed risk in that area. However, the narrative format of the Case Notes 

system does not make that clear. For example, an agent may not have recorded any information 
regarding a parolee's substance abuse problem, but that does not mean that the individual does not 

have a substance abuse problem. Therefore, while there are nine cases files in which a DPP agent 
describes relationship and family situations, there could be exactly nine or potentially more than nine 
with family issues. 

Case Plan 

The Division of Corrections uses the Individual Case Plan (ICP, also known as the "Case Plan" system) to 
monitor and track the reentry programming and outcomes of its inmates. On average, Maryland DOC 

inmates have longer sentences than other inmates in the state; therefore, they have more access and 
time to participate in reentry services than those on parole, in pre-trial and detention facilities, and in 
county jails. The Case Plan system was developed to provide "an automated and consistent process for 

all case management and supervising personnel with the Department of Public Safety and Correctional 

Services (DPSCS) to utilize in creation and support of a Reentry strategy for preparing 'offenders' for 
release.,,63 The Case Plan system is also linked to Criminal Justice Information System (CJIS) Central 
Repository and the OBSCIS I and II , and PARIS systems allowing case managers to quickly search all those 
data bases. This data system alignment enables case managers to better understand the particular 

challenges and needs of an individual. 

The Case Plan system, which takes a strong reentry-focus, is composed of three components : the 
individual case plan, risk assessments, and supporting notes . First, the case manager conducts a risk 
assessment and identifies an individual's dynamic criminal risk factors . Then, based on those factors, 

the case manager records the appropriate strategy to address those issues. For each risk factor, case 

managers input a goal, strategy, target date, and completion date . 

Similar to the Case Notes system, Case Plan contains inconsistencies in data collection with less than half 

of the cases containing complete information about each risk factor. (Lack of information could simply 
mean that the risk factor has "minimal or no criminogenic impact" on why the person committed the 

crime that got him or her in prison, but that is unclear.) Additionally, seven of the case files were 

incomplete as they were still being developed in the system. Within the ICP there is room for 

supporting notes, but it is dependent on whether the particular case manager chooses to write 

comprehensive notes for each individual. I did not have access to the notes for the 50 cases so I can not 

speculate whether there are inconsistencies in case managers' note-taking. 

S The raw data and key can be found in the appendix 
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SMART 

Currently, any publicly funded substance abuse treatment program must input basic demographic, 

admission, level of care, and discharge data into the State of Maryland Automated Record Tracking 
system (SMART) which is run through the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Administration (ADAA), an agency 
within Maryland's Department of Health and Mental Hygiene (DHMH) .t Through SMART, state-certified 
service providers have the capacity to input data regarding employment status, standardized 
assessments, treatment plans, dosage, progress notes, and encounter notes which can help track client 
outcomes. For instance, when an individual leaves a certain level of treatment and is referred to 

another level of treatment, the system has the ability to track where the referral is coming from and 
whether the individual enrolls in that new level of treatment and attends sessions. 

SMART combines self-reported measures with counselor and provider-determined information such as 
level of care category, number of counseling sessions, and referrals. Other than court or Parole 

Commission ordered matters, the State does not mandate service providers to verify items such as 
employment; therefore, the information is only as accurate as the individual reports and the counselor 
records it. Within DPSCS, DPP uses the SMART system the most frequently because SMART monitors 

and records urinalysis results in some Maryland jurisdictions. Department of Parole and Probation case 
managers access urinalysis results through SMART and record findings in Case Notes. Additionally, if an 

individual is court-ordered to attend a substance-abuse program in the community, he or she goes to a 
state assessment center which places him or her with a community provider who records all intake 

information into SMART. 

With the large number and diversity of service providers within the SMART system, maintaining 

consistent definitions of SMART categories is a challenge . Organizations may have different 
interpretations of SMART categories (e.g. reasons for discharge, disenrollment, admission, etc.) 

compromising the accuracy of the data captured . The ADAA data team is currently working to refine the 
definitions to make sure they are as clear as possible . 

Within the criminal justice system, there are also inconsistencies among SMART users. In correctional 
facili ties and detention centers, only state-certified and publicly-funded substance abuse treatment 

programs are required to input data into SMART. Therefore, non-state certified programs that operate 

in state and county correctional facilities are not required to enter data into SMART. Additionally, 

mental health programs that provide substance abuse treatment do not enter data into the SMART 

system. 

Finally, while the SMART system contains data on individuals enrolled in prison or ja il treatment 
programs, it does not consistently disaggregate the incarcerated population from the general 
population. There is no way to determine whether an individual leaves treatment because he or she is 

released from prison or transferred to another institution. 

Offender Case Management System 
The Offender Case Management System (OCMS aka "Mi-Case") is a new data collection and tracking 

system that is being gradually phased into DPSCS. The Offender Case Management System will 

streamline information from the Division of Corrections (DOC), the Division of Pre-trial and Detention 

Services (DPDS) and DPP. The Department of Public Safety and Correctional Services is hoping to have 

the whole system as currently envisioned running in one to two years. 

t See Appendix for complete list of data stored in SMART 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion: Implementation Recommendations 

This PAE aims to provide a practical approach to prisoner reentry and reentry program assessment in 
Maryland. I recommend the adoption of an assessment framework that links the goals and activities of 
reentry programs with outputs and short- and long-term outcomes along several treatment dimensions. 
I put forth specific indicators to better understand an individual's journey from prison into the 
community. These indicators will shed light on where reentry programs could adjust to better serve the 
incarcerated population. I close with four implementation recommendations based on the previous 
analyses. These recommendations emphasize data collection, data tracking, information sharing, and 
the mission of Maryland state and local corrections agencies. 

Data Collection: Overcoming Practical Challenges with Technology 
While there will undoubtedly be challenges in collecting these data given DPSCS's and county 
corrections agencies' current technological capacities, DPSCS and local agencies are on the forefront of 

substantial information technology changes. Specifically, the new Offender Case Management System 

(OCMS) and DPP's KIOSK check-in system will enable rapid and efficient data-gathering and information 
sharing over the next two years . These technological advancements open the door for targeted 
outcome assessments and a better understanding of how reentry services are functioning and newly
released individuals are faring. 

Offender Case Management System (OCMS) 
Currently, the DOC, DPP, and DPDS have separate data systems that are minimally interfaced with each 

other leaving case agents with the responsibility of gathering information from different departments as 

an individual moves throughout the system . Under OCMS, the information will be collected under one 

system saving both case managers and parolees/probationers time. 

KIOSK system 
Collecting more comprehensive data during parole and probation office visits creates operational 
challenges for case agents as they must spend more time collecting information from each individual. In 

December 2010, the average criminal supervision caseload for a Maryland parole or probation agent 
was 97 cases.64 However, when looking at agents' case loads in totality, the average number of cases per 

agent in regions like Baltimore City is higher (101) than in Allegheny County (96) . Increasing an agent's 

time spent per case may not be possible; however, DPSCS has phased in automated KIOSK systems in 
parole and probation offices throughout the State that can dramatically change the way data is 
gathered. Low-risk parolees and probationers report to the office, enter their DPP identification number 

on the KIOSK computer screen, answer personalized questions, provide biometric data if necessary, and 

receive a receipt at the end of their transaction. Currently, every field office in Maryland except seven 
has KIOSKS, enabling case agents to spend more time with higher risk offenders. DPSCS is hoping to 
synch this automated check-in system with OCMS and incorporate customized questions for offenders 

with special conditions. The KIOSK system's potential for useful data collection is great. 

Data Tracking: Potential of Maryland's Data Systems 
Developing and reconfiguring data systems to track and monitor reentry over time is another step that 

DPSCS must take in order to accurately measure outcomes. 
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Case Notes, Case Plan, and the Offender Case Management System (OCMS) 
The Division of Parole and Probation (DPP) and DOC should use current databases including DPP's Case 

Notes and DOC's Case Plan to track outcome measures. Currently, the Case Notes and the Case Plan 
systems have the capacity to monitor outputs. However, the information recorded in Case Notes varies 
widely depending on the case agent, with some agents consistently recording outcome measurements 
including steady employment, stable housing, and drug test results over the parole and probation 
period. The Case Plan system focuses on an individual's criminogenic risk factors and the appropriate 
goals and strategies to address them, providing little, if any, outcome data . Including a common 
mechanism in both systems to follow short- and long-term outcomes over time will institutional ize 
outcome measurement and analysis. 

DPSCS should ensure that upcoming OCMS modules encompass reentry components that extend 
throughout an individual's time under DPSCS supervision . Creating a universal framework for data 
systems will make it easier to track an individual's progress as they move through DOC, DPP, and into 
the community . While the characteristics and behaviors of individuals being tracked by DPP tend to be 
different than those in DOC's custody, developing similar frameworks will standardize efforts across all 
DPSCS offices to track reentry outcomes. 

DPSCS should look to network oeMS with county correctional agencies' data systems. If reentry 

information can be shared among state and county agencies, there will be more efficient deployment of 
resources and a better understanding ofthe Maryland incarcerated population's needs. Additionally, 

DPSCS, DHMH, and ADAA should link the forthcoming Offender Case Management System (OCMS) with 
the SMART system . If these two systems were networked, we would be able to monitor specific 

outcomes that encompass all of the criminogenic risk factors and emphasize substance abuse problem s. 
We would be able to follow whether a person who received treatment in prison and was released kept 
their appointments and continued with the appropriate substance abuse treatment post-release . 

SMART System 

The Alcohol and Drug Abuse Administration (ADAA) should modify the SMART system to consistently 
track individual and aggregate reentry outputs and outcomes. According to William Rusinko, ADAA's 

Director of Research and Chad Basham, ADAA's Acting Director of IT, with a few technical adjustments, 
the SMART system would have the capacity to track an individual through substance abuse programs 

starting from inside a jailor prison and extending into the community. Developing a standard 
mechanism within SMART to track whether individuals who receive treatment in prison continue with 

treatment in the community is essential in measuring outcomes. 

The ADAA in close collaboration with DPSCS and the DHMH should develop consistent definitions to 

ensure accurate data input within SMART. While the ADAA is working to establish universal definitions 
across all SMART categories, paying special attention to corrections categories will enable service 

providers who work in jails or prisons and with the incarcerated population in the community to provide 

more accurate data . 

The ADAA in collaboration with DPSCS and DHMH should ensure consistency among SMART users. In 

February 2011, ADAA informed the Subcommittee that they are working with non-certified programs in 

becoming state certified. Registering all prison and jail substance abuse treatment programs in SMART 
will expand the data base and ensure that the data collected accurately reflects the prison substance 

abuse population. An additional focus should be incorporating mental health programs that provide 
substance abuse treatment into SMART. Working to capture data from all sources will allow us to take a 
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more comprehensive and accurate look at substance abuse and reentry outcomes among the 
incarcerated population. 

Expanding and Developing New Data Sharing Partnerships within the 
Community 
DPSCS and collaborating partners, including local and state government agencies, non-profits, and 
research organizations, should look for ways to use and share information. While comprehensive 
outcome data collection may take time, simply getting useful information into the hands of the right 
people and organizations today can assist in tracking outcomes. During the course of my research, I 
came across one case where DPSCS had developed an information sharing arrangement with a non
profit organization that allowed the organization to better serve female offenders. Jacqui Robarge, 
Executive Director of Power Inside, receives a weekly list of women who have been charged with 
prostitution crimes from the DPDS Central Records Office. This list has proved invaluable to Power 
Inside's work because they have the ability to follow up with women from the street to BCDC and back 
onto the street . According to Jacqui, "the only reason we got that [list] was because there was someone 
in the Records Department who saw the value in the data that they had. And it's been so useful." 

This example shows the potential of how information sharing can significantly lead to more effective 

and efficient deployment of reentry resources. Moreover, it highlights the importance of developing 

modern information systems that can facilitate this management of data on a wider scale with multiple 
agencies and organizations . Both state and county correctional databases should be part of a larger 
information system to help ensure that reentry information and programs are coordinated efforts 
regardless of where an individual interfaces with corrections. 

Mission of Maryland Corrections: Refocus on Reentry 
As reentry and reentry programming come to the forefront of national discourse, Maryland state and 
county corrections departments need to take a serious look at their missions and visions for corrections . 

Currently, the DPSCS mission and vision statements do not include reentry as a priority and this is true of 
most of the county agencies as well .u In 2008, the Division of Corrections retooled their reentry 
initiatives and developed a reentry Managing for Results (MFR) goal and objective first included in the 
Fiscal Year 2010 Maryland Budget Book.65 These metrics focus on formalizing and centralizing the 
delivery of pre-release services to inmates and set specific goals to ensure that inmates are released 
with comprehensive release plans and personal identification documents. 66 Formulating goals and 
objectives similar these are necessary first steps, but institutionalizing a DPSCS-wide focus on 
individuals' reentry outcomes in the community will set a precedent for divisions within DPSCS, local 
corrections departments, and service-providing organizations in correctional facilities and the 

community. 

Changing the culture of Maryland Corrections to take a closer look at current practices in reentry in 
Maryland requires strong leadership from the top. If the State considers reentry a core value of 
corrections, the mission and vision statements must align with this value. Maryland needs to take 

strategic steps to translate this vision into institutionalized practices. 

These practices start with investing in comprehensive data collection and management of reentry 
programs. In Maryland, there needs to be a regular regime of data collection and analysis. More 

U See Appendix for current mission and vision statements. 
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specifically, DPSCS and county correctional agencies should adjust training programs, auditing processes, 
and corrections policies to make reentry data collection common practice. In some cases, output and 

outcome data is already available from service providers. Corrections systems in Maryland should 
actively collect that data and hold personnel accountable for amassing reentry information from service 
providers and contracted organizations . In cases where output and outcome data is not available, state 
and local corrections agencies should work with service providers and non-profits to finds ways to 
collect and use data. 

According to the state and county corrections officials interviewed, collecting output and outcome data 
wou ld be mutually beneficial for both the programs and corrections departments. Officials mentioned 

that having a better grasp of individual and aggregate outcomes relating to employment and wages, 

education, family issues, mental health, and substance abuse would help them provide better services. 
Moreover, individuals interviewed from the non-profit community are eager to engage in partnerships 

with DPSCS to streamline and improve data collection and services. 

Restructuring the mission of Maryland Corrections is no doubt a challenging task. Nonetheless, it is a 

pre-requisite in determining what really works to assist individuals leaving Maryland's state prisons and 
county jails. Institutionalizing common reentry data management and sharing among state and local 

correctional agencies and non-profits is critical for providing the continuum of care necessary to serve 
those returning to their communities . Using output and outcome data to understand Marylanders' 

reentry trajectories will better prepare state and local corrections organization in their efforts to reduce 

barriers and achieve desired impacts which include reduced recidivism rates. 
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Exhibit 1. Task Force background and Charge 

The Task Force is comprised of members from the Maryland House of Delegates, Maryland Senate, 
public who contain relevant expertise, and local reentry task forces . Additionally, the Secretaries of 
Public Safety and Correctional Services; Juvenile services; Human Resources; Health and Mental 

Hygiene; and Labor, Licensing, and Regulation as well as the State Superintendent of Education, the 
Commissioner of Corrections, the Administrator of the Motor Vehicle Administration, and one member 
from the Governor's Workforce Investment Board will serve ex officio. Gary Maynard, th e Secretary of 
Public Safety and Correctional Services, serves as Chairman . 

The Task Force was charged: 

• To examine ways to pool resources and funding streams to promote lower recidivism rates for 
offenders returning to their communities and minimize the harmful effects of an offenders time 
in prison, jailor a juvenile facility on families and communities by collecting data and best 
practices in offender reentry 

• To analyze existing hurdles to reintegration of adult and juvenil e offenders into the community 

• To investigate guidelines and criteria for tracking outcomes of inmate reentry participation 

• To rese arch data tracking of the pre- and post-release impact of reentry programs. 

• To examine the number of idle inmates in each State correctional facility 

• To develop a comprehensive reentry plan as specified by the federal Second Chance Act of 
2007. 

The fi rst Task Force meeting took place on July 23, 2010. In that first meeting, the Task Force broke up 

into four subcommittees : Research and Performance Outcomes, Resources and Funding Streams, 

Identification of Legal Barriers and Practice Hurdles, and Idleness and Programming. 
Task Force on Prisoner Reentry Bill , Chapter 625 . 

Ava ilable at: http://mlis.state.md.us/2009rs/chapters noln/Ch 625 sb0908T.pdf 

Exhibit 2. Subcommittee on Research and Performance Outcomes: Official Charge and Purpose 

The Subcommittee on Research and Performance Outcomes, chaired by Stefan LoBuglio, chief of the 

Montgomery County Pre-Release Center, is tasked with addressing the legislative mandate to : 

• "Invest igate guidelines and criteria to track outcomes of inmate reentry program 

participation, including program approvals, day-to-day program participation, and program 
graduation and other types of program complet ion and non-completion 

• Research longitudinal data tracking of the pre- and post- release impact of reentry 

programs." 

The Subcommittee, composed of Gubernatorial-appointed members on the Taskforce joined by 

individuals with expertise in this area, met on September 8, 2010. At this meeting, Subcommittee 

members discussed the Task Force 's charge, proposed directions for the subcommittee, and adopted a 

three-part methodology which is the basis of this report . The Subcommittee met a second time on 
November 3, 2010 to discuss national best practices in reentry outcome measurement as we ll as current 
Maryland performance measu rement capabilities. (Maryland Code Correction al Services 2-501 

Taskforce on Prisoner Reentry.) 
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Exhibit 3. List of Subcommittee on Research and Performance Outcome members 

Tamara Breen, Special Assistant to Secretary Maynard, DPSCS 

Kenny Coleman, Community Correction Administrator, Div. of P&P 

Bonnie Cosgrove, Director of Reentry and Integrated Program Services, DPSCS 
Ernest Eley, Deputy Director for Special Programs, Div. of P&P 
Kendall Gifford, Director of Case Management, DPSCS 

Heidi Fieselmann, Master's Student, JFK School of Govt., Harvard University 
Rebecca Gowen, Acting Executive Director, Office of Planning, Policy, Regulations & Statistics, DPSCS 

Stefan LoBuglio, Chief, Pre-Release and Reentry Services (PRRS), Montgomery County 
Martha Kumer, Deputy Director Program Services, Div. of P&P 

Gerron Levi, Delegate, Maryland House 

George Hardinger, Maryland Correctional Administrators Association President and Warden, Carroll 

County 

Verna Jones-Rodwell, State Senator, Maryland Senate 
Darren McGregor, Director, Jail-Based MH and Trauma Programs, DHMH 

Marcy Plimack, Data Manager, Div. of P&P 
William Rusinko, Director of Research, ADAA 

Susan Steinberg, Director, Office of Forensic Services, DHMH 

Keli s Stewart, AFL-CIO 
Karen Yoke, Chief, Justice Services, ADAA 
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Exhibit 4. Survey and interv iew questionnaire for state and county correctional agencies and non-profits 

1. Do you have reentry programs at your facility? 
a. If Yes, then what type? 

2. How do you assess if the rehabilitative and reentry programs are working? 

a. Are you assessing the impact of the program on inmate behavior while in prison ? 
b. If yes, how? 

c. Do you assess the impact of the program on inmate behavior post-release? 
d. If yes, how? 

3. Do you conduct formal evaluations of reentry programs? 
a. Empirical assessment? 

b. Literature review? - Are your programs based on published evidence? If not, do they 
have similar structure and content as programs that are based on published evidence? 

4. What information/d ata do you collect about reentry programs? 
a. The number of programs in a particular facility? 

b. Attendance? 

c. Do you measure completion of programs? 
d. Do you measure performance? How? 
e. Do you measure recidivism? 

f. Have you ever measured recidivism? 

g. Why or why not? 
h. How do you define recidivism? 
i. If yes, how do you measure recidivism/collect the data on who reoffends based on your 

definition? 

j . Would it be helpful to measure recidivism? 

5. What is the form of the data you collect? 

a. Paper files? (case) 
b. Stand-alone spread sheets? 

c. Management information systems? 
i. Is it state wide, does it include county and city data? 

6. How does your organization use the reentry data that you collect? 
a. Is it used for evaluations (personnel or programmatic)? 
b. Is it used for reports to funders and the budget department (To whom do you send it? 

Where is the data kept? Does it stand alone or do you combine it with other data 

sources) 

7. Does your organization sh are that reentry data with other agencies? Is there inter-agency 

collaboration regarding data gathering and sharing? 

a. Do you share individual-level data? 
b. Do you share programmatic data? 

8. Do you have access to other agency's data? If yes, what data do you have access to? How do you 
use it? What additional data would be useful? 
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Exhibit 4. Con't. 

9. In the best of all worlds, what information would you like to have about individuals who are 
served in programs so you would be better informed? (e.g. what have they participated in the 
past before they were incarcerated, or in previous incarcerations?) 

10. In an ideal world-if you had all the information you needed-what outcomes would you most 
want to measure? 

11. Over the past five years, Maryland has emphasized performance measurement with the 
StateStat system. If you were an advisor to the Governor, what 3-5 outcomes do you think the 
prison system should be accountable for? (e.g. recidivism, cost-benefit of program s, job 
retention, alcohol non-relapse, etc.) 

Exhibit 5. Methodology and interviews 

At the September 8 meeting, the Subcommittee adopted a three-fold methodology to develop concrete 
reentry outcome measures: 

1. Review the literature on reentry outcomes from academic, practitioner, government, and policy 
organizational sources 

2. Survey and interview state and local Corrections officials and non-profit agencies to (1) 
determine how reentry programs in Maryland currently collect and use data to evaluate their 

reentry programs and (2) gain a better understanding of the data systems available to measure 

outcomes. Interviewees include: 

• Chad Basham, Acting Director of IT, Alcohol and Drug Abuse Administration (ADAA), 

Department of Health and Mental Hygiene (DHMH) 

• Jeff Beeson, Assistant Deputy Secretary, Department of Labor, Licensing and Regulation 

• Eric Brenner, Director of the Governor's Grants Office, Member of Montgomery County's 

Citizen's Advisory Board 

• Renard E. Brooks, Assistant Commiss ioner, Division of Pretria l Detention and Services at the 

Baltimore City Detention Center 

• Lorig Charkoudian, Executive Director, Community Mediation Maryland 

• Bonita Cosgrove, Director of Reentry and Integrated Program Services, Office of Programs & 
Services - Department of Public Safety and Corrections Services 

• Andree Duvall, Department of Corrections, Department of Workforce Development and 
Adult Learning, Department of Labor, Licensing and Regulation 

• Shawn M . Flower, Principal Researcher, Choice Research Associates 

• George Hardinger, President of Maryland Correctional Administrators Association and 

Warden for Carroll County Detention Center 
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Exhibit 5. Con't. 

• Jack Kavanagh, Director and Patricia Schupple, Deputy Director, Howard County Department 
of Corrections 

• Lieutenant Dan Lasher, Allegheny County Detention Center 

• Constance Parker OWDS-I, GCDF-I; Administrator, Maryland Re-entry Initiative, Division of 
Workforce Development & Adult Learning, Department of Labor, Licensing and Regulation 

• Jacqueline Robarge, Founder and Executive Directore, Power Inside, Baltimore City 

• William Rusinko, Director of Research, ADAA, Department of Health and Mental Hygiene 

• Sharon Tyler, Program Manager, Baltimore County Department of Corrections 

• Amanda Welch, OWDS-I, Prince George's County Department of Corrections, A/Section 
Chief, Community Corrections 

3. Conduct a descriptive case file analysis on the files of a small number of 50 randomly selected 
individuals who were incarcerated to determine what administrative records currently exist on 
reentry outcomes across agencies and organizations. The administrative records reviewed 
include: 

• Maryland's Department of Public Safety and Correctional Service's OBSCIS system 

• Maryland's Division of Correction's Case Plan system 

• Maryland's Division of Parole and Probation's Case Notes system 
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Exhibit 6. Brief history of recent reentry program outcome evaluation 

Recent evaluations of reentry efforts provide useful, if not cautionary, lessons in developing realistic and 
measurable reentry outcomes. The March 2009 evaluation of the federally funded Serious and Violent 
Offender Initiative (SVORI)-a $100 million effort that funded 69 agencies across the country- was one 
of the first studies that looked at post-release outcome measures (referred to as " intermediate outcome 
measures") other than recidivism . In surveys administered at 3, 9, and 15 months after release, 

participants in SVORI programs provided information with respect to housing, employment, mental and 
physical health, substance use, and self-reported criminal behavior. The results are explained as follows : 

SVORI program participation resulted in modest improvements in intermediate 
outcomes for adults at levels consistent with findings from meta-analyses of single
program efforts (e.g . 10% to 20%). If the underlying model that links services to 
improved intermediate outcomes that in turn improve recidivism is correct, the level of 
improvement in these intermediate outcomes may have been insufficient to result in 
observable reductions in recidivism. 

The SVORI model linked the intermediate outcomes of program's services with overall recidivism rates. 

The evaluation found that while reentry programs increased services provided and were associated with 

"moderately better" adult outcomes including housing, employment, substance abuse, and self

reported criminal behavior, it did not reduce recidivism rates . The evaluation pointed out that since 

many of SVORI's reentry programs were new, there were a number of implementation issues that 
needed to be addressed, making it challenging for programs to monitor and document large-scale 

outcomes such as recidivism. 

In July 2010, the U.S. Department of Justice's Inspector General published a report titled "Audit of 

Offender Management Initiatives" reviewed both SVORI initiative and evaluation and an evaluation of 

another federal program called the Prisoner Reentry Initiative (PRI) which funded community and faith 
based organizations to assist in developing reentry systems. The Inspector General Report's main 

critique of these current reentry programs was the lack of specific and measurable outcome 

measurements. Even when grantees submitted performance measures in their sem i-annual progress 

reports, the measures were not reviewed or used to determine whether programs were meeting 

specific objectives. Recommendations were put forth requiring grantees to develop a process for 
assessing and analyzing performance measurement data . Moreover, the report suggested that the 

Office of Justice Programs institutionalize a process to manage and review this data on a regular basis . 

The SVORI evaluation and the Inspector General's report proved helpful in the development and design 

of the next large federal reentry initiative, the Second Chance Act of 2007 (SCA) . Unlike previous grant 
programs, SCA was based on prescriptive legislation outlining outcomes including increased 

employment, education, and housing opportunities, reduction in alcohol and drug abuse, and increased 

participation in substance abuse and mental health treatment programs. The SCA legislation states that 

priority will be given to grant applications that include an independent evaluation. Furthe rmore, the 

legislation calls for a strategic reentry plan that contains measurable annual and 5-year performance 

outcomes. 
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Office of Justice Programs' Management of its Offender Reentry Initiatives. U.S. Department of Justice 
Office of the Inspector General Audit Division Audit Report 10-34 July 2010. Available at: 
http://www. just ice.gov / oig/reports/OJ P /a 1034.pdf 

The Multi-site Evaluation of SVORI: Summary and Synthesis, (ES.ll) Available at: 

.!1ttp~// svorL!:.tiR~gL%5 Cd ocu m ~..!Jts%5C;: re Q.Qili%'L(:SVO 1~~~t11 m iI_!:.L~Jh e~0U2"'!AL.:..12Qf 

Exhibit 7. Maryland state agencies responsible for prisoner reentry programs and partnerships 

The Maryland Department of Public Safety and Correctional Services (DPSCS) is comprised of over a 
dozen agencies . Six of these agencies-The Information Technology and Communications Division 
(ITCD); Divis ion of Correction (DOC); Division of Parole and Probation (DPP); Office of Treatment Services 
(OTS); Division of Pretrial and Detention Services (DPDS); and Office of Planning, Policy, Regulations, and 
Statistics (OPPRS)-play a direct or indirect role in Reentry and Rehabilitative Programming at the State 
level. Information in this section came from the DPSCS website (http://www.dpscs.state.md.us/ 

aboutdpscs/ ataglance.shtml#dpd) and interviews with Bonita Cosgrove, Kendall Gifford, and Jacqueline 
Robarge. 

1. Maryland Division of Correction (DOC) 

The Maryland Division of Correction (DOC), the largest criminal justice agency in Maryland, operates the 

State prison system. Comprised of 24 prisons and pre-release centers, the DOC's mission is to protect 

the public by incarcerating sentenced criminals . The DOC's main priorities include institutional security 
and a commitment to returning offenders to society with the tools necessary to keep them from 
recidivating. In Fiscal Year 2010, 13,489 individuals were released from DOC facilities and returned to 

the community . This figure includes all paroles, mandatories, expirations, and court-ordered releases . 

The DOC has 240 case managers and a number of programs to ensure that individuals are obtaining job 

sk ill opportunities, educational services, mental health and medical services, and drug treatment. The 

DOC works closely with Maryland Correctional Enterprises (MCE), an organization run through the 

Maryland Department Labor, Licensing and Regulation (DLLR), which provides employment 
opportunities that emulate private sector employment settings . 

Five years ago, the DOC started to develop cognitive-behavioral programs that emphasize ways to 
combat anti -social behavior and decision-making. Programs such as "Thinking for a Change" and VOICE 

assist inmates to become better decision-makers and combat the maladaptive thinking that brings them 
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Exhibit 7. Con't. 

back to prison consistently. The DOC's case management database system, "Case Plan", is structured 
around identifying key criminogenic factors in each individual and the strategies for remediation. 

2. Maryland Division of Parole and Probation (DPP) 

The Maryland Division of Parole and Probation (DPP) is charged with working with offenders to uphold 

and meet the requirements put forth by the courts and the Maryland Parole Commission. The nature of 
the DPP's contact with inmates is very different from the DOC with more than 700 DPP staff overseeing 

approximately 95,000 supervisees annually. The DPP conducts pre-sentence investigations, supervises 
individuals who have been court-ordered into the Drinking Driver Monitor Program, coordinates the 

Community Supervision Enforcement Program that monitors offenders on home detention, and run s the 
Warrant Apprehension Unit to bring in offenders who have violated the terms of their supervision. The 
DPP also works closely with local authorities to share intelligence and crime information through the 

Violence Prevention Initiative, which provides enhanced supervision on known violent offenders . While 
the DOC is just starti ng to focus on using evidence-based practices (EVPs) for reentry efforts, the DPP 
has been using EVPs for over twenty-years with each individual assigned a case manager who monitors 
court or parole compliance. The DPP case agents electronically input reentry notes into the DPP case 
management database, "Case Notes." 

3. Maryland Division of Pretrial Detention and Services (DPDS) 

The Maryland Division of Pretrial and Services (DPDS) is comprised of the Baltimore Central Booking and 

Intake Center, the Baltimore City Detention Center (BCDCl, and the Pretrial Release Services Program. 
In FY 2010, Baltimore Central Booking has an annual intake of 70,638 arrestees. The Baltimore City 
Detention Center prepares roughly 40,000 inmates for release by providing a range of mental health, 

educational, and rehabilitative programs. The Pretrial Release Services Program serves roughly 1,250 
clients and provides investigative, case management, case diversion, and detention services to the DPDS 

inmate population. Unlike DOC, but similar to DPP, the pretrial population is constantly in flux, making 
consistent reentry programming difficult. Community non-profits, including Power Inside, a Baltimore

based non-profit providing women with counseling and access to gender-specific and trauma services, 
works directly with women in BCDC and attempts to provide continuing care in the community. 

According to Ms. Cosgrove, providing reentry services to the Pretrial populat ion is the place where the 
most work needs to be done and will be a primary focus over the next yea r. Th e current data systems 

used at DPDS is OBSCIUS I, a prison offender management system geared toward the classification 
process and tracking where an offender is located within a facility on any given day or at any time. 

There is very little data available for an individual inmate concerning reentry. 

4. Office of Treatment Services (OTS) 

The Office of Treatment Services (OTS) is charged with the provision of treatment of offenders under the 

custody of DPSCS. OTS delivers treatment in a comprehensive and integrated fashion to ensure that 

upon release, individuals will have access to necessary care. The treatment services offered include: 
medical and mental health services, substance abuse treatment programs, and release planning 
assistance. The Office of Treatment Services contains the following distinct treatment units : the Office 

of Inmate Health Services (OIHSl, Mental Health, Social Work Services, and Substance Abuse Treatment 

Services . All of these units are geared to provide appropriate services to facilitate an in mate's return to 
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their community whether it is through continued medical, mental health, and substance abuse 
treatment out in the community. The primary mission of the social workers in the Social Work Services 
unit is to assist any offender with a serious medical or mental health condition, long-term incarceration, 

or extreme antisocial behavior to develop a continued treatment plan upon release. 

When an inmate is released, they are provided with 30-day supply of any medication and any 
appropriate referrals to community providers. Any state-cert ified substance abuse treatment providers 
in correctional facilities and in the community that receive public funding are required to record an 

individual's substance abuse record into the SMART database. Medical records are kept with the 
specific service provider (either electronically or on paper) unless the individual inmate has consented 
that the information can be shared with another service provider or service providers. 

5. Office of Planning, Policy, Regulations and Statistics (OPPRS) 

The Office of Planning, Policy, Regulations and Statistics (OPPRS),s primary responsibilities include 
strategic planning and performance management, data analysis, and policy development . The Planning 

and Statistics unit coordinates data collection and analysis and produces statistical reports and 
summaries for DPSCS. It also develops budgeting and planning projections . The Policy and Regulation 
unit provides necessary oversight ofthe Department's policy development system and works with 

agency heads to develop and maintain Department Directives. The OPPRS is "an adjunct office [for 

reentry services) and while they're not involved in the day-to-day, we need them" (Cosgrove) . The 

OPPRS compiled and prepared the statistical data for the DOC's 2010 Annual Report. 

Statistical data included in the report : 

• By Jurisdiction, Persons committed to the Division of Correction with Life/Death Sentences 

• Places of Birth of Committed Persons, FY 2010 

• Race and Sex of Committed Persons, FY 2010 

• Major Offenses of Committed Persons, FY 2010 

• Jurisdiction from which committed persons were received, FY 2010 

• Age Groups of Committed Persons, FY 2010 

• Lengths of Sentence of Committed Persons, FY 2010 

• Intake/Type of Intake (processed commitments, return from parole, escape, mental hosp itals, 

etc.) 

• Release/Type of Release 

6. The Information Technology and Communications Division (ITCD) 

The Information Technology and Communications Division (ITCD) provides electronic criminal justice 

information services for criminal justice and non-criminal justice purposes to DPSCS, other federal , state, 

and local criminal justice agencies, and other authorized users. The ITCD maintains the Criminal Ju stice 

Information System (CJIS) Central Repository, which houses Maryland's fingerprint- supported criminal 
identification records and criminal history record information (the Maryland "RAP" sheet). The Public 
Safety Data Center within the ITCD provides systems operations support for Maryland' s departmental 
info rmation systems, as well as networking interfaces for many national, sta te, and local criminal justice 
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agen cies. The ITCD is currently of great importance to all agencies involved in reentry programming 
because they are implementing the new Offender Case Management System (OCMS) enabling all these 
agencies to collect and combine data in new ways . 

Exhibit 8. Descriptive case analysis summary 

In January of 2011, I conducted a descriptive case analysis exploring what administrative reentry 

information is exists in DPSCS's OBSCIS, DPP's Case Notes, DOC's Case Plan, and ADAA's SMART data 
systems. The Department of Public Safety and Correctional Services provided me with 50 case files of 

randomly selected individuals admitted to Maryland correct ional institutions between 1986 and 2008. 
received a data extract for the 50 files from DPSCS's OBSCIS system allowing me to review sample 
information in the 50 files. I also reviewed the 50 files in the DOC's Case Plan data system and reviewed 
18 of the 50 files in the DPP's Case Notes system. The sample included 40 men and 10 women who 
ranged in age from 25 to 60 with a median age of 39. 

Exhibit 9. Year of admittance of 50 randomly selected individuals 
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Exhibit 10. Age distribution of 50 randomly selected individuals 
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Exhibit 11. Race of 50 randomly selected individuals 
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Exhibit 12. Offense type of 50 randomly selected individuals 
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Exhibit 13. Case Notes findings 

1_), "'t DOMAINfOF. TREAiTM ENT t CA] EG0 RY, "l! & i"" (~+; CODE N~ME!{';'~(rJ~~ ItA r\lpM BER OE"CASE FILE~. 

Employment or Education (any mention) 17 

Self-reported emp loyment or SREMPLOY 16 

Unemployment 

PO Verified Employment VEREMPLOY 8 

Filling out Job Applications JOBAPP 4 

Enrolled in Job Training Program JTENROLL 2 

Completed Job Training Program JTCOMPLETE 1 

Enrolled in an Educat ion Program EDEN ROLL 4 

Medical/Mental Health/ Substance Abuse 15 

(any mention) 

Urinalysis URINE 12 

PO notes any med ical information or MEDINFO 6 

Treatment 

Hospitalizations or ER visits HOSPITAL 3 

PO notes registration in SMART system SMART 3 

Referrals for a risk assessment, mental REFFERAL 10 

Health evaluation and/or treatment 

PO verifies attendance at first risk VERAPPOINT 9 

assessment, evaluation, and/or 

appointment 

Housing (any mention) 18 

Current address ADDRESS 18 

Current phone number PHNENMBR 17 

PO mentions term housing stability HOUSE 3 

Physical home visit HOMEVISIT 9 

Family, Relationships, and Pro-Social 11 

Activities (any mention) 

PO describes relationship issues or family FAMILY 9 

Situations 

Parolee requests to leave state for PERSONAL 4 

vacation 

Collaboration with Department of Social SOCSERV 3 

Services 

Financial Responsibility (any mention) 12 

Parolee receives disability payments DISABILITY 2 

Making restitution payments RESTITUTE 8 

Receives food stamps FOODSTMP 2 

Source: Case Notes 
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Exhibit 14. Case Notes code name key 

COMPLIANCE Parole Officer (PO) notes compliance or noncompliance with 
scheduled office or check-in kiosk visits 
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Exhibit 15. Data collected in Case Plan 

;j~ 'CRIMINOGENIC 'rg'?r~ :POSSIBlEiGOAhS "V "'if iZ'&%l2{~ '"~r pO CE 1~!E~ljS JP' Jl;IJi~'~ I:~.. ' 
!ff11? (."'~,: t' ,IRISK tACTOR.S I> , §Q 

Antisocial Associates Minimal or no criminogenic impact Pro-social relationship development 
Reduce association with criminal fri ends Socia l ski lls development 
Develop associations with pro-social Thinking for a change 
individuals Thinking /Deciding/ Changing 

Anger management Group/Counseling 
Problem solving ski ll development 

Antisocial Thinking Recognize high risk thinki ng and find Problem so lving skill development 
alternatives Thinking /Deciding/ Changing 
Improve problem solving skills Pro-social relationship development 

Thinking for a cha nge 
Anger management Group/Counse ling 

Substance Abuse Minimal or no criminogen ic impact Random urinalysis 
Reduce use of substances Monitored urinalysis schedu le 
Find alternatives to substance abuse Addiction Treatment Protocol 
Reduce personal/in terpersonal supports for Substance abuse screening and 
abuse recommended treatment 

Educational/Occupational Increase li teracy Occupational train ing; GE D 
Skills Obtain high school equivalency degree Mandatory Ed 

Learn or enhance a job skill Re-Entry Center (RECl referral 
Employment readiness program referral 
Department of Rehabilitat ive Services 

referra l; Co llege 
Employment Obtain a job Work Release 

Keep a job Re-Entry Center (R ECl referral 
Pu rsue promotional opportun ities Employment readiness program referral 
Enhance job sk ills Good Will Industries 

Family/Marital Support Minimal or no criminogenic impact Pro-social relat ionship development 
Reduce conflict w ith family members Social skills development 
Improve social sk ills and relationship 
Improve commun ication skill s 

Med ical Condition Min imal or no criminogenic impact See health personnel when necessa ry 
Seek medical treatment from health Take medication as prescribed 
practitioner Medical assistance referra I 

Co mply with treatment reco mmendat ions 

Mental Health Minimal or no cri minogeni c impact See mental health personnel when 

Seek treatment from mental hea lth necessary 
practitioner Regular, active participation in counseling 
Comply with treatment recommendations Take medication as prescribed 

Psychological eva luat ion and participation 

in recommended treatment 

Sexual Offending Minimal or no criminogenic impact Substance abuse restrictio ns treatment 
Develop understanding of offense cycle Mental Health treatment 
Minimize contact w ith potential victims Sexual Offender specific assessment and 

treatment 

Source: Case Plan Ma nual 
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Exhibit 16. List of categories and variables collected in the SMART system. 

Variable Information 

Variable Label 

ClientlntakelD Client Intake ID 

CLiNICID Clinic ID 

NPI National Provider ID 

DOA Date of Admission 

FYADM Fiscal Year of Admission 

FundAdm Funded at Admission 

UniqueClientlD Unique Client Identifier 

DOB Date of Birth 

SSN Social Security Number 

ZIPCODE Zip Code 

TYPECLNT Type of Client 

ADTYP Transaction Type 

NOPRAD Number of Prior Admissions 

SRCREF Source of Referral 

SEX Sex 

RACE Race 

ETHNIC Ethnicity 

RES Residence 

MARSTAT Marital Status 

SCHA Highest School Grade Completed 

EMPA Employment Status at Admission 

FAMINC Family Income 

PRIMINC Primary Source of Income/ Support 

LlVSITADM Living Arrangement at Admission 
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CHILDREN Number of Dependent Children 

TYP INS Hea lth Coverage 

PR EGADM Currently Pregnant at Admission 

PSYCH ADM Current Mental Health Problem(s) 

TOBACCO Tobacco Use Past 30 Days 

DAYSWAIT Days Waiting to Enter Treatment 

ASICNTRL Contro lled Environment Past 30 Days 

ASUBI Primary Substance at Admiss ion 

ASEVI Primary Severity at Admission 

AFRQl Primary Frequency at Admission 

ARTEI Primary Route at Admission 

AGEl Primary Age of First Use 

ASUB2 Secondary Substa nce at Admiss ion 

ASEV2 Secondary Severity at Admission 

AFRQ2 Secondary Frequency at Admission 

ARTE2 Secondary Route at Admission 

AGE2 Secondary Age of First Use 

ASUB3 Tertiary Substance at Admission 

ASEV3 Tertiary Severity at Admiss ion 

AFRQ3 Tertia ry Frequency at Admission 

ARTE3 Tertiary Route at Admission 

AGE3 Tertiary Age of First Use 

TXSett Treatment Setting 

K12ADM Attending Grades K-12 at Admission 

GEDA GED Program at Admiss ion 

VOCA Vocationa l Tra ining at Admiss ion 

COLA Higher Education at Admi ssion 

NARA30 Number of Arrests Last 30 Days 
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DaysSupp Number of Days in Support Group in Last 30 Days 

DaysAA Number of Days Attended AA/NA in Last 30 Days 

GSMen Gender Specific - Men 

GSWomen Gender Specific - Women 

CoOcc Co-Occuring 

Bup Buprenorphine 

AGE Age at Admission 

CountylD County of Program 

DOE Date of Enrollment 

DODE Date of Dis-Enrrollment 

ASAM Level of Care 

RDisEnr Reason For Dis-Enrollment 

FYEnr Fiscal Year of Enrollment 

FYDisEnr Fiscal Year of Dis-Enrollment 

FundEnr Funded Enrollment 

FunddisEnr Funded Dis-Enrollment 

LOSEnr Length of Stay for Enrollment 

DOD Date of Discharge 

EM PO Employment Status at Discharge 

RDIS Reason For Discharge 

TXRef Treatment Referral Type 

PrimPay Primary Source of Payment 

OtherPayl Other Source of Paymentl 

OtherPay2 Other Source of Payment2 

LlVSITDIS Living Arrangement at Discharge 

PSYCHDIS Treated for Mental Helath Problem(s) During Treatment Episode 

PREGDIS Currently Pregnant at Discharge 

INDIVCOUNS Number of Individual Counseling Sessions 
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GROUPCOUNS Number of Group Counseling Sessions 

FAMILCOUNS Number of Family Counseling Sessions 

URINALYIS Urinalysis Tests During Treatment 

POSITIVE Positive Urinalysis Test During Treatment 

DSUBl Primary Substance at Discharge 

DSEVl Primary Severity at Discharge 

DFRQl Primary Frequency at Discharge 

DSUB2 Secondary Substance at Discharge 

DSEV2 Secondary Severity at Discharge 

DFRQ2 Secondary Frequency at Discharge 

DSUB3 Tertiary Substance at Discharge 

DSEV3 Tertiary Severity at Discharge 

DFRQ3 Tertiary Frequency at Discharge 

NARD30 Number of Arrests During Last 30 Days of Treatment 

K12DIS Attending Grades K-12 at Discharge 

GEDD GED Program at Discharge 

VOCD Vocational Training at Discharge 

COLD Higher Education at Discharge 

AncRef Ancillary Referral Type 

FYDIS Fiscal Year of Discharge 

FundDis Funded Discharge 

AdmCreateDate Create Date of Admission in SMART 

001 Date of Intake in SMART 

IntakeCreateDate Date the Intake was Created in SMART 

EnrollmentCreateDate Date The Enrollment was Created in SMART 

DisCreateDate Date the Discharge was Created in SMART 

faci li tylD Facility 10 

veteran Veteran Status 
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Exhibit 17. Maryland DPSCS mission and vision statements 

Mission Statement 

The Department of Public Safety and Correctional Services protects the public, its employees, and 
detainees and offenders under its supervision. 

Vision 

The Maryland Department of Public Safety and Correctional Services will be nationally recognized as a 

department that believes its own employees are its greatest strength, and values the development of 
their talents, skills, and leadership. 

We will be known for dealing with tough issues like gang violence, by capitalizing on the strength of 
interagency collaboration . 

We will be nationally known as the department that takes responsibility for the greatest of problems, 
and moves quickly and quietly to bring about successful change. 

The Department of Public Safety and Correctional Services will be known as one of the national leaders 

in the development and use of technology through system interoperability. 

Others will look to this department for its effective leadership and evidence-based practices. 

We will be known for our belief in the value of the human being, and the way we protect those 

individuals, whether they are members of the public, our own employees, those we are obligated to 

keep safe and in custody, or victims of crime. 

The Maryland Department of Public Safety and Correctional Services will be known as an organization 

that focuses on its mission and takes care of its people. 

Source: DPSCS website 
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Summary of Vocational Services and Job Read iness Opportunities Available 

The following pages provide detailed infonnation on programming opportunities available to j uveniles related to vocational and job readiness 
skills. The program names are provided, in alphabeti cal order, along with descriptions, program criteria, and program locations. 
Addi ti onall y, in fom13tion is provided regarding the length of lime the program has existed and whether outcomes are tracked for each 
program. The li sl is divided to designate programs that offer professional/vocational certi fications from those that do not. It is important to 
note, however. that some programs may not offer professional/vocational certification but they offer assistance with high school diplomas or 
GEDs. These are included in the list of programs without certifications since they are not related to a specific vocation/profession. 

For the programs included on the following pages: 
• There are 30 programs that offer professional/vocational certification 
• There are 40 programs do not offer professional/vocational cert ification 

a or the non-certification programs, four offer HS or OED assistance and another offers community service experience that call 
be used for completion of high school graduation requirements. 

ProJ!rams t!tat Offer Vocational Services alUl Job Readilless Opportullities with Professiollal/ Vocatiollal Certificatioll 

Program Name/Description Program Criteria 
Benefit for 

Location Certification 
Outcomes 

Youth Tracked 
Calvert County Public Schools: Vo- Students spend a Eligible CCPS Calvert HS Yes CCPS may, 
Tech two-period block studen ts Campus DJS does not 

of their school day 
(roughly 90 
minutes) at the 
CTA 

Canyon State Academy: Automotive Training begins Basic knowledge On-s ite and/or Cert ification is We track 
Technology Program, Computer with the that can be at the facility offered in successful and 
Technology, Culinary Arts Program, completion of the app lied to li..lture in Arizona Automotive unsuccessful 
Equine Science, Multi Media World of Work. employment. Technology, di scharges but 
(including Print Press Operation Once completed, Youth's Microsoft not specifically 
(PPO), Graphic Design for students may be development of Office how many 
Silkscreen, Creat ion or Newslett ers, eligible for job skills and Specialist, youth leave the 
Production of Videos for Validation certification and experience can be CPR and First program 
and Sports Banquets, and Basic various job put on their Aide, having 
Fundamentals of Drawing), oppm1unities both resume. Lifeguard, completed a 
Barbering College, Animal on and off campus. Culinary 'Job training" 
Husbandry, Life Guard Training, Arts/Serve, and program or 
and Pool Maintenance. Pool Op~rator with a specific 
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Program Na mefDescription Program Criteria 
Benefit for 

Location Certification 
Outcomes 

Youth Tracked 
(18 years or trade 
older). certificate. 

The ChesaQeake Alternative School All DIS youth who They benefit from Baltimore May receive 
(although Chesapeake Center for are referred may improved school City - 301 E. GED Diplomas 
Youth Development, Inc. (CCYD) is enroll with the attendance, Patapsco (certification) 
the organization's legal entity.) The exception of those punctuality, Avenue, and a variety 
school includes the following who meet the academic Baltimore, of vocational 
components: Academic Exclusionary achievement and MD 21225 credentials 
Assessments, Remedial Education, Criteria as follows : grades, improved including 
Writing resumes, app lications, etc, Require competence, ServSafe, Lift 
Tutorial Services, GED Preparation, hospitalization emp loyability and Truck Operator 
Assistance in obtaining credentials because of medical social Certification. 
for daily living (MD State J.D. Soc. or psychiatric responsibi lity. Vocational 
Security Card, Driving Penn it, etc.), condition, Require They also benefit Training is 
Industry specialized job training, Special Education from access to also provided 
Community Service Learning, Services other than clinical and social in a number of 
Interview Ski lls, 30, 90,180 days of those prescribed in work services fo r construction 
transi tional follow-up, Multi-cultural accordance with a youth and fami ly. and build ing 
Education, and Personal and Social Code 9 Avo idance of trade areas and 
Skills. classification further contact youth are 

which is a specific with or deeper placed at 
learning disability. penetration into supportive 

the juvenile employment 
justice system or worksites for 
adu lt correct ions paid 
are other benefits. internship. 

Clarinda Academy: Clarinda offers Males and females Every youth has Clarinda, IA - Basic and/or Yes, we 
long-term residential treatment, a ages 12-18. I.Q. the opportunity to On~site as advanced receive 
90-day impact program, shelter care, above 70. Youth leave Clarinda well as the certificates in weekly, 
and transitional living services. needing behavioral with employment local weld ing, call quarterly and 
Students are offered a broad modification and and life skills in community center class, annual 
continuum of vocational courses substance abuse addition to aGED businesses turf outcomes 
including landscaping! gardening, treatment. andlor High and management, reports from 
turf management, welding, screen- School Diploma. community nurslllg the agency ~ 

I printing and graphic design, and Clar;nda offers colleges assistance, the program 
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Progra m Namc/Descriptioll Program C riteria 
Benefit for 

Location Certifi ca tion 
O utcomes 

Youth Tracked 
Maintenance, as well as a Certified life ski ll s in barbering and tracks 
Nursing Assistant program offered cooking, sewing, auto mechanics successful and 
through the local community maintenance and are awarded unsuccessful 
college. babysitting. based on discharges 

completion of 
course work. 

Conservations COITIS: MCC Should be at least Any youth Different sites Yes No 
provides members wi th 16 years of age. interested in throughout 
opportunities for skill development working with the Maryland 
and personal growth through a park service. 
supportive, team-based e nvironment. 
It provides environmenla l education 
programming for roughl y 10,000 
Maryland students; Plan ts thousands 
of trees; Maintains hundreds of 
miles oflrai ls; Works with schools 
to plan t bay grasses; Restores 
wildl ife habitat; Conduc ts 
interpretive programs in state parks; 
Supports the improvement of the 
Chesapeake and Coastal Bays; 
Improve park nature centers; and 
helps preserve Maryland 's rich 
hi storical herilaoe. 
CORPS Pre-A~Dren ticeship CORPS InHiative Each enrolled Randallstown, Certificates 
Program: The US Department o f priority CORPS youth MD after 
Labor awarded funding to the eligi bility: for the wi ll receive complet ing 
Department of Juvenile Services for 320 Baltimore $ tOOO in EES required tests: 
the COmilll/lim oj Opporlllllily City youth funds to be llsed certificate of 
Reel/fly Program & Services identifi ed as fo r employment completion 
(CORPS) init iative in paJ1nership retuming from and educational that will be 
with Baltimore City agencies and res ident ial pursu its, accepted for 
other partners . The CORPS rnitiative placement. The including: both AFL-CIO 
will serve 400 Baltimore City male second pri ori ty is application fees; and ABC 
and female vouth, 14 vears and for 80 youth on cred it recovery; apprentice-
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Progra m Na me/Description Program Criteria 
Benefit for 

Location Certification 
Outcomes 

Youth Tracked 
older: 80% returning from probation. tuition for OED ships, OSHA 
placements, and 20% on probation. Eligibili ty for and college certification, 
CORPS will offer employment, Pre- courses ; driver's First Aid, CPR 
education, meDtanng, community Apprenticeship licenses; tools or andAED 
service and communi ty engagement Program: will be books; and certification 
opportunities for youth. This will more restricted subsidized 
include six (6) Pre-Apprenticeship than overall employment 
programs for 12 to 20 youth each, eligibility in the Youth will also 
and will be free for eligible youth: a CORPS Initiative, be enrolled as 
more than $500 value. because CCBC students. 

individuals are Youth can opt to 
only eligible for continue with an 
constmction trade advance Pre-
apprenticeships if Apprenticeship 
they are 18 years program at CCBC 
of age and older, usmg 
and have a high Employment and 
school diploma or Educalion 
General Education Support (EES) 
Diploma (GED). 
Youth must be at 
least 17 years who 
have received their 
High School 
DiI!lomas or GED, 
or are working 
towards this goaL 
Youth must RSVP 
to attend one of 
two ori entation 
sessions at the 
Randallstown site. 

eTE - Constmction Core: 75-hour Application, Provides Victor Cullen NCCER Individual 
program covering 9 modules of Interview, pretest interested youth Center nationally modules 
building trades competencies; class in readiuR and with the School- recognized tracked! 
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Program NamelDescription P r ogram C ri te r ia 
Benefit for 

Location Certifi cation 
O utco mes 

Youth Tracked 
en trance is ongoing based upon math; 2-weeks 110 opportunity to ongomg cert ifica te recorded and 
student interest d iscipl inary gain skills in classes held in (wallet card) of application fo r 

referrals to be van ous apprenticeship completion; national card 
accepted and not apprenticeships. build ing and submitted; 
mo re than one at off-si te track dai ly 
re ferral in a day projects grades, module 
thereafter, at least class work, and 

16 years old lab 
assignments 

CTE Electrical 1 & IT: 260-hour Must have All youth who are Victor Cullen NCCER Individual 
program covering 2 of 4 levels; class completed Core interested; Center nationally modu les 
entrance is ongoing based upon program and School- recognized tracked! 
student completion of Core program maintain behavior classes held in certi ficate recorded and 

expectati ons apprenti ceship (wa llet ca rd) of application for 
throughollt build ing and completion; national card 
program at off-site submitted; 

projects track daily 
grades and 
module class 
work and lab 
assignments 

C-Tech COQger Cabling: Must be 16 years Benefits any Carter or Certification is 
II/troductioll to Network Cablillg- old and have youth and LESCC received by 
Copper-Based Systems (C-Tech good grades in provides students detention graduates of 
Copper). The course focllses on: science and math. with the facilities the program. 
Proper 1001 use and construction knowledge and They need to 
techniques, characteristics of valiollS ski lls needed to complete 40 
industry standards, troub leshooting become certified hours and pass 
and repair. Students const ruct, test, entry-level the tes t and 
and troubleshoot copper-based technicians in the this will give 
cabling systems that are the basis of Network Cabling them national 
today's networking, cab le television industry cel1ification 
and satellite communications 
systems. The industry standards 
include both commercial and 
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Program NamelDescript ioll Program C riteri a Benefit fOl' 
Location Certifica tion 

Outcomes 
Youth Tracked 

residential structures. 
Troubleshooting includes a chapter 
on test ing copper-based systems and 
one on networks wired and wireless. 
The latest infomlation is included, 
on Cat 6 and quad-shield coax, 
volP, smart homes, and more. 
C-Tech Copper, is taught by 
certified instructors who are 
members of the DJS or MSDE staff 
at the facilit ies 
DeQartment of Juvenile Services Maryland DJS All YDtlth benefit The AmeriCorps The Office of 
Youth Centers: Specific vocational Youth Centers by receiving a vocational students Pupi l 
program offerings include: Green have a residential tangible programs take complete 450 Personnel for 
Ridge Youth Center offers: program for certi ficate that place in each hours of the Department 
Carpentry and Archaeology adjudicated boys, demonstrates of their service and in of Juveni le 
Technician Certificate 14 - 19 years of their competency respective exchange Services tracks 
Savage Mountain Youth Center age. The average in the field and/or shops - which receive a our students 
offers an Automotive 60 Hour commitment is conten t area. the students $1,200 upon release. 
Program between 6 - 9 Students can lise built. education However. our 
Meadow Mountain Youth Celller months. However, their cen ificates However, the stipend to be Guidance 
offers: Aquaculture Technician in order to be as part of their additional used at an Counselor 
Program, Frostburg State Universi ty el igible for the employment certificate institut ion of tracks our 
Cultural Events Series, and Jazz for college program at portfolio. programs higher students 
Adjudicated Youth Backbone AmeriCorps (450 occur learning.; released from 
Backbone Mountain Youth Center Mountain hours of service) anywhere Maryland .he College 
offers: Carpentry Program, College Academy, students and Maryland from the Conservation Program at 
Program = each semester, 12 must apply and Conservation traditional Corps students Backbone 
students are selected to participate in interview whi le Corps (300 hours classroom to complete 300 Mountain 
the Backbone Moulltain Academy's soliciting letters of of service) the alternative hours of Youth Center. 
College Program in partnership wi th recommendation vo lunteers receive educational service and in 
Garrett College. At the conclusion of from his an education sites (e.g., exchange 
each semester, each student will community case stipend to be used carpentry receIve a 
have in his possession: a. high school manager. Please when they enroll projects off $1,000 
dioloma; an admission letter from find the 2:uidelines in a communi ty I grounds education 
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Progra m Name/Description Program C riteria 
Benefit for 

Location Certifi ca tion 
O utcomes 

Y outh T racked 
Lhe college; a college transcript attached to thi s college upon worki ng at a stipend to be 
reflecting 6 - 15 transferable co llege report. release. CJC true job si te). used at an 
credit s; and an education stipend for members will inslitulion of 
$1,200. receive $7.25 per higher 

hour for the 180 learnin g, 
hours of the 
capstone 

I program. 
Deua rt ment of Labor, Licensing and 1 6~21 years old, Basic job skill SOlilhern Yes No 
Registration SOllthern Maryland low income, fac ing readiness, Maryland 
Workforce Services - Yo uth baniers to consultation with Workforce 
Services: Core Services include: abtaining employment , job Services 
Eligibili ty Deteml inatian, employment far referrals, labor 175 Post 
Outreach/Intake Assessment; Career financial security law regu lation Office Road, 
Training Infonnatian; Job that have a lack of infonnatiall, free Waldorf, 
Search/ Placement (Career suppart system. internet computer Maryland 
Counseling); Labor Market Individual and computer 
Infomlat ion; provide support; assessment if access 
motivation and assistance in cri teria 110t mel. 
desiuni ng a goal plan 
DLLR: Workforce DLLR clients Prince Depends on DLLR does, 
Investment Program (may be DJS Frederi ck program DJS does not 

I youth) DLLR office 
The Dr. Henry F. and Florence Hill Referral s to the All residents in Western -\ " Aid/CPR 
Graff Shelter and Short-Tenn Group Graff Shelter are placement benefit Maryland - -Techno logy 
Home for !!irls: The Graff Shelter is accepted frolll the from the services 8504 Certifi cates 
a 90 day placement for ado lescent local departments o ffered. Mapleville through 
gi rl s ages 12 - 18 wi th a capac ity for of juveni le Road, "Custom 
12 residents. The sheller provides a services, socia l Boonsboro, Guides" on-
safe, temporary home for girls while services and Maryland li ne curri culum 
they awai t a pending comt hearing mental health 2171 3 -OED andlor 
or a more permanent placement. agencies. "hours" 
Although an unlocked racility, Til e Gm[f S heltet· towards high 
supervision is provided on a twenty- )11;1111 0 1 ~'el"lle: school credits 
four hOll r, seven-day per week basis. Boys of any aoe: through a 
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Program Criteria 
Benefit for 

L ocation Certification 
Outcomes 

Program NamefDescr iption 
Youth Tracked 

Girls with a licensed Type 
primary diagnosis III education 
of alcoholism, program. 
drug addiction or -Certificate in 
severe brain "Social Skills 
damage: Girls who for 
have cognitive Employment" 
deficits which -Certificate in 
severely limi t their "Financial 
ability to benefit Literacy" 
from the treatment though "money 
modalities talks" 
provided: Girls curriculum. 
who have 
assaultive, 
antisocial 
behaviors, and 
currently present a 
risk to the safety of 
self or others and 
Girls who are 
actively psychotic. 

DORS:Workforce Pre-screened, Individuals with Prince Depends on DORS may, 
Training Program qualified quali fying Frederick program DJS does not 

individuals with a Disabilities (may DORS office 
disability. beDJS 

youth/family 
members) 

Free State Challenge Academy 16-18; dropped out GED, driver' s Aberdeen Yes No outcomes 
5 month military oriented residential of school or license, job Proving are tracked 
program at APG which aids disenrolled; no readiness/vocatio Ground, 
adjustment to work force and higher DJS involvement nal skills/career Harford 
education I pImming County 
Glen Mills: The Glen Mills Schools Males ages 14-18, Youth that Concordvi lle , Basic and Yes, we 
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Prog ram NamefDescriplioli Program C riteria 
Benefit for 

Location Certifi ca tion 
Outcomes 

Youth T racked 
is the oldest residential school for I.Q. varies and sllccessfully PA advanced receive 
COUrI rerelTed young men in the accepted to out-of- complete the certi (kates are weekly, 
country. The student learns the basic state, stafT secured program. Every awarded based quarterly and 
reading and math ski ll s needed fo r placemenl. Youth youth has the on ind ividual annual 
success in his respecti ve shop as needing behavioral opportunity 10 competency. outcomes 
well as hands-on training skill s. modifi cation and leave Glen Mills reports from 
Training begins with assessment substance abuse wi th a "trade" or the agency. 
using Career Scope and is followed treatment. ski ll in add ition to The program 
by completion of classes in Career & aGED andlor tracks 
Technical Learning Center which High School successfu l and 
includes OSHA train ing, CPR and Diploma which in unsuccessful 
First Aid before a student enters tllm affords them discharges but 
hands on trai ning. a chance to be not specifica ll y 

independent and how many 
develop into a youth leave the 
productive program 
citizen. having 

completed a 
')ob training" 
program or 
wi th a specific 
trade 
certifi cate. 

Green School: Educate, trai n and 16 sessions or one Learn ski ll s to Summer in St. Yes- with This is a new 
prep individuals who would like to year commitment implement Mary's certification to program 
work with in the Green Workforce, measures to County Jam 
Classes on solar. biomass research, tighten the weatheri zation 
renewable energy, weatherization, building workforce as 
geothennal and others. envelope, reduce certifi ed 

energy loss, technician. 
reduce pollutants 

Howard County Offi ce o f Out of school Diploma and 7161 Depends on No outcomes 
Workforce Develogment: Youth youth ages of 14- Skills Trai ni ng Columbia what services are tracked 
Program: High School Diploma and 2 1-economically Gateway youth receives 
Occu )ational Ski ll s Training disadvantaged, Drive, 
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Program Name/Description Program Criteria 
Benefit for 

Location Certification 
Outcomes 

Youth Tracked 
youth with Columbia, 
disabilities, basic MD 21046 
ski lls deficient, 
pregnant or parent, 
offender, school 
dropout, homeless 
nmaway or foster 
child 

MidAtlantic Youth Services: Training begins Every youth that Luzerne and Certification is We track 
MidAtlantic offers vocational with the completes the Western PA - offered in successful and 
oPPOliunities for their students at completion of the certification On-site and/or Cable unsuccessful 
both locations. Individual Program World of Work. programs gams at the facility. Installation and discharges but 
Descriptions and/or Areas of Study Once completed, basic knowledge Cable not specifically 
At MidAtlantic Luzerne are: students may be that can be Tennination, how many 
Exploring Electricity Module, eligible for applied to future Microsoft youth leave the 
Residential Electrical Wiring, Cable certification and employment Office program 
Installation and Cable Tennination, various job opportunities. Specialist, having 
OSHA 10, Microsoft Office opportunities both Every youth has OSH 10, CPR completed a 
Specialist Training, and First Aid / on and off campus. the opportunity to and First Aide, "job training" 
CPR. Individual Program leave MidAtlantic Upholstery, program or 
Descriptions and/or Areas of Study programs with a Culinary with a specific 
At MidAtlantic Western PA are "hand-on" Arts/Serve trade 
OSHA-10, Culinary Arts/Serve expenence or Safe. certi ficate. 
Safe, and Upholstery. skill in addition to 

a GED and/or 
High School 
Diploma. 

OSHA 10 Certificate: 10-hour Application, Learn important Victor Cullen OSHA wallet Final test; 
certificate covering II modules interest in workplace skills. Center card issued track 
created to help put workplace safety constmction School- after passing assig1U11ents 
standards in place to prevent worker trades; at least 16 classes held (grades) and 
injury; course is offered quarterly years old, quarterly in culminating 
(July?Oll) classroom final exam 
Our House: provide certi fication in High risk males An older youth Brookeville, Yes, Carpentry HQ 
carpentry for youth. Youth work on ages 16-21. who maybe Maryland certificate 
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Program NamefDescription Program C riteria 
Benefit for 

Location Certification 
Outcomes 

Youth Tracked 
a job site, and is given employment looking for 
opportuni ties after graduation. independent 

living and would 
benefit from job 
skills trainino. 

Plumbers and Gasfitters At least 18 years in Learn the ski ll s Landover, First year No 
Appren ticeship: Apprenticeship Washington , DC, needed to become MD apprentice is 

Maryland and a plumber or $17.70 an 
Virginia gas fi tter. hour, w ith 

increases each 
year unl il 
complet ion of 

. program. 
Pro ject CRAFTfHome Builder's DIS refelTed youth Youth who Baltimore, Certification is Yes, we 
Institute: Home Builders Institute enrolled in the sllccessfully MD awarded receive 
(HB I) is lhe 501 (c)3 affi liale o f lhe MST and an complete the weekly, 
National Association of Home educational program quarterly and 
Builders (NAHB) that provides cuniculum/GED annual 
train ing, menloring, curriculum program and ou tcomes 
development and job placement successfu lly reports from 
serv ices in support oftbe hOllsing engaged. Males the agency. 
industry. As the workforce and femal es ages 
development ann of NAHB, HBI 15.9·17.5. 
has prepared youth and adult s for 
residential constrllction careers for 
more than 40 years. Youths receive 
hands-on and classroom training in 
the constmction trade industry. They 
will undergo a series of 
employabili ty classes and be 
provided iob_ placement ass istance. 
ServSa fe Food Handler Program: For youth detained Bene fits all youth Carter or Graduates Waxler tracks 
The ServSafe Food Handler at facilities whether they plan LESCC receive a through the 
Program deli vers consistent food offering program to work in food detention ServSafe office ofpllpil 
safety traini u.g to emph?_}'ees. The services or not. faciliti es as Certifi cate serVIces. 

.. 
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Progr am Name/Description Program C rit eria 
Benefit ror 

L ocation Cer tifi ca t ion 
O utcomes 

Youth T racked 
program covers five key areas: Basic Teaches basic well as which is valid Victor Cullen 
Food Safety, Personal Hygiene, food handling Waxters' C- at all food Center School 
Cross-contamination & Allergens, ski lls along with Unit. Victor service outlets. tracks 
Time & Temperature. Cleaning & safety and Cullen Center ass ignments 
Sanitation. sanitat ion rules. School has (grades) and 

classes held culminating 
quarterl y final exam 
within school 
classroom and 
VCC kitchen 

Silver Oak: The Silver Oak Males ages 14-18. You th that Keymar, MD Yes - the Food Yes, we 
Academy (SOA) is a privately Youth needing successfully Service & receive 
owned staff seCllre residenti al behavioral complete the Hospita lity weekly, 
program owned and operated by modification and program Management quarterly and 
Rite of Passage, Inc. Vocational substance abuse Program offers annual 
training services includes: Food and mental health a ServSafe outcomes 
Service & Hospitality Management, treatment. certificate; the reports from 
Carpentry/Electrical Constmctionl Carpentry/ the agency. 
Masonry, Cosmetology/Barbering, Electrical 
and Electronics Construction! 

Masom y 
program offers 
an OSHA 
certificate; lhe 
Cosmetology/ 
Barbering 
program offers 
transferrable 
hours to 
complete the 
required hours 
for Board 
Cert ificati on; 
the Elec tronics 

I program offers 
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Program Name/Description Program C rit eria 
Benefit for 

Loca tion Cerlifica tion 
O utcomes 

Youth T racked 
an Ind uSlry 
Standard 
Cel1ificate 

STRfVE Baltimore (Community I 7 years and older Youth that Baltimore, Yes Yes, outcomes 
Program): The STR IVE Baltimore with or without successfully MD are tracked 
program model includes: Job high school complete the through DIS 
Read iness Training - An intensive 3- diploma or GED program gam case managers 
week course which focuses on tools they need to verifying youth 
alt itudinal trai ni ng, workplace achieve higher progress 
et iquette, proper att ire and behavior, wages and create 
and developing and maintaining sel f-su fficient 
positive workplace behaviors and fami lies and 
hab its. Job Developmen t and communi ties. 
Placement - Employment 
assessment by STRIV E Job 
Development sta ff and employment 
opportunities wi th STRIVE's 
employer partners. Career Case 
Managemenl- Personal coaching, 
re fen-als to key social-service and 
community-based partners, and 
opportunities to secure needed 
educational credentials and hard-
skill s training_ Job Retention and 
Advancement Strategies- for 
att aining higher wages through 
STRrvE 's Alumni Services and 
Career Path components _ 
The Summi t Academv: The Summit l.Q. of70+, males Youth that Hennan, PA Certi fication is Yes, we 
Academy is a private, residential ages 14- 18, and sllccessfull y awarded receive 
school for del inquent young men accepted to out-of- complete the weekly, 
ages 14- 18 and serv ing grades 9-12. state, staff secured program quarterl y and 
The Academy Schools s tresses sel f- placement. Youth annlL al 
achievement and has developed a need ing behavioral outcomes 
creative industrial trades program to modification and reports from 

.. 
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Program Name/Description Program Criteria 
Benefit for 

Location Certification 
Outcomes 

Youth Tracked 
foster thi s personal growth in substance abuse the agency. 
students. This school offers a wide trealment. 
range of trade courses including 
carpentry. cosmetology. custodia l 
maintenance. electrical \V iring, food 
service. oplicallab traini ng. screen-
printing. stntctural repair (painting. 
dry-walling, nooring, etc .) and 
woodworking. 
Take Charge: The Take Charge Youth who have Any youth in 7610 Yes The 
Program specia li zes in family been adjudicated need of their Pennsylvania Department of 
strengthening, juvenile prevention, for juvenile services residing Avenue Suite Juven ile 
intervention and behavior offenses. in the community. 300 Services 
modi fi cation programming. It Forestville. receives the 
includes a Youth Diversion Program Maryland names of all 
that was created to modify negative youth who 
behavior, enhance academic successfully 
perfonnance and to strengthen graduate from 
families . It also includes a Vehicle the programs 
Theft Prevention Program which is a and the youth 
structured group counseling program who do not 
serving youth who have been sllccessfully 
arrested fo r vehicle theft provides complete the 
intensive counseling and fu lfillment program. 
of sanctions imposed by court. It 
also includes a gang prevention 
program called the Stop Gang 
Violence Program. This is a 
community-based, family-centered 
effort designed to help youth who 
have been adjudicated for juveni le 
offenses, including gang activ ity. 
The Way Home Graul] Home: The Way Home A fluid movement Baltimore Youth that are 
The Way Home is a li censed group group home for all girls who City the Way enrolled in 
home fo r adolescent females who welcomes hi.gh need special Home Group loca l GED 

.. 
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Program Name/Description Program Criteria 
Benefit for 

Location Certification 
Outcomes 

Youth Tracked 
require a therapeutic milieu that severity, treatment services Home is programs 
provides a home-like setting, re fractory teens throughout located on the receive 
individual ized care where they can who need closely various levels a campus of the certi fications. 
receive the behavioral health care monitored care and treatment. In Mountain Such 
and family services essential to their who present with add ition, the girls Manor cert ification 
sllccessful functioning upon mult iple leam healthy Treatment includes but 
discharge back to their home psychosocial ways to reduce Center at not limited to 
communities . impainnents high risk 3800 fork lifting and 

inc luding histories behaviors. Frederick food 
of substance Therefore, after- Avenue management. 
abuse, high risk school and Baltimore, 
behaviors, weekend MD 21229. 
psychiatric curriculum 410-576-6597 
disorders, fam ily elements include 
chaos, low self- cultural 
esteem, legal enrichment, social 
issues, and school skills 
and learning development, 
problems. anger 

management, 
cognitive 
reasoning, and 
activ ities centered 
on the 
enhancement of 
each girl's coping 
ski ll s and self-
esteem. The 
program IS 

strengths based 
which focusing 
on helping each 
youth identi fy and 
fOCliS on 
ind ividual skills 
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Program Name/Description Program Cr iteria 
Benefit for 

Location Certifica t ion 
O utcomes 

Youth T racked 
and assets. Thus, 
the ultimate goals 
ofThe Way 
Home are to 
improve the 
overall emotional 
and physical 
health of our girls 
and to help them 
in pursing thei r 
educational and 
vocat ional 
objecti ves while 
decreasing the 
risk factors 
associated wi th 
school lruancy, 
traumatic life 
expenences, 
substance abuse, 
and emotional 
socialization 

I oroblern,. 
Youth Qm~rtunity (YQ!) Baltimore 16-22 years old Youth that Bal timore, Ye, Yes, outcomes 
(Communi ty Program): without high successfully MD are tracked 
Helps city youth receive the school diploma or complete the through DJS 
education, career skills and training GED program case managers 
needed to become successful adults. verifying youth 
YO serves any out-of-school youth progress 
16 to 22 years of age who's a 
resident of Baltimore City. Services 
include: GED and Pre-GED classes, 
career screening tools,job readiness 
classes, classes to eam a dip loma, 
career train ing, C0111Duter lab, 
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Program Name/Des cription Program C riteri a 
Benefit ror 

Location Certification 
O utcomes 

Youth T racked 
recording studio (westside only» 
and fi tness center (westsjde only). 
A Fter School Matters (ASM) is a 
program designed to sup port at-risk 
students duri ng their most 
vulnerable hours. after school. The 
main objectives of ASM are to: 
ASM helps students stay in school 
and U1 ilize their aft er-school hours to 
build life and job readiness skills. 
There are three basic phases to the 
program : Phase One - \ 50 
participants and their pa rents attend 
an oriental ion session. Fo llowing 
thi s sess ion> parlicipants enrolled 
and began a ft er-school life ski ll s and 
job readiness train ing sess ions. 
Phase Two - Waged career 
explorat ion. where pa rt ic ipants take 
career lOurS and hear directly from 
ind ustry experts and prospect ive 
employers about what' s required to 
obtain an entry-level position in 
industries such as childcare. peer-to-
peer counseli ng. sports management 
and hospitality. 
Phase Three - Participants engage in 
a waged in ternship experi ence. ASM 
in ternshi ps are des igned to give 
students an opportuni ty to gain work 
experience, learn specific workplace 
skill s and earn \J,,,hi le learn in g. Upon 
completion participants a llen move 
into a summer iob. 

. . . . . Programs tllat Offer VocatlOllal Services ami Job Remlmess OpporlulIIlles JilII/wul Prof esslOlJal/VocatloJwl CertificatiolJ 
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Program NamelDescription Program Criteria 
Benefit for 

Location Certification Existence 
Outcomes 

Youth Tracked 
Allegany County Girls GrouQ The program Females between Allegany No Since 1975-
Home: The Allegany County Girl s accepts youth who: the ages of 13- County, 36 years 
Group Home is a small community are court ordered 18 benefit fTom: Cumberland, 
based group home located in into the care of the Specialized MD 
Cumberland, MD, Western State of Maryland, educational 
Maryland Region. The group home in need of a group services, College 
serves adolescent females, ages 13- home placement, enrollment and 
18, whom are court committed. do not require a support, Job 
Typical length of stay is higher level of training and job 
approximately 7 months. The care, have not been placement, 
residents are encouraged through diagnosed with Individual 
role-modeling and education to deal mental retardation, therapy, 
with past issues and behaviors to are mentally stable Substance Abuse 
fOCliS on a brighter future. The group and able to be treatment, Daily 
home focuses on strengthening li fe placed in a least Treatment groups 
skills to ensure a successful restrictive to address: Anger 
transition into the community. environment, have Management, Art 

no history of the Therapy, Social 
fo llowing: sexual Ski ll s, Life Skills, 
assault, fire Team Building, 
setting, severe Personal 
aggression and Wellness and Self 
cmeity to animals, Esteem, 
do not have a Extensive 
severe allergy to vo lun teer 
animals, want to activities 
be placed at the 
group home, 
females between 
the ages 13-18, 
not a current 
danger to self or 
others, and youth 
who have not been 
acceoted bv the 
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Program Na melDescriplioll Program C I-ileria 
Benefit for 

Location Certi fication Existence 
O utcomes 

Youth T racked 
administrative 
learn as 
appropriate for the 
ClilTent milieu_ 

AM EN: Male support group offering Males 15-18 years Montgomery No (youth Since 2009 No t currently 
life ski lls groups, guest speakers, on probation County graduate with 
j ab-readiness program training and a completion 
oppol1unilies 10 earn student service certificate) 
learning hours. 
Annagolis Ogl2orLunities Industrial Youth ages 16 and Youth receive 1908 Forest N/A Not provided DJS does not 
Center (OIC): OIC assists over, not enrolled experience and Dr. current ly 
Annapo li tans who have dropped out in school. training in the Suite H collect or 
of school to improve their education construction field . Annapoli s receive 
and level of confidence, to get j obs, outcome data 
which wi ll re lieve them of poverty from this 
and enhance higher standard of program. 
living. Through dedicated 
professional management, qual ity 
service is o ffe red 10 trainees. ABS, 
ESL, Introduct ion to Computers 
classes offered in both day and 
evening hours. OIC is a partner wi th 
the Ci ty of Annapoli s, Anne Arunde l 
Commu ni ty College and Anne 
Arundel Workforce Development 
Corporat ion 10 develop the 
"Annapolis Construction Training 
Projecl." The train ing program wi ll 
provide a pilot vocational program 
in constnlction basics for 6-8 Olll-o f-
school youth 16 and over. 
Anne Arundel Workforce Youth programs Benefits to the Programs No Not sure DJS does not 
Development Program: Youth are for Anne youth include a occur at local current ly 
Programs - includes a drop-out Anmdel County drop-out Anne Anll1del collec t o r 
prevent i Ol~ program at North County residence. Some I prevention High school receive 

.. 
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Prognll11 Name/Description Program Criteria 
Benefit for 

Location Cert ification Existence 
Outcomes 

Youth Tracked 
High School, and Step Up to programs are program at North locations, outcome data 
Success, a GED, customer service, speci ficall y fo r County High business from this 
and job readiness program fo r older youth enrolled in School. aGED, location near program. 
youth. In addition , AA WDC Anne Arundel customer service, and around 
admini sters a summer pre- county Public and job readiness BWI airport 
apprenticeship program fo r YOUlh at Schools. program fo r older and other 
transportation-related businesses in youth. In location in 
and around BWI Thurgood Marshall addition, Anne Arundel 
Airport, and partners with Anne AAWDC County. 
Anmdel County Public Schools to administers a 
organize summer job fai rs in each summer pre-
public high school in the spring; apprentices,llip 
youth programs are funded ptimari ly program fo r youth 
through the Workforce Investment at transportation-
Act. related businesses 

in and around 
BWI Thurgood 
Marshall A ill)ort, 
and partners wi th 
Anne Arundel 
Count y Public 
Schools to 
organize summer 
job fai rs in each 
publ ic high 
school in the 
spring; you th 
programs are 
funded primari ly 
through the 
Workrorce 
Investment Act. 

Aunt ec ' s Harbor House: An The program Male youth II - Baltimore City No Since May 
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Program Name/Description Program Criteria 
Benefi t for 

Location Certification Existence 
Outcomes 

Youth Tracked 
emergency placement for male accepts youth who 17 years a rage, - 1031 E. 2005 
youths ITom I I to 17 years of agel are exposed to non-adjudicated Monument 
provid ing residential and day destab ilizing and adjudicated in Street, 
programming, specifically tai lored fami ly crisis; crisis and in need Baltimore, 
to adolescents in need of short- tenn removed ITom of stabi lization in Maryland 
residentia l care and stab ili zat ion. foster care short tenn 410-576-6968 
Youth can be admitted 24 hours a placement; residential care. 
dayl7 days a week/365 days a year. expenencmg The program is 

abuse, neglect, or available to the 
criminal behavior Department of 
in the home; Juvenile Services 
participating in (DJS) andlor 
delinquent Baltimore City 
behavior; lacking Department of 
parental gu idance Social Services as 
or need inl! a home. a resource. 

Baltimore Trades Guild Inc.: 302 E. Federal 
Provides young ad ult s with train ing St. 
in the field of construction. BaltimereJ203 

E. North Ave. 
Baltimore, MD 
2 1202 443-
388-9641 

Career Ex~loration Class: Ongoing Students must Victor Cullen No certifi cate Ju ly 2008 Grades are 
coverage of MD Career participate in Center School- is issued issued bi-
Development Standards and course all students weekly and at 
Trans ition ski lls, financial literacy, requirements participate 90- end of each 
budget/banking, independent living earning at least minutes per tenl1; track 
skills; all students attend 1.5 hours 80% on all day in assignments 
per day for entire stay activities before classroom (grades), 

they progress to within school ponfolio tasks, 
Community Safety class 
focus area (level) I participation 

Career Puppy: on-line vec. tes ting & Boys & Girl s Bayside BGC, No 2-3 years Career Puppy 
mentorinQ nro Jram, which provides Clubs of S MD North Beach; may 
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Program Name/Description Program Criteria 
Benefit for 

Location Certification Existence 
Outcomes 

Youth Tracked 
a powerful career development [may be DJS Waxter 
opportunity youth or fami ly Children's 

members]; Center, Laurel 
Waxter 
committed unit 

Catagult Learning/Career Starters: Low-income Small group 1548 N. 
Catapult Learning helps youth gain Baltimore County individualized Fremont Ave. 
ski lls they need for success in thc resident youth, instruction. Each Baltimore, MD 
workplace. Programs include: ages 16- 18 program is self- 21217410-
Career Counseling, Work Maturi ty paced 462-7026 
Skills, Aptitude and Interest 
Inventories, Resume Building, 
Interview Techniques, Job Search, 
Job Placement, and GED 
Prenaration 
ChesaQeake College, Workforce Interest and Youth who are Talbot, Queen Since 1985 DJS tracks 
Inves[ment ProQram: Offers job will ingness to interested in Anne's, individual 
readiness skills to youth! adults. It is participate exploring Caroline and youth's 
a self-referral to that program and vocational and Dorchester success but 
DJS - CMS do provide the contact career options. Counties receives no 
information if appropriate fo r some systematic 
youth and or thei r parents. outcome 

reports. 
The Choice Program: The Choice The Choice The Choice 971 Seagull N/A 1987 Yes 
Jobs Program assists over 200 youth Program Program strives to Avenue 
in obtaining after-school and intervention deter fu rther Baltimore 
summer jobs through mock focuses on a delinquency by 
interviews, assistance with community-based, linking youth & 
applications, and jobs skil ls fam ily-centered famili es to 
coaching. Other services include case management community 
early intervention and intensive approach to resources and 
support for youth and their families. delinquency involving youth 

prevention and in positive 
I ~outh development activities 

Cogley Kids Odd Jobs Prorr-ram Students age 14-17 Provides real Harford NlA Unknown No outcomes 
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Progra m Name/Description Program C riteria 
Benefit fo r 

Loca tion Cert ifi cation Existence 
O utcomes 

Youth Tracked 
Youth receive minimum wage 10 world experience County are tracked 
perform odd jobs for members of the and posi tive 
communitv. social interactions 
Fresh Start/Living Classrooms Males and females Youth that 802 S. Unknown Since 1985 Yes, we 
Foundation: Fresh Stan is a 40-week ages 16-1 9, successful ly Carol ine Street receive 
job sk ills trai ning program that referred by DJS complete the Baltimore, MD weekly, 
serves out-of-school YO llth, ages 16- program 2 123 1 quarterl y and 
19, most of whom are referred by 410-685-0295 annual 
the Maryland Department o f outcomes 
Juvenile Services. The program uses reports from 
carpentry as a medium to teach the agency. 
reading, wri ting, math, history, and 
sc ience. Students work in the 
Foundation's Maritime Institute 
workshop and the Douglass-Myers 
Maritime Park boatbu ilding 
workshop, bui lding too lboxes, 
furni ture, and boats. They al so 
receive classroom instmction and 
one-an-one tutoring. The curri culum 
is designed to increase sel f-reliance, 
teach problem solving and academic 
ski lls, and demonstrate how 
academic skills and l.,::nowledge are 
used in a practical work 
environment. 
GED Preparat ion Students, age 16 Students Victor Cullen GED awarded July 2008 

and older, must participate in Center School- to testers 
pass Official GED-speci fic after registered 
Pract ice Test coursework until and before test 
(OPT) with scores they pass the OPT date they are 
of at least 450 on and are registered tutored dai ly 
each subtest to take GED within school 

classroom 
Ident i ty: Identi t~rovideS'"'Prog;·ams Latino youth in Benefi ts Latino Gaithersburg, No, GED Since 1998 No 
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Program Nllme/Dcscription Progra m C ri teria 
Benefit fo r 

Location Certification Existence 
Outcomes 

Youth Tracked 
for Latino youth in lv[on tgomery Montgomery youth and their Langley Park 
County, to reduce social and cultural County, Maryland fami lies. 
barriers that hamper Latino youths' 
abil ity 10 participate fu lly in 
society's benefits and 
responsibi lities. After-School 
Programs for Lat ino Sllldenls 
include: Leadership and Advocacy 
Training, HlV Prevention and Peer 
Education, Hike On Environmental 
Stewardship Program, Crossroads 
Youth Opportunity Center Anti-
Gang In itiative, Upcounty Youth 
Opportunity Center, Northwood 
High School Well ness Center, Re-
entry and Support Program for 
Young detainees , Case Management 
for youth and parent program 
participants, Group and individual 
Mental Heallh counseling fo r 
program participan ts, Parent 
Sessions and a Fatherhood Program. 
lFCS (PRP): Program description: lFCS staff comes 243 Powdersby None Since 1988 No 
Job readiness, social ski ll bui lding, imo the home to Rd 
employment assist you in Joppa, MD 

making the 21085 (443) 
changes that they 801-0127 Cell 
need. Each family 
and situation is 
different so the 
plan to assist you 
is unique and 
designed to meet 
your needs . 

Job Com : career technical train ing Students aoes 16 Career technical There are 1?3 Diploma or Since 1964 Job Corp 
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Program Name/Description Program Criteria Benefit for 
Location Certification Existence 

Outcomes 
Youth Tracked 

and educational program~ Job Corps to 24, US citizen, training in the centers OED (racks the 
is a free educat ion and training seriolls about your chosen fie ld, nationwide youth 21 
program that helps young people start ing a career hands*on- mon ths after 
learn a career, earn a high school and studen ts who experience with graduat ing 
diploma or GED, and find and keep want to get their real employers, from Job Corp 
a good job. For eligible young high school opportunity to get 
people at least 16 years of age that diploma or GED high school 
quali fy as low income, Job Corps diploma or GED, 
provides the all-around skill s needed mentoring 
\0 succeed in a ca reer and in Ii fe. programs that pair 

the youth wi th 
center staff, 
career counselors 
and communi ty 
leaders and 
finding ajob or 
pursuing a higher 
education. 

Jump Start: a community based, High lisk males Youth best served Hyattsvi lle, No 3 years HQ 
transi tional living program for 8 17-20 are those cl ients Maryland 
males that provides a structured, who are 
supervised setting with an emphasis moti vated to 
on personal responsibili ty. Each enhance thei r 
youth participates in a vari ety of independent 
assessments to include bio- living skill s and 
psychosocial, psychiatric, career and can be maintained 
li fe skills assessments. From these in a community 
assessments, an individua lized based selling 
treatment plan is developed. A case wi thout ilarm to 
manager supports and guides the self or others 
youth with goal attainment. Life 
ski lls instruction is based on the 
Casey Life Ski 1Js Curriculum. Youth 
may attend high school or obtain 
their GED. The nrOQram will 
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Program Name/Description Program Criteria 
Benefit for 

Location Certification Existence 
Outcomes 

Youth Tracked 
provide emphasis on job read iness, 
job seeking, and job maintenance 
skills. A part time social worker 
provides individual and group 
therapy. Family therapy is offered as 
necessary and parent support groups 
are offered on a monthly basis. 
Just For Girls: Helping young girls Young f emales on Young girls At the Largo No Unsure No 
become young women through probation office in 
workshops, outings, and discussions Largo, MD 
in reference to pressing issues in 
their lives. 
Karma at Randallstown: Kanna at Karma at Youth with a Baltimore No Karma at 
Randallstown provides intensive Randallstown sexual offense County - 4202 Randal lstow 
therapeutic counseling for accepts males history that is Holbrook n opened in 
adolescent boys, aged 14-1 8, who between the ages opportunistlc, Road , January, 
exhibit serious behavior problems ofI4-18, not rather than Randallstown, 2004. KHI 
including dmg use, drug sales, car actively suicidal, predatory MD Services, Inc. 
theft and non-predatory sexual not actively (including, as a has been 
offenses. The program model is a psychotic, not a general mle, providing 
blend of Posi tive Peer Culture (PPC) recent fire setter, offending residential 
and its enhancement, EQUIP, plus youth with sexual sib lings, neighbor servlces 
the promising evidenced based acting out youth or since 1972. 
practice called Aggression behaviors, but not offending youth 
Replacement Train ing (ART). These predatory in when opportunity 
therapeutic approaches include nature. exists) . 
group counsel ing on specific topics 
(according to the PPC/EQUll'/ART 
requirements) six days a week, plus 
selected weekly group counsel ing 
sessions on topics such as anger 
management, substance abuse and 
sexual offenders for those boys 
needing such services. Licensed 
therapists (on staff) conduct 
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Program Name/Desniption Program C I-iteria Ben efit for 
Location Certification Existence 

Outcomes 
Youth Tracked 

individual, family and multifami ly 
group counseling sessions. 
Counselors conduct life skills 
training and issues and feel ings 
groups. Program Administrator and 
Family Therapists have been trained 
and certified through The Policy 
Institute to provide Sexual Offense 
therapy, Adolescents and their 
families participate in week ly 
multifami ly group sessions, and 
educational seminars to develop 
cohesiveness and support for the 
boys in th~rogram. 
Kent Youth Boys' GrouQ Home: 1. Youth are To encourage Chestertown, v.,'hen a youth Kent Youth 
Kent Youth, Inc . offers residential referred by responsible MD graduates program 
treatment through a grOllp home Department of behavior as from the Kent started in 
serving fourteen to seventeen year Juvenile Services opposed to mere Youth 197 1. 
old males, the group home is an Resource compliance the Program, they 
alternative between supervised Specialist. 2. Male goals of the youth receIve a 
probation and institutional youth between the are: 1. Assume certi fi cate 0 f 
placement. 11 lives tip to the label ages of 14 to 17 increasing levels completion . 
"community based fac ility" by years old. 3. Youth of responsibi lity. 
utili zing services available in the shall be 2. Function at a 
community sllch as public schools, adjudicated developmentally 
individual and family counseli ng, delinquent or appropriate level 
drug and alcohol education/ you th in need of of autonomy. 3. 
treatment, mental health, and supervision: the Become an 
medical fac ili ties and programs. youth may be on evaluator of their 
Services provided within the group probation or own behavior. 4. 
home include individual and family existing from Incorporate 
counseling, education SllPPOI1 , socia l another program. appropriate social 
and life skills education, crisis 4. Youth may n0n11S of conduct. 
intervention, and recreational come from all 5. Increase their 
activities. Th~imary~ose of SOClo-economlC self-efficacy. 6. 
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Benefit for 
Cert ification Existence 

Outcomes Program Name/Descriptio n Progl-am Criteria 
Youth 

Location 
Tracked 

these and all other Kent Youth levels and may Demonstrate 
efforts is to reduce the incidence of represent all races behavioral self-
delinquent behavior among the and creeds. 5. control. 7. 
youth served in its programs. This is Youth may exhibit Identify, problem 
accomplished by helping those poor judgment, solve and correct 
youth function more successfully in socially mistakes. 8. 
their environment. Kent Youth view inappropriate Participate in 
each youth individually and attempt value systems, household chores. 
to develop treatment interventions lack of self- 9. Maintain 
designed to address hi s specific discipline, may be personal space 
needs . Kent Youth believes an impUlsive and within assigned 
individualized approach is necessary have a need for bedroom in an 
due to the variety of factors which immediate orderly manner. 
may produce problem behavior in gratification: youth 10. On-grounds 
youth . This is accomplished by may have a history recreation. ] 1. 
giving focus not only to the youth of socially Phone calls to 
but also to systemic factors include inappropriate parents/guardian, 
parents, sibling and other family verbal and lor Case worker, and 
members, the acquisition of new physical Public 
skills, and the home and school confrontation , Defender/Lawyer. 
environments. Only when youth are emotional 12. On/Off 
provided an opportunity to learn disturbance, ground visitation 
effective skills for coping with their abuse/neglect, wi th parent! 
environment will they realize their learning guardian. 13. 
fl.111 potential for growth and disabilities, serious Participation in 
development. delinquency, approved after-

nmmng away school activities/ 
and/or substance sports. 14. 
abuse . Participate with 

Community 
ServiceslReceive 
Service Learning 
hours [or school. 
15. Part-time 
employment in 
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Program Na me/Description Program C riteria 
BCllcfit for 

Location Certification Existence 
Outcomes 

Youth Tracked 
community. 
Youth also 
receive 
individual/gro up/ 
family therapy. 
life ski lls, 
education 
support, drug! 
alcohol therapy/ 
awareness, Anger 
Management, and 
Social Skills. 

Lead 4 Life: 10 week program Females 15 - 18 Montgomery No, certificate Since 2009 No 
offering a support group for females years on probation County of completion 
with guest speakers, job readiness, of the course. 
and interview ro le ulavinQ. 
The Learning Bank of COIL. Inc. At least 16 years GED preparation. 1200 West 
GED classes in reading and writing; old, dmg- and We offer courses Baltimore St. 
pre-GED c lasses also availab le. alcohol-free for at in reading, Baltimore, MD 
ABE, individual tutoring, computer least 3 months, and writing, math, 21223 
assisted instruct ion, job readiness, able to adhere to science, 4 10-659-5452 
and job placement also availab le. attendance computers and 
Hours: M-F 8:30AM-4:30PM I Dolicies. social stud ies. 
Lihert v House: As a shelter care Liberty House Liberty House Baltimore City No Liberty 
program, it is expected that yo uth serves male youth provides services - 5005 Liberty House has 
placed by the Department of who have fo r cl ients w ith Heights ex isted since 
Juvenile Services wi li be in the behavioral issues the fo llowing: Avenue, Febmary 
program for a maximum of thirty that can be Adjudicated Baltimore, MD 2000. 
days. However, youth will be able addressed through Property 21207 Libe,1y 
\0 stay for longer periods of time at behavior Offenses, House was 
the di sc retion of the Department and modification and Aggressive/ fon11erlya 
the COllI1S. While in the care o f psychotherapeutic Assaultive residential 
Youth Enterprise Services, a variety interventions. Toward group home; 
of clinical services will be offered Libeny House Parents/S ibl ings, however, 
including case manaoement ; I nrovides a hi ohlv DefiantJOoDosi t io most recently 
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Program Name/Description Program Criteria 
Benefit for 

Location Certification Existence 
Outcomes 

Youth Tracked 
diagnostic evaluat ions; substance supervised arena nal Behavior, it has 
abuse screening and referral; for youth who are FrequentlRepeat become a 
superv ised administration of chronic truants, Property shelter care 
medications including psychotropic criminal charges, Destruction, program. 
medications; weekly individual and multiple Status Offense: 
psychotherapy; therapeut ic school Runaway, 
recreation and behavior suspenSIOns. Stealing! 
management. Treatment services Liberty HOllse Shoplifling, 
are based on a social-based serves the Aggressive! 
treatment model. Off-site services fo llowing Assaultive 
include, but are no t limited to, diagnosis: Toward Other 
psychiatric and psychological Affective Adults, 
services, substance abuse Disorder, Aggressi vel 
counseling, sex abuse offender Attention Defici t Assaultive 
treatment, physician, den tal, vis ion Disorder, Conduct Toward Peers, 
and nursing services. Disorder, Leaming Fire Setting, 

Disabilities, Isolated 
Personali ty Incident(s), Sex 
Disorder, Offender, and 
Substance Abuse, Adjudicated 
Anxiety Disorder, Status Offence: 
Hi-Polar Disorder, Truancy. 
Dually Diagnosed Liberty House 
Mental accepts/selVes: 
Health/Substances Asthmatics 
Abuse, (acute, moderate, 
Oppositional and mi ld), Acute 
Defiant Disorder, Enuresis, Type I 
Psychosis, and Diabetes, and 
Episodic Suicidal Seizure Disorder. 
Ideation. Liberty HOllse 

also accepts 
clients with the 
following specia l 
needs: physically 
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Program Name/Description Program C riteria 
Benefit for 

Location Certification Ex istence 
Outcomes 

Youth Tracked 
abused, sexually 
abused, students 
in special 
education, 
placement with 
siblings, and 
sDeech irnDaired. 

Maryland One-Stog Career Centers: All youth of -Baltimore 
Provides job info rmat ion and working age Works One-
services to job seekers and Stop Career 
employers. They have resource areas Center 
equipped with internet access, a 11 00 NOIih 
variety job search resource Elltaw Street 
materials, and resume writing Balt imore 
software. They also provide on-line -Eastside 
computer access, audio-visual 3001 East 
librari es, free faxing, copyi ng and Madison Street 
telephone services for job search, Baltimore, 
and a vari ety of workshops to assist -Northwest 
people in finding employment. 240 I Liberty 

Heights 
Avenue 
Mondawmin 
Mall - Suite 
302 
Baltimore 

Mayor's Office of Em12ioy!nent All youth of Career-focused 417 East 
Development: Coord inates and working age classes and Fayette Street 
directs workforce development academic support Suite 468 
ini tiat ives responsive to Ihe needs of in schools, to Baltimore, MD 
Baltimore City employers and job intel11ships and 2 1202 410-
seekers in order to enhance and workp lace 396-3009 
promote the local economy. Offers 

I nroorams to both adults and yo uth. 
mentors, 

Mont Qomer'V COlLnt'-;- Federal ion of Montgomery Silver spring, No No 
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Program Nam e/Description Program C riteria 
Ben efit fo r 

Location Certification Existence 
O utcomes 

Youth Tracked 
Famil ies fo r Children' s Menta l County youth and MD 
Health: Dynamic Life Skills families 
training, One on One Peer Support, 
Password protected website/ forum 

One Love: One Love Group Home Males between 14- Youth will Baltimore City During their Since 
offers a comprehensive residential 17; May have experi ence two - 5301 St stay at One January 2011 
program that provides independent mental bealth , levels of benefits. Georges Ave. Love, youth 
life skills, structured groups and behavior, social, or Initially the staff Baltimore, MD are el igible to 
individua l counseli ng, academic legal problems; lQ works to reduce 21212 receive 
tutoring, recreationa l acti vities, job above 70; any presenting 410-323-5057 certification 
readiness and job placement and Substance abusers clinical symptoms in two areas: 
support services for maJe in treatment sllch as self- community 
adolescents in a structured group concept, behavior service 
home environment. We require that problems or needs expenences 
residents participate in educational through which can be 
and vocat ional programs as well as stnIctured used for 
communi ty service and healthy programming and completing 
recreational activities. With an fami ly high school 
emphasis on creative and hol istic involvement at graduation 
program components, we seek to the onset. Our requirements 
nurture and empower so that our soc ial worker and and once 
residents are able to fully participate case manager youth 
in and give back to thei r work with complete our 
communities. Fami ly involvement in families to 8 module life 
service plan development and Improve ski ll s 
discharge planni ng is a cri tical communicat ions program; One 
componenl of the One Love between youth Love issues a 
expenence. and family for certi ficate of 

retum to the completion to 
home setting. the youth. 
Through an This can be 
indi vidua 1 ized used for job 
service plan, each searches. 
youth works to 

.. 
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Program Name/Description Program Criteria 
Ben efit for 

Location Certification Existence 
Outcomes 

Youth Tracked 
build social skills, 
receive help wi th 
academ ics and 
engage in job 
readiness 
activi ties. The 
long tenn goal fo r 
youth is 
successfull y 
transition to 
adulthood, 
including 
completion of 
high school, 
GED, career 
planning and job 
placement. 

Open Doors Career Center At risk teen Job placement 5 North Main Not known II + years No outcomes 
Non-Profit agency that addresses Street Suite are tracked 
employment needs of at risk teens 2 10 Bel Air 
by offering job ski lls training, career MD 2 10 14 
counseling, support groups, and job 

I placement assistance 
Prince Georee's County Circui t The Juvenile Drug Prince George's Prince A graduation The Juvenile Outcomes [or 
Court Juveni le Drug Court: Prince Court accept County Juvenile George's ceremony IS Drug Court the program 
George 's County Juvenile Dru g youths who have Drug Court is to County held at which was are tracked by 
Court is a twe lve month program in been adjudicated reduce substance Juvenile Court a juvenile inaugurated providing 
which participants are requi red to delinquent abuse and located at receives a in May 2004 statist ical data 
attend substance abuse counseling, between the ages delinquent 14735 Main proclamation as a post and through 
submit to random drug screens, of 14 -17 that behavior, Street, Upper and,of plea/post Federal 
attend school or obtain a general resides in Prince strengthen family Marlboro, course, adjudication Guidelines for 
equivalency diploma (GED), obtain George's County and cOlllmunity Maryland and accolades program. It Compliance. 
employment (dependent all age), who have nOI1- ties, improve the Ci rcuit from the has been in 
and comply with court ordered violent offense or educational Court Annex court. At existent ror 
currew, as well as other orders offense with opportunities and Building oraduation, seven years. 
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Benefit for 
Certification Existence 

Outcomes 
Program NamefDescription Program Criteria 

Youth 
Location Tracked 

issued by the court. Services are alcohol or dmg enhance the located at the 
individualized; substance abuse usage. quality oflife of 14701 delinquency 
treatment is a key component, along juvenile offenders Governor charges are 
with any other fonn of therapeut ic and their fami ly. Oden Bowie dismissed, the 
intervention deemed necessary for a This will be Drive, Room plea is 
participant's we ll- being including accomplished by 229 A, Upper vacated and 
mental health, family. grief, anger providing a Marlboro, Ihe pelition(s) 
management, and/or behavioral system of Maryland. are closed. 
services. strength-based 

community 
services that will 
result in increased 
public safety and 
the acquisition of 
additional life 
skills that are 
instrumental to 
the juveniles' 
oersonal growth. 

Ready by 21: Non-profit; availab le DJS and non-DJS Learn how to Tri-County Certificate of Approx.2 No 
to public and DJS referred youth. youth in 10th complete a Youth Services Completion years 

grade up to 21 college Bureau 
years old. app lication; take a 75 Industri al 

job interview; Park Dr. 
take the Waldorf, MD 
SAT/ACT, write 
a resume, set 
goals, plan for 
financial future. 

Reconnecting Youth Dropped out of Provides 410 Girard St. No I 1 +yrs. No outcomes 
Tutor-mentoring program for youth school, low assistance with Havre de are tracked 
who have dropped out of school. income GED,job Grace, MD 

read iness, driving 21078 
Shore UQI Job Start: Job Start is 15-19 years of age Youth who have Salisbury, No. Although Since before Program tracks 
Fresh Start model and is funded by not currently in the wi thdrawn or Maryland some youth 2006 outcomes. 
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P I-ogram Name/Descl-iplio n Program C r ilel-ia 
BenefitfOl-

Location Certifi cat ion Existence 
O utcomes 

Youth Tracked 
the Department of Juvenile SeIVices school system. have been receive their "Outcomes are 
on a per diem basis . The program Males and females expelled from GEDs primari ly 
offers troubled youlh, ages 14~2 1 , accepted. school and youth individualized, 
who have been referred by the D ept. des iring hands on based on 
of Juvenile Services a chance to get vocat ional individual 
off the streets and back on the right trai ning. circumstances. 
track by giving them the tools to Though many 
succeed and pennanently place them serv ices and 
with ga inful employment. This is activ ities are 
accompli shed through a variety o f provided, mai n 
methods including GED trai ning, measurable 
classroom sessions, career outcomes 
counseling, and on~s i te j ob trai ni ng include but are 
at a variety of vocat iona l ou tlets. not li mited to 
Throughout the program part icipants educationa l 
must complete: 5 hOllrs community achievement, 
service per week, 7 house ofGED a auainment of 
week, homework once a week, work maturi ty 
tutoring. mentoring, project skills. GED 
newsletter, and weekly se lf- attainment and 
eva luations. job 

placement." 
SOllthern Maryland Job Source Age 16-2 1, low Ass ist age \ 6-21 SO lltl1 em Unknown No 
Youth programs: Works with youth income, barri er to who face Maryland 
on work readiness preparation, education or signi fican t 
academic achievement, trai ni ng employment, employment 
activities, career planning, o ffender, pregnant, challenges 
supportive resources motivation and homeless, drop 
support. rewards. out , fosler care 
St. Luke's House, INC: Case Youth ages 16-22 Montgomery Since 2008 No, they have 
management, education support . job youth in County. They their own 
sup port, and job readiness Montgomery work wi th track ing. 

County with DORS 
mental health 
concems, before 

.. 
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Program Na me!Descr iption Program Criteria 
Benefit for 

Loca tion Certifica tion Existence 
Outcomes 

Youth T racked 
they graduate from 
high school 

Tri-Counry Youth Services Bureau: TCYSB Clients DJS PF office No 2 years TCYSB may, 
Vocational test ing/counseling DJS does not 

Victim Awareness Education This program is Youth benefi t The Largo After 10 years In Prince 
Program: After youth sign-in, for youth who from this program Office completing George's 
ground ni les and group expectations have committed an by leam ing how ConCerellce the Victim County, 
are explained and discussed. A pre- offense against their offense Room in Awareness infonnation is 
test is then handed out to youth to another person. affected other Largo, Education placed into the 
gage their knowledge before the people. Maryland Program Post ASSIST 
class has started. After completing Test and program for 
the pre-test, each quest ion is read recelvmg a tracking if 
aloud, an answer is given and the grade of70% needed. 
question is discussed. After or above, the 
completing the pre-test, youth learn youth receives 
about who are victims o f crimes, the a cert ifica te 
di rrerences between restorative and stating the 
retributivejuslice, what is property youth's 
crime, Maryland laws and different completion of 
offenses, the four major impact areas the class. 
and vict ims' rights are discussed. 
Homework is given out and to be 
completed before the next session. 
On Day 2, Homework is discussed 
and a review is completed of the 
grollnd mles and then each student 
presents hi s/her homework. A 
worksheet is handed out called 
tough choices and the youth 
complete and di scuss their answers. 
A Thinking Errors worksheet is 
given out and di sc ll ssed with the 
class. Then, previolls topics learned 
from the last class are discllssed and 
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P)"ogr~lm Na me/Description Program C riteri a 
Benefit for 

Location Certification Existence 
Outcomes 

Youth Tracked 
reviewed. A movie is then presented 
and discussed and a rev iew for the 
test is completed. Day 3, Faci litator 
gives an overview on all of the 
maleli als that have been di scllssed in 
Day 1 and Day 2. A handout 011 

property crime is completed 
ind ividuall y and then discussed in a 
group. Class discuss ion exercises 
are completed and the final test is 
given. Each youth must score a 70% 
or above to nass the class. 
VisionQuest Momi l1 2 Star Youth At-risk young men All youth attend Eastern Shore No Vision Quest 
Academy: VisionQuest Morn ing ages 14-18 with Aggression 144 1 Taylors took over 
Star Youth Academy is a 40 bed, behavioral and Replacement Island Road, Morning Star 
long-ternl residential (6-9 month) psycho-social Training, Woolford, MD Youth 
program that provides education and concenlS, Cognitive Academy in 
treatment services. The program is including Behavioral September 
designed to address both the current substance abuse Therap y, Seven 2005 
presenting problems of the youth Challenges 
along wi lh the underlyi ng issues that Groups - All 
have led to maladaptive behaviors. Ev idence-based 
The goal is to establish the yo uth on Models. Equine 
a more posi tive, pro-social path that Assisted Therapy, 
wi ll lead to maturation into Sport ing 
successful adu lthood. The academy's Activities such as 
Seven Cha llenges Substance Abuse Running, Biking, 
treatment approach involves a Illulti- Swimming,Orf 
phase therapeutic process that works Property Half 
first on estab lishing a foundation of Marathons, 
tmst, self~knowledge and positive Quests. 
values, and then works speci fica ll y Ex traordinary 
on drug and alcohol issues. The Experiences, 
programming combines Community 
VisionQuest's innovative adolescent Service, Small 
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Program Name/Description Progra m Criteria 
Benefit fo r 

Location Certification Existence 
O utcomes 

Youth Tracked 
treatment phi losophy with current Class Sett ing 
best practices within the substance 
abuse treatment field. Vision Quest's 
treatment philosophy blends widely-
accepted evidence-based clinical 
practices with adventure-based 
experiential learning and ethicall 
spiritual healing ceremonies based 
on Ameri can Indian traditions. This 
blending of modalities creates a 
powerful, whole-person approach 
that reaches young people at the 
level of mind, body, & spirit to 
create deep & lasting change. 
Woodland Job Com: the nation's YOll th must not be Youth can receive 3300 Fort N /A 1998 DJS does not 
largest career technica l training and court involved and the fo llowing Mead Road, current ly 
education program fo r young people substance abuse benefits from Laurel, MD collect or 
at least 16 years o f age that qualify free, at least 16 part icipation in receive 
as low income. A voluntary program years of age and the Job Corp outcome data 
administered by the U.S. quali fy as low program; fro m thi s 
Department of Labor, Job Corps mcorne. academic program. 
provides el igible young men and training, GED, 
women with an opportunity to gain pay allowance, 
the experience they need to begin a hOllsing, meals , 
career or advance 10 higher wellness center, 
education. Job Corp provides youth transition 
with academic traini ng, and or GED, allowance, job 
and career technical training in placement, career 
several vocational trades. Trades counseling and 
availab le at the Woodland Job Corp relocation 
are Carpentry, Culinary Arts, counsel ing 
Electrical, Facil iti es Maintenance, serVJces. 
Hotel & Lodging, Office 
Administration, and Network Cable 
l.nstal lation. 
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Prognllll Na me/ Descri ption Progra m Criteria 
Benefit for 

Location Cer tifi ca tion Existence 
Outcomes 

Youth Tracked 
Woodward Academy: Woodward Males ages 12-18, Every youth who Woodward, IA Whi le youth Woodward Yes, we 
Academy offers a growing list o f I.Q. of70+ and completes the - On-site and do not get Academy receive 
vocational opportunities for their accepted 10 out-of- Woodward in the local certification opened its weekly, 
students. All students will be state, staff secured Academy's community in a parti cular doors on J ul y quarterly and 
expected to take the World of Work placement. Youth World of Work businesses vocation, the 10, 1995. annual 
class that addresses a variety of needing behavioral gains basic program Since outcomes 
career topics. These topics range modi fication , knowledge that focuses on the opening their reports frol11 
from applying and interviewing for a substance abuse can be applied to "World of doors, the agency-
job, budgeting an income, filing fo r and sex offender future Work"; Woodward the program 
fi nancial aid, completing treatments. employment. specifica ll y, a has tracks 
government fonns and seeking Every youth has youth 's continued to successful and 
business li censes. Training begins the opportunity to development expand their unsuccessful 
with the completion of the World of leave Woodward of job skil ls, vocational di scharges 
Work. Once completed, students with a "hand-on" community and 
may be eligible for certi fication and experi ence or connections, employment 
various job opportunit ies both on skill in addition to interpersonal opportunit ies 
and off campus. Individual programs a GED and/or ski lls, a for youth in 
include: Knights on the Move High School paycheck,and their 
(KOTM), Graphic Design, Digital Diploma which in experience to program. 
Photography, Video Production, tum affords them put on their Their newest 
Publication Printing, Lawn Care a chance to be resume program was 
Maintenance, Journalism, independent and started in 
Apprentice Work-Study Program, develop into a 2009. It was 
Co-op Agricultural Studies/ productive then that the 
Vocations, and Food Preparation citizen. Academy 
and Dietary started the 

fi rst student 
involved 
business, a 
1110VlI1g 
company, 
named 
Knights On 
The Move. 

Frederick County Workforce Not limited Service youth 5340 A Unknown Over 5 years No 
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P rogra m Name/Description Program Criter ia 
Benefi t for 

Locat ion Cer tification Existence 
O utcomes 

Youth Tracked 
Services: Youth Services: summer with "barriers" to Spectrum 
jobs program, year-round career employment, (ie. Drive, 
planning workshops and paid Special ed. , Frederick, MD 
internship prooram. I probation) 21703 
Family PannershiQ ofFredenck 16 years or older 16 years or older 8420 Gas GED Over 5 years No 
County: GED program with parent seeking GED and House Pike, 
educat ion, child development (d ay barriers to Suite EE, 
care), comllluni ty services employment/edllc Frederick, MD 
coordination, health services, at ion 21701 
parenting roles and education 
serv ices re lated to 
employment/readiness and retent ion 
support. 
Good Guides Youth Mentoring Youths ages 12 to Males and Goodwi ll No January 1, No (Program 
Program (Goodwill Industries of 14 participate in females, ages 12 Industries; 2010 staff mai ntain 
Monacacy Valley): Volunteer career exploration to 17, who are at- variolls job data, 
mentors to bui ld career plans and activities; youth risk for j uveni le sites, outcomes} 
skill s, prepare youth for schoo l ages 15 to 17 delinquency. depending on 
completion, and prepare youth for participate in job acti vity 
post secondary opportunities, training 
including fu rther education, training, opportunities. 
and productive work and careers. Youth involved in 

this program . . 
receive a lTImtmllm 
of four hours a 
month with their 
assigned mentor. 
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Juvenile Re-Entry Subcommittee Report



J UVENILE RE-ENTRY SUBCOMMITTEE REPORT 

The sliccess fu l fe-entry and transition ofjuvcni les from a commitment placement back to the 
community is among the most important responsibilities of Department of] uvenile Services 
(O.l S). In Maryland, 56% ofthase released from ajuveni lc residential faci lity in fisca l year 2009 
were rC-<IITcsted fo r a new crime within 12 1110l1th5 following release. However, o r thase only 
19% were fe-adjud icated or cOllv icted and only 14% were fe-committed or incarcerated. It is 
essentia l for these youth to rctum to their communities with the appropriate tools to become 
productive and hea lthy adu lts. 

To increase the likel ihood of successful j uven ile re-en try, the subcollll11 iu ce recommends the 
following: 

1) Re-entry shou ld being as soon as the youth enters the juvenile justice system; 
2) Re-entry initiatives should engage the youths ' fami lies; 
3) Education and Employment should be the priority of the youths' re-entry p lan; and 
4) The Baltimore City Continuum of Opportunity Reentry Program and Service (CORPS) 

Initiative should be continued and expanded statewide. 

Rc-cntl] ' Planning at E ntry 

In FYII the Department of Juven ile Services completed the implementation of the Maryland 
Comprehensive Assessment and Service Planning (MCASP) tool which is a new automated ri sk 
and needs assessment tool. T he Maryland Comprehens ive Assessment and Service Plarmillg 
(MCASP) initiative is an integrated case managemen t process aimed at assessing youth's risks 
and needs during their ongoing involvement with DJS. This will allow case management staff to 
develop appropriate interventions and ultimately help accomplish the Department 's goal of every 
child becoming a sel f-sufficient productive adult. MCASP has three key components: Risk 
Assessment perfonned at intake; Needs Assessment perfonned post-adjudication, and the 
Treatment Service Plan (TSP). The TSP is the treatment and re-entry planning that occurs 
immediately after it is detenn ined that a youth is being placed in an out of home commitment. 

Family Engagement 

The majority of Maryland youth who are placed in residential treatment centers return back to 
their communit ies. Accordingly, community support and fami ly engagement is extremely 
important to them being success ful upon their return. Research has shown that youth benefit 
from having active and invo lved parents in their lives. This is often challenging because a large 
number of youth who enter placement do not have strong connections to their fam ilies which has 
be a factor in the poor decisions that led them to delinquency. This makes it difficult for the 
Department to engage family members and navigate the relationships while the youth are in care, 
however it remains a priority and requ irement of case management. To improve these 
connections, the Department engages famil y members, community members and ex tended 
fal11 ily when the youth first enters the juvenile justice center. The Department al so provides 
transportation for fami lies to encourage and foster visi tation th is includes airfare fo r youth who 
are being served in an out-of-state placement. Many locations are now also offeri ng video 



conferencillg as a convenience for families. Research has shown that fami ly contact during 
incarceration can result in not j ust improved behavior while in placement but also in post-release 
outcomes. 

Lastly, the Department has implemented lWO Evidence Based Pract ices in Maryland to assist 
ent ire fam ily, Funct ional Family Therapy (FFT) and Multisystemic Therapy (MST). FFT is a 
well-documented and highly successful fami ly intervention for at-risk and j uveni Ie justice 
involved youth. The major goal ofFFT is to improve family communication and supportiveness 
while helping famllies adopt positive behavior change and parenting strategies . Data has shown 
that when ap plied as intended, FIT can reduce recidivism between 25-60%. 

MST is an intensive fam il y- and community-based treatment that addresses the multiple 
determinan ts of se rious anti soci al behavior in yo uth at imminent risk of au t -0 [-home placement. 
The multi-systemic approach promotes behavior change in the youth's natural envi ronment, 
using the strengths of each system (e.g., family, peers, school, neighborhood, indigenous support 
network) to facilitate change. Evaluations ofMST have demonstrated reductions of25-70% in 
long term rates ofre-alTesl for serious juvenile offenders, as well as 47-64% reductions in out-of
home placements. 

While the majority orlhe evidenced based service slots are lIsed to keep youth in the community 
and oul of residential placements the Department has also used these slots to step YOUUl down 
from res idential placements and provide the proper supports and services ror the entire fami ly. 

Prioritize Educ:l tiOU and E mployment as Essential Elements of Re-entry Planning 

A youth's connection to education and employment is vital to their success with re-entry and 
becoming productive adult and therefore must be a priority in their re-entry planning. 

There are a number of factors complicate the education of youth in care. Many of youth entering 
placements have had poor academic perfOlmance prior and often functioning below their 
appropriate grade level. There can also at times be delays in getting education records 
transferred, causing intem.lptions in the development oflheir edllcatiol1 plans. 

To overcome these barriers, the Department has been working the Maryland State Department of 
Education (MSDE) and the local school systems to improve communication and streamline the 
transition process fo r youth. DJS has also asked the Interim Superintendent of Schools to issue a 
request to the local schools to provide transition teams [or all youth transitioning back into the 
community and develop standardize [onns statewide. 

For youth who choose no! to reenroll in school they should be encouraged to obta in their GED 
.and receive training in a particular trade. Engaging communi ty members such as workforce 
development agencies and business owners in reentry initiatives can help reentry staff develop 
efrective job tra ini ng and placement support for youth . In researching options for youth the 
subcommittee found through the Maryland Workforce Exchange a valuable too l at: 
https:llmwejobs.marvland.gov/ 



This website allows individuals to research various jobs, certifications, vocations and more to 
determine what training is required, where they can receive the training as wel l as the number of 
years for completion. This is an excellent tool for career exploration in addition to a very 
tangible resource. Often youth express interest in a particular career or vocational skill but 
having difficulty obtaining the ill fonnatioll to follow-up and apply fo r these programs. This is 
also a great tool for case managers and youth advocates to guide students prior to thei r release to 
start engaging them in particular career paths and assisting them with applications. To access 
this information once you are at the site look LInder "Job Seekers" click on "Education and 
Training" and then click on "Training and Education Programs". There is a tab labeled 
"Program Listing" on the right side at the top that provides an alphabetized listing of all 
programs in Maryland. Please see the screen print outs of the site in the appendix attached. 

While in placement youth are required to receive six hours of education five days a week. In 
many of the programs the career exploration as well as exposure to vocations is offered . 
Attached please find a list of these programs in the appendix attached. 

T he Baltimor e C ity Continuum of Oppor tuni ty R eentry Prog ram and Ser vices 
(CORPS) Initiat ive 

The U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) awarded funding to DJS to implement the Continuum of 

Opportunity Reentry Program and Services (CORPS) Initiative in Ju ly, 2009, and as a result of 

the program's success lhe Department was awarded another $3 mill ion to continue CORPS. 

The CORPS Initiative offers a comprehensive approach to community reintegration or reentry. 
It is characterized by intensive case management, educational and employment opportunity, 

career training, mentoring and community service opportunities. The CORPS philosophy 

embraces youth who may otherwise be at risk for further delinquency and seeks to maximize the 

probabil ity of successful reentry by providing youth with the tools and ski ll s necessary to 

become productive members of their communi ty. 

The CORPS lnitiative provides essential employment and educational-related services to 

Baltimore City you th upon thei r return to the communi ty following court-ordered residential 

placement or )ong-teml detent ion. These employment and educational oppOliunities are 

provided from within an umbrella of intensive case management provided primarily by a Youth 

Advocate, Transition Specialist, DJS Case Mallagemellf Specialist (eMS). Community 

involvement is incorporated as we ll through community mentoring programs and meaningfu l 

community service / restorative justice projects. 

The CORPS approach begins prior to release with a referral 10 CORPS made by the DJS eMs. 
During the pre-release phase of CORPS, each youth is assigned a Youth Advocate and a 
Transitiol1 Specialist. The Youth Advocate and a Tra1lsition Specialist visit the youth in 

placement and begin the relationship-building process. They encourage youth and 

parent/guardians to part icipate in CORPS via a family conference. Importantly. the assessment 



process is initiated at this time. The assessment process culminates in the completi on of a 

Personalized Education and Employment Plall (or PEEP). 

During the post·re lease phase of CORPS, the Youth Advocate and Trallsitioll Specialist seek to 

actualize the PEEP by helping youth to pursue educational and employment opportunities and 

access fundin g for such pursuits through Education (flld Employment Support funds (up to 

$1,000 pCI' participant). Intensive case management and supervision continues in the 
community phase of CORPS and is a critical component of the program. The Transition 

Specialist and Youth Advocate work together wi th the DJS Case Manager to support, encourage, 
and retain participants in the program. Community·based opportuni ties for mentoring and 

community service are also provided. An overview of the essential components and logic of the 

CORPS model iii shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. 
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